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Introducing the
Performance Assessment Sampler
Performance assessment, constructed-response, and authentic assessment are terms
sweeping through educational testing and reform. Much is in development, in prototype, and in
early use. Every day an educator or testing official somewhere is likely being toid to get on top
of what is being done in this area and get started in their state, district, or school. With the
recent spurt in development, that isn't easy to do quickly.
This "sampler" is designed for the person who needs to get a handle on these new assessment efforts. It follows the pattern of the ETS Policy Information Center's previous "wor",
book" on national educational standards*, reproducing excerpts that give at least an acquaintance with a project, and information on where to go to learn more. This is by no means an
exhaustive inventory of efforts at alternative assessment going on in the United States, or at
Educational Testing Service. Rather, it is a sampler that attempts to represent a broad range
of efforts in this area.

Paul E. Barton
Director
Richard J. Coley
Senior Research Associate
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reproduce their materials. This permission, when required, is specified on the page introducing
the particular project or material.

Carla Cooper provided desktop publishing services and preparation for printing.

*National Standards for Education: What They Might Look Like. A Workbook. Princeton,
NJ: Policy Information Center, Educational Testing Service, 1992.

Aquarium Problem and Teacher Guidelines
New Standards Project
The, New Standards Project is a joint program of the National Center on Education and
the Economy, which is based in Rochester, NY, and the Learning Research and Development
Center at the University of Pittsburgh. The project has attracted the participation of 17 states
and six large school districts who already were far along in designing and administering a new
generation of asse3sments based on performance rather than multiple-choice tests.
The system created by the Project will set a high standard of performance for all students. The assessments will emphasize the ability to think well, to demonstrate a real understanding of subjects studied and to apply what one knows to the kind of complex problems
encountered in life. The Project will employ portfolios, exhibitions, projects, and timed performance examinations, all based on the use of real-life tasks that students are asked to do
alone and in groups.
In establishing content standards, the Project is drawing on the work of national bodies
such as the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and on curriculum frameworks and
goals developed by the states. It will also work to establish international benchmark standards
for student performance. Work has begun on the tasks that will constitute the core of the
examinations and the first exams will be available in 1993-94.
For more information on :the New Standards Project, write to:
Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh
3939 O'Hara St., Room 408
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

or call

412-624-8319

The "Aquarium Problem" is reproduced with the permission of the New Standards Project.
The fish illustrations are reproduced with the permission of T.F.H. Publications, Inc.,
Neptune, New Jersey.
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NEW STANDARDS PROJECT

joint program of the
Learning Re,earch anLi Development Center at the UniverNity of Pitt,lxirgh
and the
National Center on Education and the Economy

May 15, 1992

Dear Student:

Today you will be part of an exciting plan called the
New Standards Project. We are looking at new ways of
teaching, learning and testing. Our plan is to create
interesting learning activities for students. We hope that
these activities will give you a chance to show what you
know and what you can do in math.
All across the country, fourth graders from many
communities are helping the New Standards Project by
working on these learning activities. By showing and
explaining your best thinking, you will help us improve the
activities before trying them with other students.
We thank you for your help and for being such an
important part of the New Standards Project.
Sincerely,

Philip Dam
Director for Mathematics
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\c% mandar(Ls Project
Learning Research and 1)evelopment Center University of Pittslxirgh
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THE AQUARIUM
Imagine that your school principal asks you to do a special
job and gives you these written directions:

Your class will be getting a 30 gallon
aquarium. The class will have $25.00 to spend
on fish. You will plan which fish to buy. Use
the Choosing Fish for Your Aquarium brochure
to help you choose the fish. The brochure tells
you things you must know about the size of the
fish, how much they cost and their special needs.
Choose as many different kinds of fish as
you can. Then write a letter to me explaining
which fish you choose. In your letter,
1.

tell me how many of each kind of fish
to buy

2.

give the reasons you chose those fish

3.

show that you are not overspending
and that the fish will not be too
crowded in the aquarium.

3
4

9

lengths of all your fish added up
can be ten inches at the most.

in a ten gallon aquarium, the

To be healthy, fish need enough
room to swim and move around.
A good rule is to have one inch
of fish for each gallon of water in
your aquarium. This means that

Size of Fish

their special needs.

fish, you must know about the
size of the fish, their cost, and

brochure to help you choose fish
that will be happy and healthy in
your aquarium. To choose your

Use the information in this

Planning Ahead

Choosing Fish for
Your Aquarium

.1 ,

..

: :.

10 inches

P4P

five fish if each is only two
inches long.

10 inches

cc, 47. mt

three-inch long fish or

10 inches

a seven-inch long fish and a

one ten-inch long fish, or

1

here are a few of your choices:

.

.
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With a ten gallon aquarium,

EXAMPLE:

alone

pair

listed in the chart.

school

10

alone. A few kinds of fish have
other special needs, which are

fish -- while other live in pairs or

together in schools --a group of
four or more of the same kind of

special needs of each kind of
fish. Some fish need to live

Use the chart to learn about the

Special Needs

are listed in the chart.

Some fish cost as little as one
dollar, others cost much more.
The prices of each kind of fish

Cost of the Fish

Student Reflections, Ideas
You can help us make these learning activities even better.
Think about each of the following questions, and write to
us what you honestly think. Be as clear as you can (you
might want to give us examples of what you mean).
What did you enjoy about the task?

What did you not like about the task?

How is this task like other activities you do in your class?
How is it different?
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Velvet Cichlid

Ram;rez' Dwarf
Cichlid

Blind Cave Fish

Cardinal Tetra

Red-tailed
Black Shark

$5

$2

$5

$5

2 for $3

$1

Marbled
Hatchetfish

Guppy

$1

Cost

Zebra Danio

Name

inches

inches

inches

.

inches

inches

12 ji inches

2

3

1+ inches

4+ inches

2

2

1
7

Length in
Inches

olive with stripes

rainbow

silvery rose

red and green

black with red tail

red, blue and green

yellow

blue with gold lines

Color

Chart for Freshwater Fish

1

0

Can be trained to take food from the
hand and can be petted. Must be
kept only with other cichlids

other fish.

than 2 .12- years; gets along with

Lives in pairs; rarely lives longer

Lives in schools; uses its sense of
smell and vibration to find food.

Lives in schools.

Fights with other sharks, but gets
along with other kinds of fish.

Lives in schools.

Lives in schools; can leap 3-5
yards.

Lives in schools; gets along with
other kinds of fish.

Special Needs, Facts

THE AQUARIUM

Guidelines for the Teacher
Purpose
In The Aquarium task, students use their knowledge of mathematics to solve a real world
problem. Students use logical and numerical reasoning about money, measurement and
realistic conditions to decide how best to stock an aquarium within the conswaints of the
situation.
This task calls for logical and numerical reasoning and justification of that reasoning.
These are contained in Standard 1 (Mathematics as Problem Solving), Standard 3
(Mathematics as Reasoning), and Standard 4 (Mathematical Connections) of the NCTM
Curriculum Standards for Grades K-4. Students apply understanding of measurement as
described in Standard 10 (Measurement).

This task is designed to assess students' mathematical thinking and their use of information
contained in a brochure which features a chart, mg their ability to read the brochure and
chart independently.

Materials and Resources
Students should have easy access to calculators
Paper, pencils
Extra copies of Choosing Fish for Your Aquarium brochure and Chart for
Freshwater Fish (the last page of the task booklet)
Task booklet

Time Required
The Introductory Activities take about one 40-minute class period; anticipate two class
periods for the assdssment itself. Allow enough time for the task so that you and the
students feel that they have been able to do their best work.

Ideas for post-assessment activities are included at the end of these guidelines. You may
wish to use these to extend the exploration of the mathematical ideas contained in the
assessment task.

Introduaory Activity
Introductory activities should interest students in the task context (fish and aquariums) and
ensure that all students have sufficient knowledge and curiosity about the context to enable
them to work on the task. You may want to start by helping the whole group generate and
discuss some considerations in selecting fish for an aquarium. Guide students to include
these criteria: price of fish, choosing types of fish that can live together, allowing sufficient
room and oxygen for all the fish.

15
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After the discussion, help students read the Choosing Fish for Your Aquarium brochure.
Help them understand the chart and help them to practice with it. Have students notice and
tell all that they can about a particular fish listed on the chart. Stve students find fish that
must live in groups of four or more ("schools"). Other possible questions: "My friend has
a fish with red on it, what could it be?" "How much will it cost to buy four guppies?"
"What is the shortest fish? The longest?" "Is there a yellow fish that is longer than 2
inches?" "Which fish is the most expensive."
To build students' interest and readiness, a Think-Pair-Share activity can be helpful:
Write the words "fish" and "aquarium" on the chalkboard. Ask students to
think about these words, then to write down everything that they know
about "fish" and "aquarium'. Have students write down complete ideas,
not just single words.
Allow students to form pairs and share their lists.
Now ask students to share as an entire group. Record their ideas and keep
the group's list visible while students work on the assessment task.

Assessment Task
Read the Letter to the Students at the beginning of the task. This should
help communicate that a good effort is expected of all students.

Introduce the Aquarium task. You may want to refer back to your

introductory activities. Read the task aloud with the students, or read it to
them. Explain any words you think may be unclear. Make sure that
students understand the considerations for choosing fish and that. they know
what to include- in their letter to the principal.
Each student should work independently to create a workable solution, and
write a letter explaining his or her choices. Your interaction with the
students should be limited to making them comfortable with the assignment
and to normal classroom management.
When the students have finished the assessment task, ask them to respond to
the Student Reflections, Ideas questions on the last page of the task
booklet.
Post-Assessment Suezestions
The purpose of the post-assessment activity is to provide students with an opportunity to
review how they solved the problem and to learn from their work on this task.

10

Suggested Activities:
A "pair-share" procedure, similar to the one in the introductory activity, is
one technique for doing such a reflective review. Students share solutions
with their classmates, thinkin2 about the crucial elements of the task, revise
or at least revisit their work, and finally, reflect upon what they think they
learned as a result of participating in this activity.

In this activity, students share solutions with their classmates, thinking
about the crucial elements of the task, revise or at least revisit their work,
and finally, reflect upon what they think they learned as a result of
participating in this activity.
Begin by talking with students about how we often become better problem solvers by
reviewing how we and others solved a particular problem. Mention that everyone is to be
commended for the effort they put forth in working on this task. In order for us to improve
our own problem solving skills, we are going to share our work.
The activity could continue something like this:

"First, we'll share with partners. Each of you will exchange your plan with a
partner. As you read your partner's solution to the problem, note at least Dm
things that you think showed good thinking. Also, write at least one or two
questions which you might ask to better understand what your partner did to solve
the problem or which might help your partner improve his solution to the problem
Share your responses with your partner."

To help students review each other's work, remind them of the critical task parameters-30 gallon tank and $25.00 limit--and the important information about the fish to he chosensize, cost, and special qualities.
Have students rotate partners within their groups. Students will need to keep track of the
good points and questions/suggestions for each partner.
After students have had an opportunity to share with their partners, reconvene the entire
class. Pose questions such as:
What surprising or interesting things did you learn?
What else would you like to share with the class?
What would you do differently if you were to revise your solutiol for the task?
You might then ask students go back and actually revise their solutions. Finally, you might
ask students what they learned from working on the Aquarium task. Students should
record their responses.

11

The PACKETS' Program
PACKETS is a major new program of Educational Testing Service to develop performance-based activities that teachers can use as part of classroom instruction and as the foundation for documenting the learning process.

The program contains a series of high quality, nationally field-tested performance
assessment activities or tasks. These materials are packaged by specific subjects and grade
levels. PACKETS' materials include activities that:
Do not presume one correct way of thinking about the problem or just one
right answer.

Require students to utilize a broad spectrum of knowledge, reasoning,
problem-solving, and communication.
Require students to work in groups in a cooperative learning environment.

Although the PACKETS' program will cover the K-12 spectrum across several content
areas, the first set of materials is in middle school mathematics. The Middle School Math
PACKETS' program is currently in use in a limited number of field-test classrooms, and will
be available nationally for the 1994-95 school year.
The materials provided here include some overall information on the program, along
with examples of activity, feedback, and assessment materials.

For more information, contact:
Nancy Katims
Mail Stop 37-B
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, NJ 08541

These materials are copyrighted by Educational Testing Service and are reproduced here with
permission.
The chart, "Race of the Sexes: What Lies Ahead," presented in the "PACKETS Times," is
copyrighted by the New York Times. Reprinted by permission.
13
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The Middle School Math PACKETS"( program
is currently in use in a limited number of
field-test classrooms, and will be available
nationally for the 1994-95 school year.

The math PACKETS"' materials are strongly
interdisciplinary, with activities that encourage
reading, writing, oral communication, and
mathematical skills, reasoning and
problem-solving.

In the math model, each "big ideas" project is
based on a real-life data-rich newspaper
article carefully written for middle school
students. Accompanying each project is a
sequence of supporting activities designed to
help students internalize and apply the
mathematical ideas generated in the project
activity. Included within each sequence of
tasks are problems suitable for in-class group
and individual work as well as for homework.

Although the PACKETS"' program will cover
the K-12 spectrum across several content areas,
the first set of PACKETS"' materials is in
middle school (grades 6-8) mathematics. The
framework underlying the materials is built
upon many years of research conducted by
Richard Lesh and others in the mathematics
education field.

Math PACKETS"' Program

PACKETSIM materials furnish teachers with the
tools they need to implement performance assessment,
while stimulating students' thinking and gettting
students excited about learning. Students learn how
to evaluate their own responses and to revise and
improve their own work. Assessment, therefore,
becomes an important part of the learning process.

Copyright 0 1993 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved.

In addition to the activities or tasks, the PACKETS"'
program contains information on how to interpret
a studenisftesponse as well as how to foster
i..e9id-evalbation on the part of the student.

require students to work in groups in a
cooperative learning environment to create a
product which meets the requirements of the
activity.

A require students to utilize a broad spectrum of
knowledge, reasoning, problem-solving,
communication, and "big ideas," where skills
and small or isolated bits of knowledge are
placed in a larger picture, and

do not presume one correct way of thinking
about the problem or just one right answer,

The PACKETS"' program contains a series of high
quality, nationally field-tested performance assessment activities or tasks. These materials are
packaged by specific subjects and grade levels.
PACKETS"' materials include activities that:

What Is the PACKETS", Program?

One of the Educational Testing Service's major
undertakings is the development of performancebased activities that teachers can use as part of
classroom instruction and as the foundation for
documenting the learning process. This concept is
reflected in the PACKETS"' Program.

Educational reform in the 1990's is calling for
change change in classroom instructional
practices and change in testing and assessment.
In order for true educational improvement to
occur, assessment and instruction must be linked.
A strong focus on higher-level thinking and on
interdisciplinary activities must exist.

The PACKETSTM Program

A set of tools designed to help teachers and
students capture the richness and multidimensional nature of the student products at
both a descriptive and an evaluative level.
Reflecting the high quality assessment
expertise of ETS staff coupled with input from
teachers and educational leaders nation4fly,
this component provides guidelines ana
models for the development of feedback
mechanisms that can inform multiple
audiences for instructional and assessment
purposes.

A Assessment Guide

What Are The Key Features?
An individual subject matter and grade level set
of PACKETS"' materials includes:
A Teachers' Guide
A wealth of information on a variety of topics,
including the value and utility of performance
assessment, the role of performance assessment
in classroom teaching and evaluation, how to
integrate these activities into one's teaching,
and how to use students' work from
PACKETS"' activities to build a portfolio.
A Classroom Tested Performance Assessment
Activities
Project-sized activities ;a which studentsbring
together skills, reasoning, and problem-solving
strategies to create a solution to a problem that
has real-world application. Written and oral
expression are components across all subjects.
Since the activities are field tested by a sample
of teachers and students across the countiy,
the activities represent materials that work.
A Sample Student Responses
Examples of student products, from across
the country, which represent a variety of
approaches to a given "big ideas" project.
These sample responses are selected to assist
the teachers and students in understanding
and applying the principles of the assessment
guide to the products developed in their own
classrooms.
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Assessment Guidelines

Instructional Feedback Options

Description of Mathematical
Approaches

Sample Student Products

Interpretation Framework

Activity

"Big Ideas"

?,2

Follow-up Problems
2. Exploration Activity
Application Activity
1.

Post-Activity
Exercises

MODEL OF A PACKETS"' ACTIVITY SEQUENCE
FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

A resource for
developing and demonstrating
mathematical power
through pmformance activities

PACKETS Times

Vol. 2, No. 1. Spring 1993.

Copyright ID 1993 by Lducational Testing Service. All Rights and bccasional Wrongs Preserved.

Women runners threaten to overtake men
today would not even qual-

If women's running

mance, but if they're sug-

times continue to improve,
top women may soon catch
up with the best men.

gesting that women will

ify for the men's track

approach men, that's ludi-

events in the Olympics.

men's world record is

even outrun men someday,

crous."
But the two researchers
said the women's trend has

according to two scientists.
This prediction is based

ignore.

In fact, women may

on the rate at

which

women's race times have

been too consistent to
Whipp said that before
looking at the data, he did

In the marathon, the

20630, while the women's

is 2:21.06. By marathon
standards, this is a huge
difference.
Many people doubt that
women will ever catch up.

been improving. Since 1920,

not think women would

women's times have
improved much more than

ever catch men. But now, he

"Women will never,

thinks, "Men and women
might be running equiva-

ever catch up to the men,"

lent speeds in the next century."

dent of the New York Road

men's.

Resarchers say that the
best female runners should
run marathons as quickly as

He added, "This is not

said Frank Lebow, presiRunners Club. "Maybe on
paper this looks good, but
I've been to 100 marathons
around the world, and I've

men by 1998. Women

me talking. It's the data."

seen all the women runners.

the middle of the next cen-

Bannister became the first
man to run a four-minute

tury.

mile, Diane Leather became

These predictions are
based on a comparison of
trends in men's and
women's world records

the first woman to run a
five-minute mile. If they

men. Never, never."
Joan Benoit Samuelson,
the 1984 Olympic marathon

had been in the same race,

champion and record-

she would have finished
behind
meters
320

Based on these patterns,
projections are made into

Bannister.

holder among American
women, said that women
might get closer to men's

should catch up with men
in shorter track events by

over the past 70 years.

In 1954, when Roger

933

Women will never pass

403

300

203

1905

1925

1945

1965

1985

arger muscles, stronger

in 1990 was ranked No. 1 in

meter events, does not

"As an athlete. I've learned
that the mind plays a much
stronger role than anything
physiological," she said.
Perhaps the debate will
be settled only by time. For
female runners, the race has
only just begun.

180 meters behind the

"Men have had a lot

lished by Dr. Brian J. Whipp

fastest man, according to

and Dr. Susan A. Ward in
the British journal, Nature.
The two scientists teach at

Whipp.
the
In

more time to evolve in the
sport, and since they've got

that jump start, they'll be

out and do the same things

hard to beat now," she said.

as men."

"You also have the male
ego to consider, and that's
going to keep men going."
According to Snell, who

cise physiologist at the

18 percent.

University of Texas, does
not accept the results. "I'd
agree that there's a way to
go yet in women's perfor-

Women have come a

won three Olympic gold

long way, but there is still a
long way to go to catch up.

medals in the 1960s for run-

The fastest female runners

ning, men also have physical advantages. Men have

think that physical advan-

tages are that important.

Snell thinks women's
imrovernents are due to
social changes. "Finally,
women are starting to get

the University of California
at Los Angeles.
Dr. Peter Snell, an exer-

the 3000-meter and 5000-

cells, so they can get more

them.

marathon,
times have
improved about 61 percent
since 1955. Men's performance has improved only

Patti Sue Plumer, who

This special issue of the PACKETS Times was
published as part of an ETS project on newspaperbased performance activities for mathematical

instruction and assessment.
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2085

bones, and a smaller percentage of body fat. Men
also have more red blood
oxygen to their muscles.

wor it's

2065

Average running velocity for record-holders of both saxes in
maior events in meters per minute. The histxical trend is
extrapolated to the point whore women amid catch up I o men.

times, but would never beat

The results were pub-

2025 2045

Race of the Sexes: What Lies Ahead?

Today, the top female
runner would finish only

the future.

2005
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"Big Ideas" Activity
PACKETSTm Project

The Fast Track
Do you think that wm te-P.. may soon outrun men? How fast do you think
women and men will
*.o 100 years? In 200 years?

The editor of the school newspaper has decided to write an article titled "The
Fast Track." The article will include predictions and comparisons of the
speeds .for women and men in the 200-meter run of future Olympic Games.
The editor has asked your class to predict what the speeds might be for the
next 50 Olympic Games (the next 200 years).

Write up your predictions and conclusions for the editor. The editor will
need to explain and justify the predictions in the article. Therefore, include
any graphs, charts, or other materials that would help the editor understand
the reasoning for your predictions.

Gold Medalists in the Women's 200-Meter Event
Year

Time in

Name, Coun

Speed

seconds

in m h

1988

Florence Griffith-Joyner, United States

21.34

20.9

1984

Valerie Brisco-Hooks, United States

21.81

20.5

1980

Barbel Wockel, E. Germany

22.03

20.3

1976

Barbel Eckert, E. Germany

22.37

20.0

1972

Renate Stecher, E. Germany

22.40

19.9

1968

hem Szewinska, Poland

22.5

19.8

1964

Edith McGuire, United States

23.0

19.4

1960

Wilma Rudolph, United States

24.0

18.6

1956

Betty Cuthbert, Australia

23.4

19.1

1952

Marjorie Jackson, Australia

23.7

18.8

1948

Francina Blankers-Koen, Netherlands

24.4

18.3

i

2;
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PACKETSTm Project

The Fast Track
Gold Medalists in the Men's 200-Meter Event
Year

Time in

Name, Coun

Speed
in m

seconds

1988

Joe DeLoach, United States

19.75

22.6

1984

Carl Lewis, United States

19.80

223

1980

Piet To Mennea, Italy

20.19

22.1

1976

Donald Quarrie, Jamaica

20.23

22.1

1972

Valeri Borzov, USSR

20.00

22.3

1968

Tommie Smith, United States

19.83

223

1964

Henry Carr, United States

20.3

22.0

1960

Livio Berruti, Italy

20.5

21.8

1956

Bobby Marrow, United Stes

20.6

21.7

1952

Andrew Stanfield, United States

20.7

21.6

1948

Mel Patton, United States

21.1

21.2

1936

Jessie Owens, United States

20.7

21.6

1932

Eddie To lan, United States

21.2

21.1

1928

Percy Williams, Canada

21.8

205

1924

Jackson Scholz, United States

21.6

20.7

1920

Allan Woodring, United States

22.0

20.3

1912

Ral .h Crais, United States

21.7

20.6

1908

Robert Kerr, Canada

22.6

19.8

1904

Archie Hahn, United States

21.6

1900

Walter Tewksbury, United States

22.2

,

'

20.7
20.1

.9 5
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Examples of Pre-Activity Readiness Problems
for PACKETS" Middle School Math
1.

For each year during the past six years, estimate how fast you have run. Sketch
a graph of your running speeds across those years.

2.

In a sentence or two, write a definition of a trend. Provide an example. Then
draw a graph that shows this trend.

3.

A friend claims that 550 meters per minute is the same as 18.6 mph. Write a
sentence or two that either justifies or disputes your friend's claim.

4.

Approximately how fast did women run the marathon in 1955?

5.

If you rode a bike 100 yards in 20 seconds, what is your speed in miles per hour?
OThat is your speed in meters per minute?

6.

If you rode a bicycle faster than any man has run a marathon, but slower than the
fastest woman has ever run 1500 meters, how fast might you be riding?

Examples of Post-Activity Exercises for
PACKETS" Middle School Math
I.

Follow-Up Problems

1.

a.
b.

c.

Using the information that is given in the graph in the newspaper,
predict the running speed of the 1992 world record holder for each
of the three events.
Compare your predictions with the actual 1992 world records.
In a sentence or two, describe any significant differences between
your predictions and the actual records.

2.

If you ran the 200 meter event in 21 seconds, what would your average speed
be?

3.

a.
b.

What is the average difference in running speeds of the gold
medalists in the men's and women's 200 meter Olympic events
for the Olympics between 1948 and 1988?
Graph the average difference.

4.

Describe in your own way the data given for the gold medalists in the men's 200
meter event without giving any of the actual numbers in the description.

5.

In doing this activity, what tools or resources would you have liked that might
have been helpful? Describe in a few sentences how these tools might have
changed your predictions.

6.

By how many percentage points did the running speeds of the gold medalists in
the women's 200 meter Olympic event increase between 1948 and 1988?

Copyright 0 1993 by Educational Testing Service. AU rights reserved.
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Exploration Activity

IL

The exploration activity is an activity in which the students explore the pure mathematics
of the activity in a concrete or graphic representation. For "Fast Track," the students
might look for patterns in sequences of the following types:

1

1

10
19

28
37
46

3

L_.

7

5

©
3
8©

2

21

4
13
22

29

CD.

31

.0.

39
48

40
49

47

®

5

4

7

8

41

33
42

43

8
17
26
35
44

50

51

52

....

ij

14

15

23
32

I1

25

16

9
18

27
36
45

2, 6, 12, 16, 20 ,24, 30, 34, 38,...

1,C)3, 4,®6, 7, 8, 9, (a 11, 12, 13,

...

ml
H
2

III.

Application Activity

5

10

?,7

The application activity encourages the students to extend the ideas developed in the
"big ideas" activity. For example, the application activity for "Fast Track" might ask the
students to make projections in a new content area such as world population growth.
20
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Description of Mathematical Approaches
for the
"Fast Track" Activity
Units of Analysis (Simple vs Composite)
What are the units people think about when working on this problem? Sometimes
people use small simple units such as one year, one Olympics, individual running

speeds or individual running times. Other times they use larger, composite units, such
as blocks of data, patterns or trends.

T-21-ablengala Lig7

5eA0

,If

Differences vs Ratios
How do people think about change? Sometimes people think of change in terms of
differences (absolute change). Other times they think more in terms of percentages or
ratios (relative change). Change can be relative to time intentals (e.g., years) or change
can be relative to running speeds or running times. Complex ratios can be relative to
both time intervals and running speeds/times.

:7
100 .2/1

._

;0'77

V

C-Firrt.n..

6
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Lithe-Picture vs Big-Picture
How do people think about making predictions basedon past performances?

Sometimes people think about the problem by projecting from little-picture information
what a next one will be, then a next one, a next one, and so on. Other times they
extrapolate from big-picture information what some future situation will be and then
attempt to fill in the holes.

4-10,veg_yeat-_vizinen_nth_dig._ao_LerehlL
p7

P.

-tts4vr1

1

iStir

lift.

C:drer,

IA

fjtd,

HO

tAkilito

t410

ta:Ael

04A

cAr.din

47/

CA

52411015

, 5o

bekrtri

Linear vs Non-Linear
How do people think about trends? Sometimes people think about the problem in a
linear fashion. They see a constant rate of increase and project it in a steady-state
fashion. Other times people think about the problem in non-linear ways. They think in
terms of a limiting factor or a dynamic rate of change. This may be expressed as
leveling off, maxing out or peaking.

L.IL

-

. .

LtQ 9..,c,oz1gsvz.(5.7a,
izo c-ka.k1A-i

Q.Z-12St

4.,Y%

ckectitz.",_
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Numerical Patterns vs Graphical Patterns
How do people think about data? Sometimes people think in terms of numerical data,
such as numbers, sequences of numbers (e.g., lists.or tables) or composites of numbers
(e.g., sums or averages). Other times they think in terms of visual data, such as points,
sequences of points (e.g., patterns or graphs) and composites of points (e.g., slopes).

I

RC):- T411

\

MOM
)1:a4
,10

IL r.cv

Independent Data vs Comparative Data

.

How do people think about more than one set of data? Sometimes people respond to
men's and women's data separately, project into the future, then compare the two.
Other times they consider differences between the two sets of data, then project the
differences.
nr,.

trit11 run

LAg allnIcLitt.12
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.
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Sample &udent Product
Group One
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7.

Fast Track
Group One

Sample Product Cover Sheet
(Conditions under which work was produced)

Who contributed to this work? What is their background?
(e.g., age, grade level, profession, etc.)

JILL- T-4-46

How much time was spent on the activity?

Draft
(Clarify/Solve/Write Up)

Review

Revise

Additional Work

What resources were used?
(e.g., reference books, calculators, etc.)

Additional Comments:

32
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Instructional Feedback Option
Fast Track
Student Group One

Dear Students,

Thank you for taking the time to make predictions for my article, The Fast
Track. -However, the information you sent is not complete enough for the basis of
an article.
I like the argument that you gave on the first page, but wasn't completely
sure that I understood where each of the numbers came from. (Where did 0.129
come from? Have you confused years with Olympics? Remember, Olympics
occur every four years!) In the tables, it looks as if you calculated differences
and then averaged them. Unfortunately, I need more than just the time when
women will surpass men. I need predictions for men and women for the next 50
Olympics. Your predictions for the next eight Olympics are interesting, but not
quite enough for me to use.
To develop this work further, try to project performance for 50 Olympics.
The data need to be more readable, too. It would help if information was labelled
and some explanation was given.

You have made a good start on this project. However, I need clearer and
more compiete information if I am to use it for my article.

Thanks,

The Editor

Copyright 0 1993 by Educational Testing Service. AU rights reserved.
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Dimensions of Math PACKETSTM

Interpretation Framework

Mathematical
Content in
Response

Utility of
Response

iipt purpose(s)

.

What 'math

Description

,

,

was 'useclit

s:

does the

pioduat serve?:

,

,

iS

How well

was the
mat!I u!9:0

Evaluation

-1
I

How useful
is,the product
for the

purpose(s)
stated, in

the actMty?
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PACKETSTm Assessment
Steps for the Teacher

GATHER PROCESS INFORMATION
(Mathematical and Social)

Observe students during the activity.
Listen to and question students during their presentations.
Lead/participate in classroom discussions.

DESCRIBE THE PRODUCT (Ways of Thinking)

Analyze the mathematics used in the product.

EVALUATE THE PRODUCT (Windows on Quality)
Assess the utility of the product from the point of view of the audience.
Describe the strengths and weaknesses of the product.
Suggest next steps to the student (i.e., the extent of revisions needed to
make the product acceptable).

Copyright 0 1993 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved.
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WINDOWS ON QUALITY OF THE PRODUCT
The overarching consideration when assessing a piece of work should be how well it
accomplishes the expressed purpose of the activity, the task at hand. One should look at the
approach used and the results obtained, in relation to this purpose. To do this, one should
keep in mind what students were asked to do, for whom, and for what purpose.

How well does the product accomplish the purpose of the activity?
(Does the product contain evvything that was asked for or a substitute
that meets the expressed needs?)

How well is the product supported by appropriate mathematics?
How appropriately and effectively are the mathematical concepts used?
How appropriately and effectively are the mathematical operations and procedures used':
How appropriately and effectively are the mathematical representations used?
How skillfully are the mathematics used?

How understandable is the product to the intended audience?
To what extent is the product
clear
consistent
complete

coherent
well-organized
aesthetic?

How reasonable is the product for the real-world situation?
How logical are the solution paths from "the givens" in the problem to the final product?
How is the solution supported, justified, or explained?
How much and what kind of information was used and/or generated?
Was information omitted, ignored, distorted, or invented? If so, how?

Is there something special in this product?
Connections (within mathematics, across disdplines, or to the real-world)
Awareness of assumptions, sources of error, or limitations
Recognition of alternative approaches
Extensions and generalizations
Uniqueness
Anything else

Copyright 0 1993 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved.
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Performance Level Guides for
Open-Response Common Items
Grade 8
Kentucky Department of Education
A major part of education reform in Kentucky is the Kentucky Instructional Results
Information System (KIRIS). The annual assessment, at grades 4, 8, and 12, has three parts:
multiple-choice and short-essay questions; performance tasks that call for students to work
together in groups or individually to solve simulated, real-life problems; and portfolios that
present each student's best work collected throughout the school year.
As part of the 1991-92 KIRIS Assessment, each eighth grader took three open-ended
questions in reading, mathematics, science and social studies. The science and social studies
questions, together with examples of student responses at the distinguished, proficient, apprentice, and novice performance levels, are reproduced here.

For more information on Kentucky's assessment program, contact:
Mr. Edward Reidy
Kentucky Department of Education
500 Mero Street
Capitol Plaza Tower
Frankfort, KY 40601

These materials were reproduced with the permission of the Kentucky State Education
Department.
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Performance- -Level Guides
for

Open-Response Common Items
GRADE S
Kentucky Department of Fducation
Thomas C. Bovsen, Commissioner
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INTRODUCTION
As part of the 1991-92 KIRIS Assessment, each eighth grader took
three open-ended questions in reading, mathematics, science and social
studies. Those questions, together with examples of student responses

at the distinguished, proficient, apprentice, and novice performance
levels, are provided in this booklet. In addition to the open-ended
questions in each of the four content areas, students were required
to compile a writing assessment portfolio to demonstrate their
proficiency in writing. The table of contents for the portfolio, along
with examples of student writing at each performance level, are also
included.
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Grade 8
*SCIENCE OPEN-RESPONSE COMMON ITEMS
Open-response 2:
How would life and the conditions on earth be different if all bacteria and fungi became extinct?

Explain the changes that might occur and give as much detail as possible.

Open-response 3:
The table below shows the information a researcher has gathered about the students in the
seventh grade in a school. Use this information to answer the questions that follow the table.
Best
Zs Wad

Number of
Brothers &

Grade In

Zia Ini

Ending
80

tins

Its

bat

Adams
Ascher
&own

M

12
12

M
R

2
0

13
12

M

2

R

12
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
12
12
13
12

IA

2
0

R
H
M

&Ma
Carrera
Davenport
Fenwick
Franklin

Gaivey
Harris
Kathy
LaFontaine

M
M
F

F
M
M
M
M

F
M
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Wanda
More

F

Peterson

M

Potvin

F

Sabin

M

Smith

F
F

F

Washburn
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M

12
13

Wilson

F

13

s

85
76

84

87

0
2

85
79
77

M

1

81

S

3

70

o

ea

1

93
76
62
86
80
90
83
72
75
79

1

PA

R

s
M
H

1

s

1

M
H

1

s

0

M

2
4
3
2

3

M-Male
F-Female
Best Subject: H-History, M-Math, R-Reading, S-Sciance

Sex:

There are five groups of students based on the number of brothers and sisters each student
has. Compute an average reading score for each group. Show your work.

Make a graph of your results.
What conclusion can you draw from your results?

Open-response 4:
Katie believes that students who do between 4 and 10 hours of homework per week make better

grades than students who do not do homework or who do more than 10 hours of homework
per week. To test this hypothesis, she is writing a survey that she will give to students at her
school
What questions should Katie include in her survey?
Describe the scientific procedure Katie should use.
Describe what Katie should do with the responses to her survey to find if her hypothesis

is correct.
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DISTINGUISHED LEVEL

Student Response Samples*
The student at the distinguished level presents an articulate, thorough, and complete response
to each question, using concise and precise analyses. The response clearly shows an understanding
of scientific thought processes and procedures, the application of the same, and an extension beyond
the expected achievement for a student at this grade level.
OPEN-RESPONSE 2
Though extremely minute, bacteria and fungi have an enormous role in life on Earth. Without them, many
changes would occur. Bacteria break down dead organic matter so it will decay. If bacteria and fungi
became
extinct, the dead animals would never decompose. Instead, they would keep accumulating until
there would
be no room for humans to live. This tvuld also cause serious environmental problems. The build-up of
the dead organisms wotdd create poor living conditions, not to mention the sickening smell.
Decayed organic

matter fertilizes the soil so that plants can grow. If the bacteria did not cause decay, the plants could
not grow. If plants did not grow, humans ouid be left without a food source. Food chains of every kind
would be upset without the help of bacteria and fungi. Also, oxygen could not be produced if there were
no plants. Some bacteria change the nitrogen in the air to a form that plants can use. Again, the lack
of bacteria would be a hinderance to plant growth. Fungi and bacteria also cause and spread diseases.
With the extinction of bacteria and fungi, many common diseases today may become extinct also. Though,
this would seem like a good change, it could also be a problem. If no animal or human contracted a disease,
the world would become overpopulated. In turn, a food shortage would occur. Life would be
even more
difficult without the diseases. Therefore, this world would certainly be harmed by the extinction of bacteria

and fungi.

in-depth, multifaceted, creative response
analyzes both positive and negative aspects in detail
focuses on the global aspects of this scenario
includes the effects on the physical environment
OPEN-RESPONSE 3
My conci Asion is, the less siblings you have the better in reading you are. You will have higher
grades
if you don't have any or veny few brothers and sisters.
450 54--T7 8 4%
GRAPH
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1

1

1
1

3

1
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all necessary components are present and correct
OPEN-RESPONSE 4
Katie should ask 11) On the average, how many hours per week do you spend doing homework? 121 What
are your grade point averages in Language Arts, Math, History, and Science? 13) What do you think
influences your ability to do well? 141 Do you have any problems at home or school that could be influencing
your grades? Katie should give this survey to a large number of students in all grades and classes and
ask for their assistance in her experiment. She should take the information they give her and compile this
data. The she should make a conclusion by discovering, by doing an average according ;o grades and haw
many hours of study, which group of students does the best and why. She could share her responses with

a teacher to test her hypothesis and get a second opinion.

all components are well-defined and articulated
raises creative, valid questions beyond the expected
attempts to verify results by sharing information with a teacher

" Wherever typed student responses appear, student errors have not been corrected.
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PROFICIENT LEVEL

Student Response Samples
The student who has achieved a proficient level of performance has completed most of the
important aspects of each open-response question, and is able to articulate the information required.
While the overall quality of the responses displays proficiency, the student lacks the clarity and
creativity present in the distinguished student
OPEN-RESPONSE 2

If anything on earth dies out it will mess up the food chain and the land. If we no longer had fungi,
and bacteria the dead organisms wouldn't have anything to eat. they'd have to find something new or
die. chain reactions would go on for the entire food chain. People use a lot of fungi & bacteria in medicines

so we would have to find something new too.

recognizes the global significance of bacteria and fungi
demonstrates adequate analysis of the question
lacks detail and clarity

OPEN-RESPONSE 3

0

1

2

3

85
87
79
83
90
424

85

80
76
84

70
80
75
225

81

80
76
82
86
490

n

83
79
479

86
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70

2

211 5

2
3
4
# of brothers
& sisters

5

shows correct averaging of the reading scores
graph is well done and complete
student has failed to generate a conclusion

OPEN-RESPONSE 4
Katie should ask these questions: "How many hours of homework do you do per week?" and "What grade
do you receive?". First, Katie should test her hypothesis by conducting the survey. She should gather
information from several people in order to get an accurate conclusion. Then, Katie must analize her results
and draw a conclusion. Katie could make a graph of the survey to see if her hypothesis was correct. The
graph would enable her to easily see the results.

two of the three crucial components answered adequately
third component is sketchy and vague
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APPRENTICE LEVEL

NOVICE LEVEL

Student Response Samples

Student Response Samples

At this level, the student has completed some
important portions of the open-response questions. There

A student at the novice level of performance does
not grasp the question and has not responded to it in
a meaningful way.

are significant gaps in the student's conceptual understanding.

This student has begun to grasp some important

aspects of scientific processes and thinking patterns. The
apprentice student lacks large and critical pieces of the
good response but has begun to display some fundamental

knowledge of portions of the questions.
OPEN-RESPONSE 2

Well, for one thing we would not have some medicines.
For exp. penicillin is a bacteria medicine. Made mostly
of molds. Even food is made from fungi and bacteria. So,
we do need these things in life.

Responses indicate little or no understanding of the
questions. Many responses are merely restatements of

the question, and often do not make sense. Some

students at ti novice level will simply write nonsense
when facing a question that they don't undestand.
OPEN-RESPONSE 2
There would be know bacteria and dirt around, & I think
that the world would be a whole lot ckanier and different.

fails to process question in a meaningful way
reference to "dire is not appropriate for question

recognizes some important concepts

lists two disadvantages to the loss of bacteria/
fungi

fails to list any advantages
lacks any in-depth discussion
fails to recognize global significance
OPEN-RESPONSE 3
The people with 0 siblings have better grades. Maybe cause

they don't have to worry or fight with them. The people
with a lot of siblings have bad grades probably cause they
can't concentrate on studies.
o

84.8%

1 - 81.66%
2 - 79.83%
3

75%

4 - 72%

OPEN-RESPONSE 3

80, 76, 84, 85, 77, 81, 80, 76, 82, 86, = 807
807 is the average

does not understand how to compute an average
has not attempted to construct a graph
has not drawn any conclusion
OPEN-RESPONSE 4
What do they study. After Katie got all the answers she

should try to do them to see if it really works.

does not know appropriate questions to ask
does not understand how to conduct a meaningful
scientific study
unable to respond in a meaningful way

misses crucial component by not making any
attempt to graph the reading averages
OPEN-RESPONSE 4

Questions: How many hours do you study a night.
Do you study before a test.
What are your grades.
Procedure: Gather as much data as possible and make
a chart.
Response: Give it to her teacher.

one of the three crucial components of this question

has been adequately addressed
understands the appropriate questions to ask to
gather information
does not understand how to conduct or analyze
a scientific study
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Grade 8
SOCIAL STUDIES OPEN-RESPONSE
CONIMON ITEMS
Open-response 2:
In the United States, people are sometimes treated unfairty because of the group to which they
bel0^2.

Identity a group that has been treated unfairly because of sex, national origin, religion
Of face .

Describe several ways in which this group has been treated unfairly throughout United
States history.
Also describe several ways in which people have tried to correct these problems.

Open-response 3:
New York City, as of 1990, had a population of 7,322.564. Shelbyville, Kentucky, at the same
time, had a population of 6,238.
What are SEVERAL opportunities peopie from a large urban center would claim they

have that people from rural areas do not have?
How would people from the rural areas probably argue against those claims?
What are some problems that people from the two types of Comaluncties would have
in common?

Open-response 4:
The shaded areas on the maps below indicate the extent of

rain forests at two different times

in the last 50 years.
Describe several changes that have taken place in the rain forests that explain the
differences between the maps.
Why have these changes been occurring?
Extent of Tropical
Rain Forest 1940

Extent of Tropical
Rain Forest 1988
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DISTINGUISHED LEVEL

Student Response Samples*
Students at this level demonstrate the ability to make interpretations, draw conclusions, summarize,
analyze, and evaluate information, and provide logical arguments in support of a position based on
their understanding of social studies knowledge and concepts. They can clearly communicate ideas
and often "go beyond" what is asked for in a question by incorporating as many relevant ideas,
information, and examples as possible.
OPEN-RESPONSE 2

We should take a lesson from the Japanese. They have risen from the ashes of WWII, and have
become a world power. But instead, Americans choose to insult them.
The Japanese have been discriminated against because of WWII and Pearl Harbor. They have been
riduculed beozuse they a r e buying American companies. Most recently, we have had a name-calling contest

with them since their prime minister said that American workers were "lazy and illiterate."

Unfortunately, we have not done much to combat discrimination of the Japanese. But if u don't
lax what they are doing by buying America, we must do something about it, and not by badmouthing
them.

discusses group that has been discriminated against as well as the ways discrimination has
occurred

gives one possible solution for solving problem of discrimination

OPEN-RESPONSE 3
People who live in urban areas have distinct advantages over rural areas in some cases. They have
ready access to jobs, banks, theatre, and almost anything else. There are more jobs available, and they
have better education.
However, in small towns, you know just about everyone, there is less crime, and your voice can
be heard more in politics.
Unfortunately, we share some of the same problems: drug abuse, child abuse, kids who don't want
to learn, and people who don't like each other. These are problems you will face anywhere you go.

discusses advantages and disadvantages of bcth urban and rural areas
gives several problems that are common to both urban and rural areas

OPEN-RESPONSE 4

Every day, we lose hundreds of acres of tropical rain forest. Over 50 years, we have wiped out
a lot of animals and their habitat. The land on the maps has been cleared. There are several reasons why.
First is for fanning. But, the soil in the rain forest is poor, and it can only support crops for a few
years. Farmers must clear more land. Second is for building homes. Third, many forests are being cut
down for their expensive woods, like ebony, teak, and mahogany. We must stop clearing rain forests. We
are killing animals and robbing ourselves of a wonderful treasure.

gives accurate description of maps
discusses reasons for the disappearance of the rain forests
discusses problems that deforestation creates

45
Wherever typed student responses appear, student errors have not been corrected.
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PROFICIENT LEVEL

Student Response Samples
Proficient students can demonstrate an understanding of social studies concepts and/or issues
and generate a coherent discussion based on them. Students may be able to draw plausible conclusions
in light of their social studies knowledge, but may not be able to provide adequate support for their
positions.
OPEN-RESPONSE 2

The Native Americans have always been treated wrongly. Back during those first years of our country,
settlers took their land from them, destroyed their camps, killed the Indians' source of food and waged
an unrightful war against them. The Native Americans, once roaming the whole .nation, were forced to
live on small reservations. At the beginning, there were men that warned Spain of the wrongs committed
against Indian. Since then, there have been people protesting against it, even during the settlers' days.
There were never enough, though and that should be our greatest shame.

indicates an understanding of a group that has been treated harshly and provides the reasons
gives historical basis for the answer, but is minimal in its breadth and scope

OPEN-RESPONSE 3
There would be better schooling, more cultural centers, more opportunities for people to become involved
with activities. This would all happen because there are more people, more needs, and more tax money.
Rural people may fed that since there are less students, teachers may spend more time with the children.
They may feel that their cultural centers may be fewer in number, but better in content. They may fed
that the opportunities for the activities would be better handled because there are less people to handle.
Both communities would have to worry about crime, pollution, and homeless people.

indicates a knowledge of advantages and disadvantages associated with urban Lnd rural living,
with some inaccuracies

OPEN-RESPONSE 4
The rain forests have definitely been shrinldng. Eveny year thousands of acres are being destroyed. Trees

are cut dawn and land cleared and with it all, habitats for as yet unknown species. Plants that could
produce life-saving medicines are being killed. The rain forests are cleared because of many reasons. The
inhabitants of S.A. need land to grow crops, lumber to sell, arid animals to export for pets. It all comes
down to the basic role of money.

shows an understanding of, reasons for, and effects of deforestation
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APPRENTICE LEVEL

NOVICE LEVEL

Student Response Samples

Student Response Samples

A student at this level displays some understanding

A student at th3s level is unable to clearly communicate

of social studies concepts. The student may clearly

important ideas that would indicate an understanding
of social studies concepts. Discussion of social studies
issues at this level may be purely recall of fact with no
strategy for processing the information coherently.

communicate some accurate knowledge, but a thorough

understanding is not apparent An apprentice level
student is beginning to incorporate facts with processing

skills to develop a clear response.
OPEN-RESPONSE 2

I think mainly in our history blacks have been treated
unfairly. During colonial times many blacks were being
used as slaves. During the 40's, 50's, and 60's many

OPEN-RESPONSE 2

Sex is not all unfairly and pluse is you think sex is
unfairly. It is to plot of young boys and girls. They
shouldn't be talking about sex anyway&

blacks were put under public humiliation under segregation

fails to identify a group that has been treated

and the lack of basic rights that the whites had. During
the years black leaders like Martin Luther King 1r and

unfairly

Malcolm X have stood up for black right and are probably
the main reasons why blacks have the same rights today
as everyone else.

indicates some insight as to ways in which a group

of people have been treated unfairly
provides minimal description of how people have

tried to correct the problem
implies that problems have been resolved

shows minimal understanding of the question

OPEN-RESPONSE 3
They both have people and schools and jobs maybe the
school work is I don't know. i go to Dayton. New York
City has more people.

lacks any attempt to compare and contrast characteristics of urban and rural areas

OPEN-RESPONSE 3

People from a large urban center would claim that they
have easier access to things like shopping centers and food
markets. They would say that they have a special closeness

with their neighbors and that they could trust them.
People from a rural area would propably smy that in a
city they have more crimes and it's dangerous to walk
the streets at night, but in the country is safe and quiet.
They might have fire and theft problems alike.

generally lacks explanation and insight
gives some ways in which urban and rural areas
are both alike and different

OPEN-RESPONSE 4

In 1940 there is a lot of rain forests that In 1988 has
less rain forest

makes a statement in reference to the change that

has taken place in South American rain forest
regions

no attempt to cite causes or effects of rain forest
loss

OPEN-RESPONSE 4

There are many changes that have occured in the rain
forest. Everyday men are bulldozing and burn down
rainforests just for Ian to raise cattle on. Many companies
are doing the same thi.ng but using the land for apartment

houses, shopping centers, and other odd sources of
buildings. These changes mainly have been occuring
because the population is steadily increasing in South
America. With the rise in population they need more land

to hoe on.

indicates some understanding of why the rain
forests are shrinking
gives possible reasons but little explanation

4"
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Advanced Placement Program
1992 Mathematics:
Free-Response Scoring Guide and Sample Student Answers
Calculus AB

Calculus BC

"Message to Teachers," sample student responses, scoring guides for question 1 of the
1992 AP Calculus AB Examination, and "Reminders for Secondary School Teachers" are
reproduced here.
The Advanced Placement Program is a cooperative educational endeavor sponsored by
the College Board and administered by Educational Testing Service. The program serves three
groups: students who wish to pursue college-level studies while still in high school, high schools
that wish to offer these opportunities, and colleges that wish to encourage and recognize such
achievement. The Program provides materials describing college-level courses to participating
high schools and the results of examinations based on these courses to the colleges of the
students' choice. Participating colleges, in turn, grant credit and/or appropriate placement to
students who demonstrate qualifying performance on the examinations.

Except for Studio Art
a portfolio assessment the AP Examinations are approximately 50 percent free-response (essays, problems, programs, taped perfoimances, etc.).
Course descriptions, teachers' guides, released examinations, free-response guides, student
guides, and other curricular materials are available in art, biology, chemistry, computer
science, economics, English, French, German, government and politics, history, Latin, mathematics, music, physics, psychology and Spanish. Throughout the country, in all of these
disciplines, teacher development workshops are available year-round and week-long institutes
are available in the summer.

For more information, contact:
Advanced Placement Program
Mail Stop 85-D
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, NJ 08541

These materials were reproduced with the permission of the College Board and Educational
Testing Service.
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Dear Teacher:

This Guide is an attempt to remove the mystery of how AP Mathematics free-response questions are
scored.
As you probably know, AP Examinations are created afresh each year by faculty development committees and Educational Testing Service (ETS) test development specialists. All the committee members
teach calculus in colleges, universities, and secondary schools. The multiple-choice questions are
pretested in college calculus classes; they are then analyzed and scored so that the committee is able to
judge their suitability for inclusion in the final examinations that AP students take each May.
The scoring of the free-response questions takes place during June at the AP Reading. Before the
faculty consultants
college and AP teachers from around the country
gather at the Reading, the
chief faculty consultant, Professor Raymond J. Cannon of Baylor University, together with the two
examination leaders, prepared the first draft of the free-response scoring guides at Clemson University
in South Carolina before the arrival of the 40 table leaders. The scoring guides were refined after the
table leaders scored the full range of sample responses. Using the agreed upon scoring guides and
sample papers, the table leaders trained the 322 faculty consultants who arrived at Clemson on
June 13. After the training, using the samples, faculty consultants were ready to score actual student
responses. Throughout the Reading, the table leaders continuously monitored the faculty consultants,
checking their scores and discussing particular student responses with them. Over the course of six
days, 77,508 Calculus AB papers and 15,639 Calculus BC papers were read.
To arrive at a total grade, the scores for each question given by faculty consultants were weighted and
combined with the multiple-choice scores. Armed with statistical data about student performance, the
apparent ability of the student .c..Toup, and past score distributions, the chief faculty consultant set the
arade "cut points" after consulting with ETS and College Board staff.
This Guide illustrates the range and quality of student work. For each free-response question from the
1992 AP Mathematics Examinations, the chief faculty consultant has provided a general comment and
an observation about the performance of the candidates. Next you will find the seeding guides. Probably most useful in your work will be the actual student responses and the chief faculty consultant's
comments on those responses explaining why they merited the scores they received. National grade
distributions follow, along with information about how to interpret them.
We hope this publication will be a valuable aid to you in your teaching..

Wade Curry, Director
Advanced Placement Program
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I.
THE 1992 AP CALCULUS AB EXAMINATION
Free-Response Questions, Scoring Guides, and Sample Student Answers
Question 1
This opening problem requires some basic analysis of a polynomial 2raph. Students should have
answered Part (a) by considerin2 the sign of the first derivative, noting that it remains negative on both
sides of the critical point at 0. Part (b) was to be answered by considerin2 the sign of the second
derivative. In Part (c), students had to indicate that horizontal tangent lines occur at all three critical
points, including the "shelf" point at x = 0.

A favorite technique for analyzing the sin of f'(x) and f"(x) is through a "sign chart." Students
were required to have labeled such charts clearly, and to indicate what information was being used to
draw their conclusions.
I.

Let f be the function defined by f(x) = 3x5

5x3

(a)

On what intervals is f increasine?

(b)

On what intervals is the graph of f concave upward?

(c)

Write the equation of each horizontal tanaent line to the araph of f.
Scoring Scale

Solution

Points (See Footnote)
(a)

f(x) =

15x2 = 15.6x=

15x4

1)

Sizn of f'

1:

./.'(A"

1:

Analyzes sian of f'(x) or

3

0

1

explicitly sets student's

1

>0

Answer: J. is increasina on the
intervals (
(b)

1] and [1.

c

30x = 30(2.v:

/ "(x ) = 60x3

1:

Answer

1:

f"(x)

1:

Analyzes sign of f"(x ) or

)

1)

Sian of f"
3
1

explicitly sets student's

0

f"(x) > 0
1:

Answer: on

(

Answer

1

----- . 0
-,

1

and on

v
Footnote: Whenever points arc deducted lor specific errors as denoted in < >, students cannot lose more points than the number ot points indicated for
that pan in the sconng scale.
1992. by Educational Testing Service. \ 11 rights reserved.
Copv right
Pnnceton. N.J 08541
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(c)

f 'CO = 0 when x = 1, 0, 1
x=
f (x ) = 4: y = 4
f (0) = 2: y = 2

1:

Solves student's f'(x) = 0
1>

<

1

3

f(l) = 0;y = 0

fewer than 3 solutions

1:

One answer

1:

All other consistent answers

(must be at least one)

Note: For "answer only," maximum 2 of 3

if no f'

Student Response

1. Let f be the function defined by f(x) = 3x5

1.

5x3

(a) On what intervals is f increasing?

c)( 2.

5-X 4-1

'(x)-= Isx2-(x 7-- 1)
v-ii"- Ca- t

x

L'

X-= Oic= I) >c=-_--)

-r(

(x ) t

)

,"
cOe

=

e,rece-s-o

d e, G`rte.LSi
4-

-P

;15

kcr-e_cts;

(

("j"- )

A_Grea.511si _e

-1(- )
6(3)

(-co/ -1) V (1)-1-0)
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(b) On what intervals is the graph of f concave upward?

6:0)(1-30x

-("#(x.)

"

("()&)1...- 30-4

I
......

4-0

C.:

(

;(1-/

0

)(

z

g

e0

I

=

CDO 30 =
-0x) Ts

4,Lp le-hAircx....%

0, /

) 0) t)( 7" 1

(c) Write the equation of each horizontal tangent line to the gaph of f.

CY-1'6

( o) =

cA-rir S

7--

-r (-O.=

0.A

X -..--

-r(i
:

Comment: In Parts (a) and (b), note how clearly this student communicates by first labeling the sign
charts of f' and f" and then showing the corresponding conclusions about the behavior off Because
of this clarity, faculty consultants were not confused when the student wrote the two "prime" signs for
f" so close together that they may appear as one. The student is not penalized for the grammatical
error in Part (c), using "at" rather than "are." Similarly, the student's answer to Part (a) is technically
incorrect, since f is not increasing on the set that is the union of these two intervals. However, because
the question asked for the intervals, the union sign was interpreted as "and on" ano credit was
awarded. The score for this solution is 9.
48
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Student Response

1. Let f be the function defined by f(x) = 3x5

5x3

2.

(a) On what intervals is f increasing?

i'1(.`X)---- 15\44 15;(2-

>0

4

ClUtl LOU pni

Lics

iS inn'a3 00. C--1) 0] 0-nd- El jaoj
0--

(b) On what intervals is the gaph of f concave upward?

2 (CY)=_IS%4

i7C,77
T nf
,

73C-

p'rri5 &

WX)4Z

r

c,nca_v-e__.

G\F2- 6-1 a_rid
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(c)

Writf... the equation of each horizontal tangent line to the m-aph of f.

=

Comment: In Part (a), this student showed algebraically that f'(x)> 0, but failei to solve that inequality correctly. In Part (b), he or she managed, through some algebra that by itself appears suspicious, to
solve the desired inequality correctly. Note how the student used sign charts without indicating what
they mean, making it impossible to assign partial credit if the answer had been incorrect. In Part (c),
the student missed the first of the three points available because the answers were crossed off.
Historically, a penalty has been assigned for crossing off correct work, and here that penalty amounted
to one point. In the future, crossed off work will not be scored. The score for this solution is 5.
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Reminders for Secondary School Teachers
AP Examinations are designed to provide accurate assessments of achievement when the results are
used properly. Any examination has limitations, however, especially when used for purposes other
than those intended. Presented below are general and specific suggestions for teachers to aid in the use
and interpretation of AP grades.
AP Examinations are devetoped and evaluated independently of each other. They are
linked only by common purpose, format, and method of reporting results. Therefore.
comparisons should not be made between grades on different AP Examinations. An AP
grade in one subject may not have the same meaning and interpretation as the same AP
grade in another subject, just as national and college standards vary from one discipline to
another.
AP grades are not exactly comparable to college course grades. The AP Program conducts
research studies every few years in each AP subject to ensure that the AP grading standards
are comparable to those used in colleges with similar courses. In general, these studies
indicate that an AP grade of 3 is approximately equal to a college course grade of B at
many institutions. At some other institutions, an AP grade of 3 is more nearly comparable
to a college course grade of C. These are only generalizations, however. The degree of
comparability of an AP grade to a college course grade depends to a large extent on the
particular college course used for comparison.
The confidentiality of candidate grade rt.ports should be recognized and maintained. All
individuals who have access to AP grades should be aware of the confidential nature of the
grades and agree to maintain their security. In addition, school districts and states should
not release data about high school performance without the school's permission.
AP Examinations are not designed as instruments for teacher or school evaluation. A large
number of factors influence AP Exam performance in a particular course or school in any
given year. As a result, differences in AP Exam performance should be carefully studied
before attributing them to the teacher or school.
Where evaluation of AP students, teachers. or courses is desired, local evaluation models
should be developed. An important aspect of any evaluation model is the use of an
appropriate method of comparison or frame of reference to account for yearly changes in
student composition and ability, as well as local differences in resources. educational
methods, and socioeconomic factors.
The "Report to AP Teachers- can be a useful diagnostic tool in reviewing course results.
The report identifies areas of strength and weakness for each AP course. This information
may also help to guide your students in identifying their own strengths and weaknesses in
preparation for future study.
Many factors can influence course results. AP Exam performance may be due to the degree
of agreement between your course and the course defined in the relevant AP Course
Description, use of different instructional methods, differences in emphasis or preparation
on particular parts of the examination (e.g., writing and organizational skills), differences
in pre-AP curriculum, or differences in student background and preparation in comparison
with the national group.
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"Performance Assessment"
Education Research Consumer Guide,
Number 2, November 1992
This guide to performance assessment, produced by the U.S. Department of Education,
defines the topic and provides some basic information including what the research says, the
cost of performance assessment, and provides some examples of successful strategies and
programs. People to contact for more information are also listed.

Education Research Consumer Guide is a new series designed for teachers, parents, and
others interested i n current education themes. Jacqueline Zimmermann is the editor. It is
published by the Office of Research, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S.
Department of Education.

"
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Performance Assessment
What is it? Performance assessment, also known
as alternative or authentic assessment, is a form of
testing that requires students to perform a task rather
than select an answer from a ready-made list. For
example, a student may be asked to explain historical events, generate scientific hypotheses, solve
math problems, converse in a foreign language, or
conduct research on an assigned topic. Experienced

raterseither teachers or other trained staffthen

judge the quality of the student's work based on an
agreed-upon set of criteria. This new form of assessment is most widely used to directly assess
writing ability based on text produced by students
under test instructions.

/
\

November 1992

some "works in progress" that illustrate the improvements the student has made over time.
These methods, like all types of performance assessments, require that students actively develop their
approaches to the task under defined conditions,
knowing that their work will be evaluated according
to agreed-upon standards. This requirement distinguishes performance assessment from other forms
of testing.

Why try it? Because they require students to
actively demonstrate what they know, performance
assessments may be a more valid indicator of students' knowledge and abilities. There is a big dif-

How does it work? Following are some methods that have been used successfully to assess

ference between answering multiple choice

performance:

questions on how to make an oral presentation and
actually making an oral presentation.

I Open-ended or extended response exercises

More important, performance assessment can pro-

are questions or other prompts that require students to explore a topic orally or in writing.
Students might be asked to describe their observations from a science experiment, or present
arguments an historic character would make concerning a particular proposition. For example,
what would Abraham Lincoln argue about the
causes of the Civil War?

I Extended tasks are assignments that require sustained attention in a single work area and are
carried out over several hours or longer. Such
tasks could include drafting, reviewing, and revising a poem; conducting and explaining the
results of a science experiment on photosynthesis; or even painting a car in auto shop.

I Portfolios are selected collections of a variety of
performance-based work. A portfolio might include a student's "best pieces" and the student's
54 evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of
several pieces. The portfolio may also contain

vide impetus for improving instruction, and increase students' understanding of what they need to
know and be able to do. In preparing their students

to work on a performance task, teachers describe
what the task entails and the standards that will be
used to evaluate performance. This requires a careful description of the elements of good performance,
and allows students to judge their own work as they
proceed.

What does the research say? Active learning. Research suggests that learning how and where
information can be applied should be a central part
of all curricular areas. Also, students exhibit greater

interest and levels of learning when they are required to organize facts around major concepts and
actively construct their own understanding of the
concepts in a rich variety of contexts. Performance
assessment requires students to structure and apply
information, and thereby helps to engage students
in this type of learning.
c.1

Ly .)

Curriculum-based testing.

Performance assess-

ments should be based on the curriculum rather than
constructed by someone unfamiliar with the particular stam, district or school curriculum. This allows

the curriculum to "drive" the test, rather than be
encumbered by testing requirements that disrupt
instruction, as is often the case. Research shows that

most teachers shape their teaching in a variety of
ways to meet the requirements of tests. Primarily
because of this impact of testing on instruction,
many practitioners favor test leform and the new
performance assessments.

Worthwhile tasks. Performance tasks should be
"worth teaching to"; that is, the tasks need to present

interesting possibilities for applying an array of
curriculum-related knowledge and skills. The best
performance tasks are inherently instnictional, actively engaging students in worthwhile learning activities. Students may be encouraged by them to
search out additional information or try different

approaches, and in some situations, to work in
teams.

What does it cost? These positive features of
performance assessment come at a price. Performance assessment requires a greater expense of
time, planning and thought from students and teachers. One teacher reports, "We can't just march
through the curriculum anymore. It's hard. I spend
more time planning and more time coaching. At
first, my students just wanted to be told what to do.
I had to help them to start thinking."
Users also need to pay close attention to technical
and equity issues to ensure that the assessments are
fair to all students. This is all the more important as
there has been very little research and development
on performance assessment in the environment of a
high stakes accountability system, where administrative and resource decisions are affected by measures of student performance.

What are examples of successful strategies and programs?
I Charlotte Haguchi is a third- and fourth-grade
teacher at Farmdale Elementary School in Los
Angeles. Regarding assessment and instruction
as inseparable aspects of teaching, Ms. Haguchi

uses a wide array of assessment strategies to
determine how well her students are doing and to

make instructional decisions. She uses systematic rating procedures, keeps records of student
performances on tasks, and actively involves students in keeping journals and evaluating their
own work. Ms. Haguchi can be seen in action
along with other experts and practitioners in the

videotape Alternatives for Measuring Peiformance by NCREL and CRESST. (See Jeri
Nowakowski and Ron Dietel, below.)

I William Symons is the superintendent of Alcoa
City Schools in Alcoa, Tennessee. Seeking

higher, more meaningful student standards
through curriculum reform, Dr. Symons works
with school staff and the community to create a
new curriculum focused on standar& and an assessment linked to the curriculum. Comments
and advice from Dr. Symons and other practitioners and experts are available on the audiotape
Conversations About Authentic Assessment by
Appalachia Educational Laboratory. (See Helen
Saunders, below.)
I Ross Brewer is the director of plarming and policy
development in the Vermont Department of Education. Vermont is assessing fourth- and eighthgrade students in writing and mathematics using

three methods: a portfolio, a "best piece" from
the portfolio, and a set of performance tasks.
Other states that have been very active in developing and implementing performance assessments include: California, Arizona, Maryland,
New York, Connecticut, and Kentucky. (See Ed
Roeber and state officers, below.)

Where can I get more information?
W. Ross Brewer
Planning and Policy Department
Vermont Department of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802)828-3135
Carolyn D. Byrne
Division of Educational Testing
New York State Education Department
Room 770 EBA
Albany, NY 12234
(518)474-5902
Dale Carlson
California Department of Eclucation
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916)657-3011
Don Chambers
National Center for Research in Mathematical
Sciences Education
University of Wisconsin at Madison
1025 West Johnson Street
Madison, WI 53706
(608)263-4285

N9
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Ron Dietel
National Center for Research on Evaluation,
Standards, and Student Testing
(CRESST)/UCLA
145 Moore Hall
405 Hilgard Avenue
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An Open-Ended Exercise in Mathematics: A Twelfth Grade Student's Performance
.
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Look at these plane figures, some of which are not drawn to scale. Investigate what might
--be wrong (if anything) with the given information. Briefly write your findings and Justify
__your ideas on the basis of geometric principles
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Reprinted, by permission, from A Question of Thinking: A First Look at Students' Performance on Open-ended Questions in
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"A Look at a Middle School Portfolio"
Arts PROPEL: A Handbook for Visual Arts
Arts PROPEL is an approach to education that has evolved in the visual arts, music,
and imaginative writing at the middle and high school levels. The project grew out of a commitment to develop non-traditional models of assessment appropriate for students engaged in
artistic processes. Its larger goal is to find means to enhance and document student learning in
the arts and humanities. Supported by the Arts and Humanities Division of the Rockefeller
FoUndation, PROPEL was developed and field-tested during a five-year period from 19861991 by researchers at Harvard Project Zero and Educational Testing Service working in close
collaboration with teachers and administrators in the Pittsburgh public school system.

For information on Arts PROPEL, contact:
Drew Gitomer
Mail Stop 18-R
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, NJ 08541
609-734-1528

For publications, contact:
Marilyn Ispanky
Mail Stop 37-B
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road

Princeton, NJ 08541
609-734-5073

These materials were reproduced with the permission of Educational Testing Service.
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ARTS PROPEL:
A HANDBOOK FOR VISUAL ARTS

This handbook was prepared by Allison Foote, Drew Gitomer, Linda Me lamed, Elizabeth
Rosenblatt, Seymour Simmons, Alice Sims-Gunzenhauser, and Ellen Winner, with the help
of teachers and administrators from the Pittsburgh Public School System.

0

Arts PROPEL Handbook Series Editor: Ellen Winner
This handbook was co-edited by Ellen Winner and Seymour Simmons.
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A LOOK AT A MIDDLE SCHOOL PORTFOLIO
Jane lle Hirschkopf was an Sth-grader in Pam Costanza's class
at Rogers School for
the Creative and Performing Arts in Pittsburgh. Pam Costanza teaches in what might be
considered an ideal environment for developing a PROPEL approach to art education. She
is surrounded by supportive colleagues and administrators who share her belief about the
importance of art in education and who, in many cases, are similarly involved in PROPEL.
The students in her classes are also unusual in that, by the time they enter the sixth grade,
they have made a serious commitment to the study of art. They attend art classes during
their entire three years at Rogers. Sixth graders take art for a 40 minute period two to four
times per week. Seventh and eighth graders attend classes four days a week, and spend
three consecutive periods, or two hours and fifteen minutes each day, in art. Seventh and
eighth graders alternate regularly throughout the year between classes in two-dimension.d
media taught by Pam and classes in ceramics taught by an adjunct teacher.
The portfolio shown here begins with two of the many sketches Jane lle did as
weekly homework assignments. Figure 7.5 shows her first sketch, a drawing of a porcelain
figurine. The figure is rich in detail and challenging in terms of its proportions and surface
qualities. In later drawings, Jane lle continued to focus on rendering details and surface
qualities, but now concerned herself with more subtle issues of texture and tone as she
began to "blow-up" small objects to several times their natural size (see Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.5

".

Figure 7.6
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When asked in her end-of-term self evaluation which works she felt were
particularly successful, Janelle said:
Pencil drawings are what I'm the most successful with. I've been
using pencils basically all my life. I can really create some great stuff
with it when I want to because I know what I'm doing when it comes
to that kind of medium.

She felt that her most frustrating experience was a watercolor assignment done around the
same time as Figure 7.6. The frustration was due to feeling that she was unable to control
the medium.
The first in-class two-dimensional domain project was a portrait unit. Building on
portrait drawing experiences from previous years, this project was structured to help
students learn to do portraits using a variety of styles and media. Students started with a
series of three-minute line drawings, using felt tip.pens and drew the person across the
table from them. Students made a blind contour drawing, a drawing using only circular
lines, and a drawing using only saight lines made with the help of a ruler (see Figures 7.7,
7.8 and 7.9).
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Figure 7.7
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Figure 7.8
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Figure 7.9

Figure 7.10

For each drawing, students made entries in their journals about how they felt about
the drawing and the assignment. After all three drawings were done, they were put on the
board to critique and discuss. A fourth drawing was then begun, initially using the ruler
again to define the contours, then using oil pastels to paint in the face with "expressionist"
tints that portrayed the person's personality. (Figure 7.10).
The completed oil pastels were put on the board for further discussion. At the end
of the project, students looked at a series of Cubist and Expressionist portraits by Picasso,
and were asked to discuss their portraits in comparison to those by Picasso.

The portrait project resumed, after several weeks spent on another assignment, with
portrait drawings done in conte crayon and self-portraits done in pencil (see Figures 7.11
and 7.12). These were also critiqued in dass. Before starting a final portrait drawing,
students looked at and discussed portraits by artists with very different styles: Botticelli,
Filippino Lippi, Vermeer, Rembrandt, Cassatt, Van Gogh, Modigliani, and Picasso.
Students selected one or more artists as models, and created a portrait or self-portrait using
the model as inspiration. Students could choose any of the media they had used during the
project. As they began work, students recorded in their journals the objectives of the
project, their chosen artist(s), subject, and media. These entries were accompanied by an
explanation for the various choices.
63

janelle wrote as follows:
I am going to do a self-portrait in colored pencil... because I want to
learn how to use color to make portraits more interesting. The reason
why I'm doing myself is because,if I want to express myself in any
certain way by reflecting my personality, I know more about me, than I
know about other people in this room.
The style will resemble Botticelli's technique because I like how he
makes his models pose. I had to change my medium to pastels. It is
going to be more of a challenge but I guess it will make this project

more exiting. I'm doing it from shoulder up so you can fxus your
attention mainly on the face, and since I'm starting a new medium it
would hold me back to worry about the body on top of a new
medium...In the background I'm going to put in deep blue sky with lots
of clouds simply because I'm a daydreamer. I love to just sit around
doing nothing but I am thinking and dreaming.

Figure 7.11

Figure 7.12

After doing the portrait, students aitique their work in light of the assignment and
their intentions (see Figure 7.13). These comments are summarized in the final portfolio
review form.
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Figure 7.13

Although her teacher was pleased with the fmal self-portrait (above), janelle was not.
When asked, in her final portfolio review, to select a work she felt was not completely
satisfying, she chose this one, saying:
I don't think it is expressive enough. The main reason why I picked a
self-portrait is because I wantal it to reflect me. I thought I would be
able to show myself through art but I didn't do too well.

Figure 7.14
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A series of diverse activities followed the portrait unit during the second half of the
year. Among these were a watercolor unit, a Native American project, and a project done
ia conjunction with a social studies unit on "immigration and integration." For the last
project, Jane lle worked in collaboration with another student on a large pencil drawing
showing immigrants wearing the costumes of many cultures arriving at the port in New
York (Figure 7.14).

The final project for the year was determined by each student individually, the
primary requirement being that it draw upon material and concepts taught during the
year. For this assignment Jane lle did another large drawing, this time, in pen and ink. The
title of the drawing was "Family." (Figure 7.13)
Explaining her title, "Family," janelle said:
Because that's what it is. I didn't want to say "the funeral" because
then people won't be able to make up their own story to it. So with,
say, just "family" you can come up with many different opinions and
stories.
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Figure 7.15

Commenting on her weaknesses, Janelle writes:
Everything blends in with other things around it. I'm taking too long.
I can't get all of the shadows to make sense.

About her strengths, she writes:
The people look like people except the girl in the chair has a beard. The

stained glass windows' shades all look right. I managed to get
patterns done easily, like on the window seat, and the wallpaper.
Usually everything would be different, but these all are the same.
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JANELLE'S JOURNAL
In janelle's journal are her drawings, along with her comments, and observations,
reflecting her present and future concerns as an artist. She also included pictures and
writings that inspired her, such as cut out images of faces from magazines, antique postcards and photographs inherited from an elderly neighbor, and lengthy articles on
portraiture and costumes apparently xeroxed from an encyclopedia. There are also
extensive drawings and quotes taken from a book on anatomy. Although many of these
images were eventually used for class projects, they were initially selected just because they
intrigued Jane lle.

Other drawings in the journal include sketches and cartoons which show a lighter
and freer side of the student artist than one might expect looking at her class work (see
Figure 7.16 (cat) and Figure 7.17 (cartoon). But also evident is a deep sensitivity to art and
experience, captured in reflections on her work and in observations such as those cited in
the box on the next page.
Pam collects the journals once each grading period and writes extensive comments,
often in response to the student's observations.
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A PAGE FROM JANELLE'S JOURNAL

October 23, 1990. Sometimes, I don't think I'll ever fully
understand what Art is. There is so much of it and it comes in
so many different forms and appearances. Lots of it is beautiful
and lots of it is ugly. Many different feelings come with it, from
graceful to dumsy, boring to shocking.

Art is everywhere and can be created from anything.
Whenever I am riding through the city at night, 1 see all the
buildings shining gloriously against the dark sky, the red tail
lights glowing in front of me, and the passing shadows that are
reflected from telephone poles, abandoned stores and other
objects that line the city streets, I think to myself "that would be
one of the coolist pictures in the world to be captured on
canvas." Then there is the late afternoon scene. Maybe it just
stopped raining and the appearance of everything has been
grayed and misted. Bright warm mornings in the summer.
Cold, black winter nights when the stars appear so sharp they
cut through the sky.
Everything gives you different feelings and thoughis.
That's why I like to draw people so much. Everyone has its own
interesting personality and identity. Old people, young people,
black, white, short, fat, tall and skinny. I hope that soon I will
become a good enough artist to capture every intricate detail on
my models. I hope to give them personality, feelings, moods,
and appearances all with my pencil. But it will take a lot of
hard practice.
In response, Pam wrote:
These are beautiful and sensitive observations. "What
art is" is a question that changes constantly through
the years. That's why it's a good idea to record each
year what you think it is and how it changes from time
to time."
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Assessment of Janelle's Portfolio
Pam provided the following mid-semester evaluation of janelle's portfolio:
rmillictialm When comparing these two sketches (referring to Figures 7.5 and
7.6), one can see how Janelle's drawing skills have improved. The sketch
done in September was of a porcelain figurine. It is meticulous, detailed, and
richly textured. The size of the sketch was the same as the object itself. The
January sketch is a more refined rendering of a pin, an object much smaller
than the drawing. Janelle has captured the smooth "buffed" metal and
"highlighted" the reflective part of the eyes, nose, lips, and end of the moon
which were highly polished, demonstrating a greater sophistication.
Reflection: In Janelle's final portrait (Figure 7.13), she wanted it to express her
personality. Although she did a beautiful rendering, she was not pleased; it
did not accomplish her goals. There are many changes she would make that
would express her personality more accurately.
The following are some of Janelle's comments about the changes
she would make which were excerpted from a Portfolio
interview with Pam:
"I didn't put enough feelings into it and I think I need to change the
background because I'd put more feelings into it . . . I could change the
pose a little bit . . . the skin's too pale. It just looks possessed.
Everything stands out but the skin . . . I think I'd want to put more of
my body in it so I can have it show more of me, other than just my
head. Maybe a different face expression . . . I'd probably smile or
something.
The reason why I put the background in there is because I do daydream
a lot, but I don't do that all the time. I have something more wild and
something more alive than just sitting there. I wouldn't put shapes
because everybody puts shapes to express themselves. I'd have some
kind of weird scenery . . . and I'd want people in the background.

I wouldn't make it so still. It just sits there and looks at you. It
doesn't have anything to it. I'd make it more alive, put more colors
into it. Make it more colorful and bright . . . I'd have my hair flying
around everywhere."

Perception: I think the body of Janelle's work thus far has shown a keen sense of
perception of her environment, from the subjects she chose for weekly
sketches, to her self-portrait.
69

Multiple Challenges
A Series of Questions Illustrating the 1992
National Assessment of Educational Progress
This packet illustrates the diversity of the questions on NAEP's 1992 mathematics,
reading, and writing assessments. Over more than 20 years, NAEP has consistently used constructed-response questions to augment the multiple-choice format
including hands-on tasks
in science and mathematics; literacy tasks involving newspapers, charts and tables, bus schedules, and pay stubs; interviews in reading and lengthy writing tasks.

For more information on NAEP, write to:
PO Box 6710
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08541-6710
tO:

Education Information Branch
Office of Educational Research and Improvement
U.S. Department of Education
555 New Jersey Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20208-5641
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Multiple
Challenges
This packet illustrates the diversity of the questions on NAEP's
1992 mathematics, reading, and writing assessments. We hope
that teachers will find it informative as they consider performance assessment and develop their own classroom tests. As
with the entire NAEP, the sample questions presented herein
were developed with the thoughtful assistance of teaching professionals.
NAEP is designed to present students with an array of innovative
tasks that make learning come to life. The range of challenges

on the assessment parallels the complexity of the future. Students will be contemplating and adapting to new environmental conditions and mastering mathematical and technological
concepts and skills. They'll be reading, discussing, and elaborating on people and events in literature. They'll be organizing
and synthesizing volumes of information and using a variety of
informative and persuasive techniques to communicate.

During its 22-year history, NAEP has consistently used constructed-response questions to augment the multiple-choice
format including hands-on tasks in science and mathematics;
literacy tasks involving newspapers, charts and tables, bus
schedules, and pay stubs; interviews in reading, and lengthy
writing tasks. The students invited to participate in the 1992
assessment will be asked to address a variety of thought-provok-

ing questions
giving policymakers and the general public
useful information on what American schoolchildren know and
can do.

Since the framework for NAEP assessments is periodically updated to reflect current thinking in each field, NAEP's objectives

and reports are a valuable resource for teachers developing
instructional activities that are both innovative and intellectually
challenging. The 1992 NAEP (in mathematics, reading, and
writing) includes diverse performance tasks designed to examine student achievement in grades four, eight, and twelve.
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The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics has
set standards for mathematics education that suggest

students should be able to
use mathematics as a way to
solve practical problems, to
communicate mathematical
ideas to others, and to reason properly. Using technology in the classroom can
accelerate the pace of student learning and help make
school mathematics more
like the mathematics people
use in their everyday lives
and on the job.
The NAEP mathematics assessment which requires

students to use calculators,
rulers, and protractors
contains questions that
direct students to sketch,
measure, and manipulate
geometric figures; to represent algebraic equations
graphically; and to give brief
written explanations to support solutions to problems.
The framework for the assessment is organized according to mathematical
abilities and content areas.
The mathematical abilities
assessed are conceptual

understanding, procedural
knowledge, and probl2m
solving. The content areas
assessed are Numbers and
Operations; Measurement;

111/111MIII

and Algebra and Functions.
The constructed-response
questions provide an extended view of students'
mathematical abilities that
cannot be measured using
multiple-choice questions.
These include the ability to
articulate mathematical

The following are exaiples
of geometry tasks: number 1
for fourth grade; numbers 2,
3, and 4 for eighth and
twelfth grade; and number 5
for twelfth grade.

(The students would be given the
cut-out cardboard triangle drawn
above and a straightedge.)
1. Piece

A represents what geometric figure (shape)?
4-fiqrn I e..)

1sosce_ies
2.

riq hi- 4-rianct

Name three geometric properties of piece A.

ha_s 3 sxolcs (3 angles)

.

k,..a.s Z estsciL ttckes C2 eipaL

1.-1- has 1

1-691-14-

A to show that the two figures below have
equal areas. You may use drawings, words, and
numbers in your ex lanation.

3. Use piece

fl

ene.
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ezes_

4-ke. c>111er cl9ore., so areas are_ eriva).

Geometry; Data Analysis,

Statistics, and Probability;
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ideas, make estimates, develop informal proofs, draw
figures, and generalize relationships.
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5. Use piece A to prove tht'L the area of the figure

below can be found by using the formula
A =1/3 h (b+c). You may use drawings, words, and

numbers in your explanation.
b
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ki_b+a_since- b+b=-C,

4. If the area of piece A is 3, what is the area of

the figure below? Explain how you found your
answer. You may use drawings, words, and
numbers in your exploration.
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Recognizing that readers involve
themselves differently with
different material, depending on
the kind of text and the purpose
for reading, the 1992 NMI'

reading assessment uses a
variety of passages to assess
specific kinds of reading. NMI')
examines performance in three
basic reading situations
reading for literary experience,
reading to obtain information,
and reading to perform a task.
For example, we read novels for
literary experience, newspapers
for information, and instructional manuals to accomplish

tasks. As readers' purposes
change, so do their approaches
to the material, even when
using the same text.
The assessment allows students
either 25 or 50 minutes to read
and respond to questions from
reading material drawn from
published sources. Within each
of the following situations,
certain reading abilities are
assessed - every reader needs
to draw on them to read effectively.

Building an understanding
of a passage includes forming
an initial, global understanding
of it. To assess this understanding, NAZI' asks constructedresponse questions like "What
does this passage say to you?"
or "What does the author think
about the topic discussed in the
paragraph?" Usually, the first
78
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question taps the reader's initial
impression of the text; follow-up
questions deal with a more indepth understanding.

Developing an interpretation goes beyond the initial
impression to seek more complete understanding. Assessment questions that measure
this ability include: "How does
this character change from the
beginning to the end of the
story?" or "What caused the little

involves evaluating, comparing
and contrasting, applying knowledge, and understanding text

features such as the author's
use of irony and the organization of ideas. Some critical
stance questions require readers to make connections across
parts of a text or between texts.
Questions that require a critical
stance include "What could be
added to improve the author's
argument?" or "Poem A and

girl to get angry?"

Poem B have 7imilar themes,
but how are they different?"

Personal reflection and
response requires the student
to relate the text to personal

In 1992, NAEP is conducting a
special study of students' oral
reading skills called the Inte-

knowledge or experiences.
Questions that require personal
reflection and response include

grated Reading Performance

"I-low is this story like or differ-

ent from your experiences?" or
"What additional information
would you like to know about
this topic?"

Demonstrating a critical
stance requires the student to
consider the text objectively. It

Record (IRPR) - for a description, see Special Studies in
Reading & Writing in this
booklet.
The following are examples of
an eighth-grade reading task to
assess informational experience
and a fourth-grade reading task
to assess literary experience.
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The Constitution
of the United States

rn Fix Anthony
by Judith Worst
Bluslontoci by Ansold Lobel

There is a building in Washington. D.C., called the National Archives, where our
most valuable historic documents and materials are stored. Journals and newspapers,
personal letters, photos that date back to the time when photography VIS mvented
these sre some of the Archives' important treasures. Bee there are two documents in the
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Archives that hold a place of special honor. Housed in a display 1=1 elat is itself
something of a marvel, these two documents intact thousands of visitors every year.
They sre our Declaration of Independence and the Consdrution of the United States.
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Tbe De 'titration of Independence, faded and barely readable, and the Constitution,
in excellent condition after almOst two hundred years, attract visitors no: because they
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are old and beautiful to look at, but because they represent the banc ideas that
Americans live by. When visitors have the opportunity to view the actual document,
many feel in awe of what the document stand for. They were written ar a time when
Americans were struggling to create a new and lasting government Men and women
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including John and Abigail Adams, Thomas Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, Ben
Franklin, and James and Dailey Madisonwme snadying, debatng and presenting
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arguments for different kinds of governments. The basic ideas that affect how we live
today were set down fiom ry76, when the Declaration of Independence was issued, to
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Oa when the Constitution was ratified

Metbc um deep Poen

The Stage Is Set For the Convention
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The period following America's War of Independence was a difficult time for our
county. During the war, the Condnental Congress, wlich 1.13 the assembly of people

Az:May um deep damn

On the basz of what you know from this article
and your personal knowledge, explain whether the
Articles of Confederation helped or hindered
progress toward a new form of government.
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Think about the plan to "fix" Anthony. Write a
paragraph explainmg whether or not this plan is a
good idea. Give examples from the poem.
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The writing assessment requires each student to write
either two 25-minute essays or
one 50-minute essay. Topics
range from informative to
persuasive to narrative and ask
students to generate ideas,
synthesize information, and
organize their thoughts. Each
task is accompanied by a "planning page" for students to use
in jotting down ideas, diagramming, or outlining their
thoughts. NAEP then evaluates
the quality and fluency of these
responses and monitors the
trends in students' writing
performance across the years.
Students' responses are evaluated on the basis of their success in accomplishing the
specific purpose of each writing
task, as measured by an en-

11111411111

hanced application of "primary
trait" scoring. Based on a sixpoint scale, the evaluation
criteria measure students'
success in selecting, organizing, and presenting relevant
information as well as their use
of effective organizational and
development strategies (e.g.,
compare, contrast, and anecdote).
In 1992, NAEP is conducting a
special study of classroombased writing called The

Nation's Writing Portfolio for a description, see Special
Studies in Reading & Writing in

this booklet.
The following are examples of
eighth- and twelfth-grade writing tasks, respectively.

oee.t-

Think about a favorite story you have read or
heard, or one that you have seen in the movies or on
television. Write a paper, telling what the story is about
and why you like it. Help other people to understand why
you think that it is a good story. Use examples from the
story, such as details about characters, places, events, or
ideas.

Write your paper on the lined pages
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Your school has decided to employ students to fill
several new part-time Jobs at school. You want to gain
more work experience and the pay is attractive, so you
have decided to apply for one of these jobs. To be
considered, you need to submit a letter of application.
identifying the job you want and summarizing your
qualifications for it. Many students will apply for each
job, so you need to convince the employment director that
you are the best candidate.

19)-4
.

I L.

Many positions are available. For example, the school
will hire students to paint classrooms, do library work,
fix up recreational areas and equipment. help maintain a
computer system, make props and costumes for special
events, and help teachers prepare materials for their
classes. Students can also suggest jobs that they think
are needed at school. Students can perform these jobs
either during the school year or during the summer.
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According to the employment director, your application letter should include the following elements:

- a short description of the job you would like
to have at school:
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- a summary of the skills that you think are
needed to do this job well; and
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- personal information on previous work
experience, job-related interests, future
employment or educational plans, and other
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Special Studies in

Reacting 840 Writing
As teachers devote more instruction time to presenting students
w:th multiple challenges, NAEP
continues to devise alternative
methods of assessing how well
students are- meeting these
challenges.
The 1992 NAEP assessments
provide two special components
that will extend and enhance the
information from the main
reading and writing assessments.

The Integrated Reading Performance Record (1RPR), a
special study to augment the
1992 paper-and-pencil reading
assessment, will yield detailed
information on students' oral
reading fluency and comprehension.

A representative subsample of
fourth graders participating in the
main NAEP reading assessment
will be chosen to take part in
audiotaped interviews conducted
by trained administrators.

Students are asked to bring to
the interview their current reading textbook, three samples of
work completed for reading
class, and a favorite book. They
discuss with the interviewer their
independent reading experi-

ences and samples of their
classroom work. Students also
reread one of the passages they
responded to in the written
portion of the assessment and
orally answer questions about it.

While the student reads aloud,
the administrator notes miscues,
reading time, and the student's
phrasing of text.
The IRPR, together with the

pieces) and the use of writing
process strategies (successive
drafts, use of reference sources,
and peer review).

Along with their papers, students
paper-and-ix...la assessment,
will also attach a brief explanaprovides a more in depth view of tion of their choice of
papers to
reading ability by allowing stube submitted. Teachers will fill
dents several opportunities to
out a short questionnaire dedemonstrate achievement.
scribing the assignments and the
instruction that led to each
The Nation's Writing Portfolio student's writing.
is designed to collect students'
best papers. This study of classAnalyzing the Portfolios
room-based writing also deEach portfolio will undergo
scribes the assignments typically three part analysis. First, a a
given to students and the broad
trained reader completes a
range of procedures and stratedescriptive coding sheet noting
gies students use to complete
the type and form of wilting, the
the tasks.
audience, the number of words,
evidence of revising, and other
Through the portfolio assessinformation. Second, the reader
ment, students can demonstrate evaluates pieces classified as
their skill at writing when they
narrative, informative, or persuahave the opportunity to edit and
sive, according to criteria estabrevise their work. NAEP also can
lished by teachers. Papers are
evaluate the relationship berated from 1 to 6. Then, using
tween writing produced in the
the teacher questionnaire and
classroom and that produced
student letter, the reader syntheunder timed conditions.
sizes the information about the
assignments and contexts that
Teachers, working with fourth
produced the pieces of writing.
and eighth graders who participate in the main NAEF' writing
For narrative writing, a paper
assessment, will review and
rated as 1 contains a list of
select three papers that best
sentences minimally related illustrate each student's achieve- while a rating of 2 is given to
ment as a writer.
brief papers with a few details
about settings, characters, or
The papers will represent a range events. A 3 rating is given to a
of types of writing tasks (stories,
paper that describes a series of
reports, essays, and persuasive
events but lacks cohesion due to
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rating of 5 is given to papers that
present well-developed informalion and relationships with
explanations and supporting
details, while a paper rated as 6
has an overt organizational
structure, a coherent sense of
purpose and audience, and is
free from grammatical problems.
problems with syntax, sequencing, missing events, or an undeveloped ending. While a paper
rated as 4 describes a sequence
of episodes, including details
about most story elements, it
nonetheless is confusing or
incomplete. A rating of 5 is given
to a paper that, while describing
a sequence of episodes in which
almost all story elements are
clearly developed, may have one
or two problems or include too
much detail. A rating of 6 represents a paper with a well-developed description of episodes,
elaborated resolution of goals or
problems, and cohesive presentation of events.

For persuasive writing, a paper
rated as 1 states an opinion but
does not support it, while a 2
rating is given to papers that
support an opinion but fail to
explain the reasons. A paper
rated as 3 attempts to develop
reasons for the opinion with

explanations that are not developed or elaborated, while a
paper rated as 4 supports the
reasons with explanations developed through the use of rhetorical devices. A 5 rating is given to
a paper that contains an opposing point of view and an attempt
to discuss and/or refute it, while
a paper rated as 6 summarizes
opposite points of view and
clearly and explicitly refutes
them.
Further information about the
scoring guides for the National
Assessment can be obtained
from the project staff.

For informative writing, a
paper rated as I lists pieces of
information or ideas all on the
same topic, but does not relate
them, while a 2 rating represents
a paper that relates a broader
range of information without
clearly establishing ideas, explanations, and details. A paper
rated as 3 includes a broad range
of ideas with some established
relationships, while a 4 rating
sionals clearly reiated information
and use of rhetorical devices. A

84
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Learning by Doing
A Manual for Teaching and Assessing Higher-Order Thinking
in Science and Mathematics
Intended for we by science and mathematics coordinators and teachers, this manual
presents 11 tasks field-tested by NAEP during a pilot study in 1986. The tasks were selected to
show a range of possibilities for both classroom and assessment use. Many of the ideas underlying the hands-on tasks can be adapted to a variety of different mathematics and science concepts. Each _task is identified by the thinking skills necessary for successful student performance and the administrative mode used by NAEP. The presentation for each task includes a
brief description of the activity, the student response sheet, a list of the equipment used, and
one or more exemplary student responses.
Learning by Doing is adapted from A Pilot Study of Higher-Order Thinking Skills Assessment
Techniques in Science and Mathematics, Final Report. This two-volume 537-page report,
which describes NAEP's project in detail and presents all 30 tasks included in the pilot study
six group activities, 20 station activities, and four complete experiments is available for
$35 plus shipping and handling from:

NAEP
CN6710

Educational Testing Service
Princeton, NJ 08541-6710
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From NAErs Pilot Study of Higher-Order Thinking Skills Assessment
Techniques in Science and Mathematics, supported by the National
Science Foundation through a grant to the Center for Statistics, Office for
Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Educatton.

May 1987
Report No: 17-HOS-80

A Manual for Teaching and Assessing
Higher-Order Thinking
in Science and Mathematics

Learning by Doing
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Educational Testing Service, ETS, and
Testing Service.

are registered trademarks of Educational

Educational Testing Service is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

ISM 0-88685-059-2

Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 86-63907

The Ideas for the majority of the exercises for the project were taken from questions constructed for the national monitoring of science performance carried out by the Assessment
of Performance Unit (A.P.U.) in the United Kingdom. We acknowledge the cooperation of
the United Kingdom Department of Education and Science and of the unit in the Centre for
Educational Studies in King's College, London, in making these questions available. However, the questions have been substantially changed to function within NAEP's very different framework. The U.K. A.F'.U. is not responsible for the use NAEP has made of its ideas.

The work on which this publication is based was supported by the National Science Foundation through the Office for Educational Research and Improvement under Grant No.
NIE-G-84-2006.P4. It does not necessarily reflect the views of either of these agencies.

The National Assessment of Educational Progress, The Nation's Report Card, is funded by
the Office for Educational Research and Improvement under a grant to Educational Testing
Service. National Assessment is an educational research project mandated by Congress
to collect data over time on the performance of young Americans In various learning areas.
It makes available information on assessment procedures to state and local education
agencies.
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Introduction

tools that allow us to understand
the technological world around
us. These new basics are needed
by d// students. . . ."
The emergence of new jobs
requiring technological skills and
expertise, concern about the
world environment, and the need

logical liteiacythe thinking

Improving ways to teach and
measure higher-order thinking
skills has become a national priority, primarily because A Nation
at Risk and other prestigious
reports have identified a crucial
need for more sophisticated skills
among our nation's students. For
example, Educating Americans
for the 2 Ist Century, the report
of the National Science Board's
Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and
Technology, stated, "We must
return to the basics, but the
basics of the 21st century are not
only reading, writing, and arithmetic. They include communication and higher problem-solving
skills, and scientific and techno-

Assessment?

Why Hands-on

This manual is designed for use
by science and mathematics coordinators and teachers.

in our daily lives to make important decisions based on new
medical and scientific discoveries
have also served to heighten
interest in science and mathematics education. Although all
schools require some mathematics, student participation in science courses is not widespread in
American schools. This is particularly true in elementary schools,
where, according to the Association for Supervision and Curricukim Development, a typical
fourth-grade curriculum allots
only 28 minutes per day to science. Preliminary data from
NAEP's 1986 science assessment
show nearly one-fourth of the
third graders reported that they
rarely or never had science class.
Even in the higher grades, students did not report taking a variety of science courses. While
many eleventh graders reported
having taken biology, less than
40 percent had taken chemistry
and only about 10 percent had
taken physics.
This relatively low participation
in science courses suggests that
many students may have limited
experience with laboratory or
hands-on applications of scientific and mathematical concepts.
Students should have both the
concepts and process skills nec"The problem of assessment
also constrains the spread of
'hands-on' science. it is relatively easy to test children's
knowledge when they have
been asked to memorize lists
of data for a test. It is much
harder to design tests that
measure learning derived from
direct experience; some school
systems provide checklists of
students' ability to perform
experimental tasks. The challenge before science educators
is to develop better means of
measuring both factual knowledge and the kinds of understanding students acquire
through activities. When that
task is accomplished, a major
roadblock to science achievement will have been removed."

essary to organize and cam( out
projects in an increasingly complex world. Hands-on instructional activities give them the
opportunity to use knowledge
and skills to solve problems and
find out how and why things happen. Further, it is critical that
assessment procedures be consistent with the best of these
instructional practices. In First
Lessons, U.S. Secretary of Education William J. Bennett writes:

Learning by Doing: A Manual for Teaching and Assessing Higher-Order Thinking in Mathematics and Science

Introduction
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terns in data and interpret the
results. At the most complex
level, students are asked to
design and conduct complete
experiments.

The tasks presented in the following pages require students to
think independerdy about a variety of relationships in mathematics and science. At the first level
of the hierarchy, students are
asked to classify and sort by
identifying common characteristics of plants and animals. At the
next level, students are given
materials, equipment, and/or
apparatus that exemplify particular mathematical or scientific phenomena or relationships and are
asked to observe, infer, and formulate hypotheses. Another set
of tasks is designed to measure
students' ability to detect pat-

What are the tasks like?

NAM', the Nation's Report Card,
has developed and pilot-tested a
variety of hands-on science and
mathematics tasks. These tasks
were developed as prototypes for
use in future national assessments, but the concepts measured and the innovative
approaches used are equally suitable for classroom learning. This
manual is designed to share
these techniques.

tered to intact classes. These
tasks asked for open-ended
paper/pencil responses to

1. Group activities were adminis-

Because a major goal of this pilot
project was to judge the feasibility
of more innovative and complex
assessment procedures, NAEP
developed prototypes of different
administration formats, including
paper/pencil tasks, demonstrations, computer-administered
tasks, hands-on tasks, and various combinations of these formats. These were grouped into
three major administration
modes.

How were the tasks
administered?

To develop hands-on activities
asking students to solve problems, conduct investigations, and
respond to questions using materials and equipment, NAEP invited
the views of many science and
mathematics educators. NAEP
also worked closely with members of the United Kingdom's
Assessment of Performance Unit
and their science-monitoring staff
at Kings College, London University. Many of the tasks were
adapted from those used successfully in England, Wales, and
Northern Ireland.

Hot, Arere the tasks
developed?

administered to individual students. The administrator
posed the questions,
explained the equipment, and
used a checklist to record how
students used the equipment
to conduct their experiments.
After students had completed
their investigations, they discussed their findings with the
administrator.

3. Complete experiments were

problems posed in various
ways. One task included a
demonstration of an experiment by the exercise administrator. The remaining tasks
were based on various types of
written or tabular information.
2. Station activities were handson tasks that required students to use equipment or
materials to investigate relationships and then answer
open-ended questions based
on their findings. These activities were divided into two sets
of six tasks for each grade
level. Groups of six students
were given the tasks, with students rotating from activity to
activity every eight minutes.
One task in each of the sets
was administered by computer. Students received directions and recorded their
answers by using the computer.

(C,

had less difficulty with the sorting
and classifying tasks than with
determining relationships and
conducting reliable experiments.

andgiven the grade-appropriateness of the tasksstudents

NAEP collected the pilot data primarily to assess the quality and
grade-level appropriateness of the
tasks rather than levels of student
performance. From this perspective, the findings served their purpose. They indicated that students responded to the tasks,
and in some cases, did quite well.
Also, the results conformed to
expectations about basic developmental trends in thinking skills.
For example, improved levels of
performance were observed
across all three grade levels,

What did the results show?

Twelve school districts across the
four regions of the country participated in the pilot project. Within
each region NAEP selected
schools in middle-income urban,
disadvantaged-urban, and smallcity areas. Twenty-two trained
administrators assigned in teams
of three conducted the pilot study
during April 1986. About 1,000
third-, seventh-, and eleventhgrade students were assessed,
with approximately 100-300
responses obtained for each task.

190 participated in the
pilot testing?

Although managing equipment
and training administrators
requires ingenuity and painstaking effort, conducting hands-on
assessment is feasible and
extremely worthwhile. The school
administrators, teachers, students, and consultants were all
very enthusiastic. The students
found the materials engaging,
and the school staff and consultants were more than supportive
in encouraging further use of
these kinds of tasks in both
instruction and assessment.
Many educators hope for systematic changes that will enable
more hands-on teaching in science and mathematics classrooms. Teachers need the political, financial, and administrative

What did NAEP learn?

However, staff and consultants
wanted to know much more. The
promise of new information
obtainable from a han is-on
national assessment was perhaps
the source of most enthusiasm.
Questions abounded: How does
performance vary according to
students' backgrounds? Are there
particular patterns of success
across tasks? What problemsolving approaches do students
use and how do those affect
performance?

responses.

In response to the interest and
enthusiasm shown in the pilot
study, Learning by Doing presents 11 tasks field-tested by
MEP. These were selected to
show a range of possibilities for
both classroom and assessment
use. Many of the ideas underlying
the hands-on tasks can be
adapted to a variety of different
sc;ence and mathematics concepts. In addition, such procedures as teacher demonstrations
using apparatus, paper/pencil
applications of some aspects of
thinking tasks, and computer
simulations can be integrated
with hands-on experiences to
ease the burden of managing students and equipment.
Each of the following illustrative
tasks is identified by the thinking
skills necessary for successful
student performance and the
administration mode used by
MEP. The presentation for each
task includes a brief explanation
of the activity, the student
response sheet, a list of the
equipment used, and one or
more exemplary student

Why this manual?

support that wil; allow them to
concentrate on developing ideas
and building up the process skills
necessary for students to learn to
solve problems and accomplish
complex tasks.

6710 for $35.00 plus shipping and handling.

available from NAEP, CN
6710, Princeton, NJ 0854 I -

complete experimentsis

Learning by Doing is
adapted from A Pilot Study
of tligher-Order Thinking
Skills Assessment Techniques In Science and
Mathematics, Final Report.
Thls two-volume, 537-page
report, which describes
NAEP's project in detail and
presents all 30 tasks
included in the pilot study--six group activ;ties, 20 station activities, and four
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ic = Thoracic rabbit
L
Lumbar rabbit

J - Lumbar rabbit

A = Lumbar dog
B Cervical rabbit
C Thoradc dog
D Tlioracic cat
E - Lumbar dog
Atlas dog
0 Cervical rabbit
If = CovIcal dog

Eleven bones labelled M. as follows:

Equipment Required

Students are asked to sort a collection of small-animal vertebrae
into three groups and explain
how the bones in those groupings
are alike. To complete this task,
students need to make careful
observations about the similarities and differences among the
bones and to choose their categories according to sets of common characteristics.
Classifying tasks can be developed using a wide variety of
objects or pictures of objects
including seeds, leaves, shells,
birds, fish, and flowers.
Vertebrae shows that tasks
requiring classification need not
be confined to younger students.
Indeed, Vertebrae presented a
challenge to older students, with
sophisticated materials that
required them to distinguish
among detailed characteristics
when they formed their groups.

Station Activity. Grades 7 and .11

Vertebrae

(Grade

mi.

The question with
successful responses

2) Pu( the bones Into three groups. Make sure that there is
something the same about all the bones in each group.
You must use all the bones.

Account for
Findings

Findings

Record

A

SI

Group 1.3.

Group C.

3')L

.-IG1,1-4

C.

K

Group C:

Group 13:

.

(4ii-ha hole

ih

.12.23t

s+yuchav
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41iddif 0.14_PD lowlAklita

Ciart-ra
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essero-W!y

cLI'd kdo 1011
C11il oYE

hOle

0.0.1
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Group A. eLfl 11001f okft_ Ion3_4*Ce pro jeCkina

4) What Is the same about the bones In each of your three
groups?

C

Group A.

3) Write the letters jf the bones in your three groups.

What did you find:

Activities
to Conduct

1) Look at the collection of labelled bones. These bones are
from the backbones of different animals.

Here's what you (1o:

1WHAT IS THE SAME ABOUT THE BONES 1N EACH GROUP?

3,4)40q
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thaph paper

One Inertia balance
Two large Cclamps
One block of lead labelled A
One block of aluminum labelled B
One block of wood labelled C
One block of balsa wood labelled I)
A pan scale
A tinier

Equipment Required

Students compare the weights of
each of four blocks and observe
how each individual block affects
the movement of the Wig-Wag
apparatus. The students then are
asked to describe the relationship
between the weight of each block
and how the apparatus moves. To
complete this task successfully,
students need to carefully
observe how each of the blocks
affects the motion of the Wig-Wag,
integrate these findings, and
make generalizations about the
relationship between weight and
rate of movement.

Station Activity, Grades 3 and 7

Win-Wag

'

3) Put one of the four blocks in the fray and move the
wig wog. Notice how the Wig-Wag moves. Now try with the
other blocks.

2) Lilt each block one at a time. What do you noti(e about the
blocks?
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4) Describe the relationship between the weight of the Works

Ex Atilt; what you found:

Activities
to Conduct

Findings

Activities
to Conduct

I) Look at the blocks labelled o. H. C. and I).

I (ere's what you (1o:

This is the Wig-Wag. Push the end of the tray sideways a bit and then let go.
Do you see what happens? This Is the reason we call it a WIg-Wag.

HOW DOES ME WIG-WAG MOVE WITH THE
DIFFERENT BLOCKS IN THE TRAY?
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The question with two
successful student
responses to past

(31 The ball bearIngs were put in the next two lioles. The
ann was wound up exactly three limes and let go.

arm was wound up exactly three (Imes and let go.

(2) The ball bearings were put in the next two holes. The

(I I The ball hearings were put In the two outside holes.
The Whirlybird arm was wound up exactly three times
and let go.
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(B) Use this spitee Io write down your answer to the question in Ow
hos.

(A) Ilse this space to Jot down notes about what you see happen
when the steel balls are moved to different holes.

WHAT WAS DIFFERENT ABOUT THE WAY THE WHIRLYBIRD ARM MOVED
WHEN THE STEEL BALLS WERE IN THE DIFFERENT HOLES?

Observe
DemonstratIon

Watch the Whirlybird arm carefully each time until it stops.

Watch as the teacher does the experiment.

box.

WAR-Ark

41.
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MI Use this space to write down your answer to the question In the

(A) Use this space to jot down notes about what you see happen
when the steel balls are moved to different holes.

NAS DIFFERENT ABOUT THE WAY THE WHIRLYBIRD ARM MOVED
VHEN THE STEEL BALLS WERE IN THE DIFFERENT HOLES?

(3) The hall bearings were put in the next two holes. The
arm was wound up exactly three limes and let go.

(2) The ball bearings were Intl In the next two holes The
arm was wound up exactly three times and let go.

and let go.

he Whirlybird arm carefully each time until it stops.
(1) The ball bearings were put In the two outside holes
The Whirlybird arm was wound up exactly three Ilines
!ration

s the teacher does the experiment.

The question with two
successfid student
responses

P.4T COPY AYAILABLf

A spate ball heal inci

Spars: :111ther hands

-Whirlybird- apparatus
6 ball hearings of cqual mass and vont=

Equipment Required

Students watch an administrator's demonstration of centrifugal
force and then respond to written
questions about what occurred in
the deinonstration. Students
need to make careful observations about what happens as the
administrator puts the steel balls
in different holes on the Whirlybir arms, and then infer the relationship between the position of
the steel balls and the speed at
which the arm rotates.

Group Exercise, Grades 3 and 7
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Batteries

Five sealed black boxes labelled A-E
log the following materials:
A = a piece of copper wire
B = a resistor
C = a piece of wood
D = a diode
a micro relay (variable conductor
E
A circuit set up with three 1.5.volt I},
In holder
A socket for testing the boxes
Three spare batteries
Apparatus for the circnit should be se
shown in the diagram below.

4 Equipment Required

Students identify each of fiv(
identically sealed objects by
necting the boxes that enca:
them, one by one, to art elec
circuit. The students need tc
make careful observations a
interpretations of what occu
each sealed box is tested. SI
knowledge of electric circuit:
the conductivity of different
rials is needed for this exerc

Station Activity, Grade 11
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6) Write down why you think this will happen.

wf,(t\ct 50ca.

e

5) Write down what you think would happen if you put a drop
of water on the material in the bag.

4) Look at the material in the plastic bag very closely.
Do not open the bag.

very closely.

3) Now use your magnifying glass and look at each material

F) Glass 1-4-

El Roof shingle fl fc4cie5

D) Metal

C) Brick

5r)

a IP

13) Painted wood VOtA;ty

A) Plastic

Here's what you do:
1) Place a drop of water on each material.
Activity
to Conduct
2) Look carefully. What do you see?
Write down what happens to the water on each of the
materials.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU PUT WATER ON THESE THINGS?

(Grade .3)

The question
with a successful
student response

11

7

1

Eyedropper
Small bottle filled with water
Small, equal-sized pieces of plastic, painted
wood, brick, metal, roof shingle, and glass
An unknown material (piece of porous cinder block) In a
transparent plastic hag
A magnifylng glass
Paper
A pencil

Equipment Required

Students describe what occurs
when a drop of water is placed on
each of seven different types of
building material. The students
then are asked to predict what
will happen to a drop of water as
it is placed on the surface of an
unknown material, which is
sealed in a plastic bag so that
they can examine but not test it.
For this exercise, students need
to make careful observations,
record findings, and apply what
they have learned by hypothesizing what the water will do when
placed on an unknown material.

Statl Activity, Grades 3 and 7

'
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Double staircase of wooden blocks that is 4
blocks high and glued to a base
24 loose wooden blocks that are identical to
those used In the staircase
Graph paper
A pencil
Notes The 24 loose blocks permit a student
to extend the staircase to six blocks high, but
are not enough to build a staircase ten blocks
high.

Equipment Required

build it.

Students are given a pemanently
assembled double staircase four
blocks high and some loose
blocks. Students first determine
how many blocks are in the given
staircase and then apply numerical reasoning to Figure out how
many blocks would be needed to
build similar staircases six and 10
blocks high. Finally, students are
asked to determine the mathematical relationship between a
staircase of any given height and
the number of blocks neectzd to

Station Activity, Grades 7 and 11

Staircase

Double

(Grade 7)0*

The question with a
successful response to
part 5

Formulate
Generalized
Hypothesis

Formulate
Hypothesis

Findings

Record

to Conduct

Activity

-4114

-75(6

5) What Is the relationship between a similar staircase of any
height and the number of blocks needed to build It'?

4) How many blocks would you need to build a similar staircase 10 blocks high? How did you figure out your answer?

3) How many blocks would be In a similar staircase 6 blocks
high? hiow did you figure out your answer?

9) The staircase is 4 blocks high. How many blocks are in the
staircase?

1) Look at the double staircase of blocks.

Heres what you do:

HOW MANY BLOCKS ARE IN THE DOUBLE STAIRCASE?

7.1.ST COPY AVAILABLE
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Group Activity, Grades 3, 7
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Account for
Findings
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Record

Klm
Sarah
Zabi

Joe
Jose

Frisbee Toss
40 yards
30 yards
45 yards
28 yards
48 yards

Weight Lift
205 pounds
170 pounds
130 pounds
120 pounds
140 pounds
50-Yard Dash
9.5 seconds
8.0 seconds
9.0 seconds
7.6 seconds
8.3 seconds

the yet up Who e kjes- ho
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(B) Explain how you decided who would be the all-around
winner. Be sure to show all your work.

(A) Who would be the ail-around winner?

Child's Name

Thc children's scores for each of the events are listed below:

One day after school they held their Olympics. The children's parents were
the Judges and kept the children's scores on each of the events.

for

Zn

Weight Lift
205 pounds
170 pounds
130 pounds
120 pounds
140 pounds
50-Yard Dash
9.5 seconds
8.0 seconds
9.0 seconds
7.6 seconds
8.3 seconds

so e

(Grade

ach of the childCen, labh SCLI re Fr II,

ttilfikh rJ 1-ne

Cbr
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Tourdered each eyeatit-An 1-5 -

Explain how you decided who would be the all-around
winner. Be sure to show all your work.

7cAbi

Who would be the ail-around winner?

48 yards

Frisbee Toss
40 yards
30 yards
45 yards
28 yards

(Grade 7)

(11)

(A)

s Name

lren's scores for each of the events arc listed below:

after school they held their Olympics. The children's parents were
!s and kept the children's scores on each of the events.

Joe, Sarah. Jose. Zabi. and Kim decided to hold their own Olympics after
watching the Olympics on TV. They needed to decide what events to have at
their Olympics. Joe and Jose wanted a weight lift and a frisbee toss event.
Sarah. Zabi. and Kim thought running a race would be fun. The children
decided to have all three events. They also decided to make each event of the
same Importance.

Joe. Sarah. Jost. Zabl. and Klm decided to hold their own Olympics after
watching the Olympics on TV. They needed to decide what events to have at
their Olympics. Joe and Jose wanted a weight lift and a frisbee toss event.
Sarah. Zabl. and Kim thought running a race would be fun. The children
decided to have all three events. They also decided to make each event of the
same importance.
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(Grade 11)

.

Students design a reliable experi
ment to determine the effects of
exercise on heart rate. In designing this expetiment, students
need to identify the variables to
be manipulated, specify what
needs to be measured, and
describe how the measurements
should be made to provide reliable results. This exercise is
included as a prototype technique
to assess students' understanding and planning of scientific
investigations when actual experimentation in a classroom or
assessment setting is difficult.

Grade 11

Heart Rate
and Ex"ercis6

AST COPY AVRABLE
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Identifying Variables, Formulating Hypotheses, and Specifying Measurements

DesiOing an Experiment

"

A pencil

Paper

A graduated beaker
A measuring cup
A graduated cylinder
A small ruler
Paper towels

A timer

Six small glass beakers
Sugar cubes In packet
Six packages of granulated sugar, each
containing the same mass of sugar as In
one cube
hot water in thermos (50*C-60°C)
Two stirrers

44 Equipment Required

13,

Students are given laboratory
equipment and asked to determine which type of sugar, granulated or cubed, dissolves faster
when placed in warm water thal
stirred and not stirred, respectively. To complete this investigation, students need to identify the
variables to be manipulated, controlled, and measured. They also
need to make reliable and accurate measurements, record their
findings, and draw conclusions.

Complete Experiment, Grade 3

,f1

t-

measuring to ensure equal
amounts of Si mar and equal
amounts of will or for each test.

and

testing each by stirring and
not stirring; and
maintaining equal and/or
, consistent
14rates when stirring;

and

testing both types of sugar;

ful strategies included:

solved at a faster rate. Success-

loose sugar or sugar cubes dis-

measurementswhether

ingwith accurate and reliable

dents' strategies for determin-

Using detailed checklists, NAM'
administrators recorded stu-

The Observation

NAM' administrilluIS used prepared scripts to present complete experiments to individual
students. Most of the scripts contained brief background information on the problem, the problem
itself, and an explanation of the
equipment available to investigate
it. As each student worked, her
or his activities were recorded by
the administrator on a detailed
checklist covering students'
approaches to the problem,
Including how they set up the
experiment, manipulated the
variables, and measured the outcome. The administrator encouraged students to make notes and
record findings on a response
sheet
Alzyria"
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13) Use the space below to answer the question In the box.
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Findings

The second question
with a success(ul
student response

FIND OUT IF STIRRING MAKES
ANY DIFFERENCE IN HOW
FAST THE SUGAR CUBES AND LOOSE SUGAR DISSOLVE.
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Findings

4
A) Use the space below to answer the question in the box.

The first question
with a successful
student response

Interpreting Data, and Drawing Conclusions

FIND OUT IF SUGAR CUBES DISSOLVE FASTER THAN LOOSE SUGAR.

ldentiMng Variables, Formulating Hypotheses, Taking Measurements.
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On AVAILABLE

Transparent tape
Scissors
An electric kettle
Two graduated cylinders
Sheets of blanket
Sheets of plastic
An electric fan
A small ruler
Graph paper
A thermos
Paper towels
And pencils

Pins

Two identical aluminum cans A and B
One plastic can E with the same dimensions
as A and B
One aluminum can C that is the same
height as A, B, and E but of a larger
diameter
One aluminum can D with the same diameter as A. B, and E but shorter In height
'A 110`C thermometer
A stopwatch
Rubber bands

Five cans labelled A-E

Equipment Required

Students are asked in this simulation task to determine which of
two fabrics would keep them
warmer on a mountainside on a
cold, dry, windy clay. As in Sugar
Cubes, students need to identify
the variables to be manipulated,
controlled, and measured. They
also need to make accurate and
reliable measurements, record
their findings, and draw a reasonable conclusion. However, the
sophistication and quantity of the
equipment call for more extensive
procedures and measurements
than in the other complete experiments.

Complete Experiment, Grades 7
and 11

Survival

tr'
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dents needed to be particularly

cold, dry, windy weather. Stu-

Using detailed checklists, MEP
administrators recorded students' strategies for determining
which materialblanket or plasticwould keep them warmer in

The Observation

p.

e-

Az

testing both types of materials
by wrapping them around comparable cans of the same size,
and cans that contain equal
amounts of water at the same
temperature;
taking baseline and final temperature readings of the water
in the cans tbllowing a fixed
period of time OR taking a
reading of the time following a
fixed temperature drop.
As in the other complete experiments, successful investigations
included accurate and reliable use
of the equipment. In Survival, this
would include efficient use of the
stopwatch and the thermometer.

careful to test both materials and
use the best criteria for determining the better insulator. For example, successful strategies
included:
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B) What did you find? Which fabric will keep you warmer?
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A) Use the space below to answer the question in the box.

WHICH FABRIC WILL KEEP YOU WARMER
IN COLD, DRY, WINDY WEATHER?

The question with a successful student response

NAEP's 1990 Writing Portfolio Study
Approximately 4,000 students who participated in the 1990 NAEP writing assessment,
half in grade 4 and half in grade 8, were invited to participate in a special study using portfolios. We have reproduced the Table of Contents to this 188-page report, 4ie Introduction, and
"Examples of the Narrative Scoring Guide" from Chapter 2, "Evaluating the Writing."

The full report, authored by Claudia Gentile, is titled Exploring New Methods for
Collecting Students' School-based Writing, and was issued in April 1992 by Educational Testing Service under contract with the National Center for Education Statistics.

For ordering information on this report, write:
Education Information Branch
Office of Educational Research and Improvement
U.S. Department of Education
555 New Jersey Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20208-5641

or call 1-800-424-1616 (in the Washington, DC metropolitan area call 202-219-1651).
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Introduction
Purpose
approaches to
In recent years, teachers nationwide have been using process
writing instruction to help students become effective communicators. Many
students write major texts over extended periods of time, and in many classrooms, writing instruction encompasses a range of interrelated activities that
As a part of
engage students in pre-writing activities, drafting, and revision.'
this process, student writers often consult with peers, teachers, and parents.'
The aim of these methods is to enable students to produce richer, more
developed pieces of writing.
However, we face a problem when we try to assess the extent to which these
(in
efforts are successful. Traditional methods of evaluating students' writing
of
particular, the timed essay test) are designed to measure a specific facet

writing ability how well students can write on an assigned topic under
timed conditions.3 They are not designed to capture the range and depth of
the writing processes in which students engage during process writing
instruction programs.'

It is possible to emulate aspects of the process approach to writing within
the time
the context of traditional writing assessment methods. For example.
allocated for writing can be increased, and can even be held over several days
to allow for peer review and other classroom activities (e.g., New Brunswick.
Canada Reading and Language Arts Multi-day Assessment Program).5 However, holding an assessment over several days poses operational difficulties.
increasing the costs and complexity of ass'ssments.
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Board.
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C. K. Lucas. "Toward ecological evaluation. Part 1," The Quarterly, 10 (1).
of Education. New
' New Brunswick Reading and Language Arts Assessment Program. (Ministry
Brunswick. Canada. 1991).
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Another way of establishing stronger connections between process writing
curriculums and assessment methods is to adapt an instructional tool
for assessment purposes.6 Recently, schools, districts,
writing portfolios
and states have been exploring ways of using classroom writing portfolios to
assess students' writing achievements. Using the writing students have produced as they engage in process writing programs establishes an immediate
connection between the assessment and the writing process curriculum.'
Recent efforts to adapt writing portfolios for assessment purposes can be
classified into three types: the classroom portfolio, the combination portfolio,
and the assessment portfolio.

The Classroom Portfolio

While Classroom Portfolios differ from
classroom to classroom, they usually share several key characteristics. During
the school year, as part of their English/language arts classwork, students
collect their written work in folders. At specific points in the term, they review
their work and create a portfolio by engaging in a process of reflection, selection, and description. (e.g., New York City Portfolio Project, ARTS Propel).8

The reflection and selection stages are guided by a set of criteria developed by teachers and/or students, based on the writing curriculum they are
following.' These criteria often focus on the depth of student writing (writing
that demonstrates the use of process strategies and writing that shows growth
over time) and on the breadth of student writing (witing that illustrates the
range of activities in which students have engaged).

Often the students determine how many pieces to include in their portfolios, with a minimum of three being common practice. A central element of
these portfolios is the letters or statements students write explaining their
selections and how their choices meet the selection criteria. This process of
reviewing and evaluating one's own writing and then articulating one's decisionF is considered central to the portfolio experience because it fosters
students' development as writers:° The classroom teachers assist students
throughout this process and also evaluate the portfolios. Sometimes other

' S. Murphy and M. A. Smith. -Talking about portfolios." The Quarterly, 12 121. 1990.
D. Galleher. "Assessment in context: Toward a national writing project model," The Quarterly. 9.
(3). 5-7. 1987.
Robert J. Tierney, Mark A. Carter. and Laura E. Desai. Portfolio Assessment in the ReadingWriting Classroom. (Norwood. MA: Christopher-Gordon Publishers. Inc.. 1991).
Roberta Camp, -Thinking together about portfolios." The Quarterly. 12. (2). 8-14. 27. 1990.
Mary Fowles and Claudia Gentile. Evaluation Report of CCNY Lehman's Writing Across the
Curriculum Program. (Princeton. NJ: Educational Testing Service. 1989).
Denny P. Wolf. "Opening up assessment.- Educational Leadership. 45. (4). 24-29. December.
1987/January, 1988.
E. Winner and E. Rosenblatt. "Tracking the effects of the portfolio process: What changes and
when?" Portfolio. / (5). 21-26. 1989.
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students, friends, and family read and comment on students' portfolios."
Students may collect portfolios for part of the year, the whole year, or over
their whole academic careers, for one class or all classes.
The second type of portfolio assessment
system uses a combination of approaches to collect writing from students
(e.g., Vermont Portfolio Project).2 In addition to asking students to assemble
a portfolio from the work they have collected for their classes, students are
asked to select a "best piece" and to include in their letter describing their
portfolio an explanation of what makes this their best effort. Students may
also be asked to complete a writing activity common to all students in a
portfolio, best piece, and
particular class or group. These three components
are then evaluated individually by one or more teachers and
common piece
evaluative information is presented on each component, resulting in a profile
of an individual student's writing achievements. Summary statements to
students about their entire portfolios are also made by their classroom
teacher, other teachers, and/or other students.

The Combination Portfolio

The third type of portfolio assessment
system involves administering several common writing activities to students
(e.g., Rhode Island Portfolio Project).'3 Committees of teachers design a series
of multi-day writing activities that reflect their writing curriculum. On the
same days, using the same administration procedures, the teachers have their
students engage in these activities. They collect the students' work in folders
and have the students review their work and write letters explaining which
activity yielded the best writing and from which they learned the most. A
committee of teachers then meets to score the students' responses to each
activity. The result is a profile of each student's achievements relative to the
common tasks. This type of portfolio differs from traditional essay assessments
in that the activities are designed to match a specific school's or state's curriculum and the students' work is accomplished as part of their regular
classroom activities rather than under standardized assessment conditions.

The Assessment Portfolio

In keeping with these new
The 1990 NAEP Pilot Portfolio Study
developments, the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has
begun exploring alternative methods of assessing students' writing achievements methods that focus on the writing students regularly produce as
part of their classroom activities. NAEP conducted a pilot portfolio study in

J. Flood and D. Lapp. "Reporting reading progress: A comparison portfolio for parents.- The
Reading Teacher. 42. (7). 508-514. 1989.
'.' R. P. Mills, "Portfolios capture rich array of student performance.'' The School Administrator. 811. 1989.

.3 Mary Fowles and Claudia Gentile. Validity Study of the 1988 Rhode Island Third-Grade Writing
Assessment. (Princeton. NJ: Educational Testing Service. 1989).
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1990 in order to explore the feasibility of conducting large-scale assessments
using school-based writing. The main purposes of this pilot study were: (1) to
explore procedures for collecting classroom-based writing from students
around the country; (2) to develop methods for describing and classifying the
variety of writing submitted; and (3) to create general scoring guides that
could be applied across papers written in response to a variety of prompts or
activities.

To this end, a nationally representative subgroup of the fourth and eighth
graders who participated in NAEP's 1990 writing trend assessment was asked
to work with their teachers and submit one piece of writing that they considered to be a sample of their best writing efforts. The goal was to create a
"Nation's Portfolio" a compilation of the best writing produced by fourth
and eighth graders in classrooms across the country.
NAEP analyzed and summarized these samples of writing along with teachers' descriptions of the assignments that produced them. In addition, NAEP
compared students' school-based writings to their responses on the 1990
NAEP writing assessment to examine relationships between these two modes
of assessment. This report describes the procedures used to collect, describe,
and evaluate the school-based writing in this special pilot study.

The 1990 writing assessment was a trend assessment prompts that had
been developed for the 1984 assessment, and readministered in 1988, were
also given in 1990 in order to measure changes in students' writing achievements across the six-year period. In 1992, NAEP will continue the writing
trend assessment, as well as conduct a new writing assessment comprised of
informative, narrative, and persuasive writing prompts developed specifically
for the 1992 assessment. While the trend writing assessment has not changed
since 1984, the new 1992 writing assessment reflects recent developments in
the field of writing instruction and assessment. For example, the time allocated for writing has been expanded to 25- and 50-minute periods. Also, a
planning page has been included after each prompt, to encourage students to
reflect and plan their responses to the topics. The 1992 assessment will also
include a revised and expanded version of the 1990 pilot portfolio study and
participants will be selected from among those students taking the new
regular writing assessment.

Collecting Students' Writing

The Participants

Approximately 4,000 students who participated in the
1990 NAEP writing assessment
2.000 students at grade 4 and another 2,000
students at grade 8 were invited to participate in the special portfolio study.
Based on traditional NAEP sampling procedures, this group would have been a
nationally representative sample of the nation's fourth and eighth graders.
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However, only 55 percent (1,110 students) of the fourth graders and 54 percent (1,101 students) of the eighth graders and/or their teachers accepted this
invitation. While these response rates provided enough papers to permit an
analysis of the writing submitted on a pilot basis, as statistical samples they
were too small to make generalizations about all of the nation's fourth and
eighth graders' writing performances.

While the participants did not represent a national sample of students, they
were from all of the major geographic regions and from various types of
communities, including rural, suburban, and inner city. They represented a
variety of racial/ethnic backgrounds as well as a balance between males and
females (see Appendix A for details on the demographic characteristics of the
participants).
Compared with the entire group of students who participated in the 1990
NAEP writing assessment, the participants of this study differed in some
respects. Slightly higher percentages of the portfolio pilot study participants:
were above the modal ages of the sample (ages 9 and 13),
attended schools in advantaged urban communities, reported
having higher grades,
reported having a greater number of reading materials at home,
and
received slightly higher scores on the NAEP writing assessment
tasks.

When considering the data from this pilot study, it is important to keep in
mind that the students who participated appear to be somewhat older, higher
achieving, and more advantaged than the larger population of students
assessed by NAEP in 1990.

In the spring of 1990. at the time of the NAEP writing
assessment, the English/language arts teachers of participating students were
asked to help several of their students choose a sample of their own best
writing from the work the students had completed so far in the 1989-90
school year. No more than 10 students from any given class were selected to
participate. Teachers were asked to encourage their students to choose pieces
that had involved the use of writing process strategies (such as revising successive drafts, using reference sources, consulting with others about writing).
NAEP also asked teachers to attach a description of the activities that generated the students' writing and to comment on any process strategies the
students used to produce their writing.

The Procedures
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Teachers then submitted their students' writing to NAEP, along with a copy
or description of the activities that generated the writing and any available
drafts or prewriting samples. These pieces were used to create two national
portfolios or collections of students' classroom writing one containing the
writings of fourth graders and the other containing the writings of eighth
graders.
Unfortunately, due to the complex procedures NAEP employs to select
students 'o participate in its assessments, we were unable to inform teachers
at an ear,. _ate which of their students would be participating in this study,
with some teachers receiving only several days' notice. Thus, for the pilot,
teachers and students did not have much time to review the students' writing
and select best pieces. Based on this experience, a procedure for giving
teachers more advance notice of the upcoming portfolio assessment was
developed for the 1992 NAEP Portfolio Study. It is hoped that, by giving the
participating teachers in 1992 several months' notice, the 1992 results will
be representative.

Outline of this Report
This report is divided into four sections. Chapter One describes the writing
received from the students and information from participating teachers about
the activities that generated the writing. Chapter Two explains the procedures
used to evaluate the writing students submitted as well as the results of this
evaluation. Chapter Three compares the results of the NAEP 1990 writing
assessment with the analysis of participants' school-based writing samples and
summarizes the lessons learned from this portfolio study. The last chapter
contains a set of sample papers, further illustrating how the evaluative guides
can be applied and presenting a sense of the range and depth of writing we
received from participating students.
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Examples of the Narrative Scoring Guide

Event Description (score of

Papers classified as event descriptions
tell about one event. Basically, they say, "such and such happened." Some of
the papers in this category give details about the setting and so appear to be
more elaborate stories. However, they end with a description of a single event,
rather than a series of events. The paper below, written by a fourth grader, is
an example of a simple Event Description.

Ai7411111A111111101ilifP241,
IIIIIIre7kV M11111111ridr,i2r#:101711111/1111451741111r./..60...10*

Undeveloped Story (score of 2)

Papers classified as Undeveloped
Stories tell about a series of events. Basically, they say, "one day this happened,
then something else happened, and then another thing happened." However,
the events, as well as the setting and characters, are only briefly described. The
writers give very few details about each event: the story is a listing of related
events.
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These stories are similar to front-page newspaper reports, where the basic
facts of a story are reported (who, what, when, where) but few details about
why events happened are presented. For example, in the paper below, the
fourth-grade writer uses one sentence to describe each event.
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Basic Story (score of 3)

In papers classified as Basic Stories, the
writers go one step beyond a simple listing of related events. One aspect of the
story (the events, the characters' goals, or the setting) is somewhat developed.
However, these stories lack a sense of cohesion and completeness. Events may
be presented out of sequence, some aspect of the story may be confusing due
to problems with syntax, or a key event may be unclear. For example, in the
paper below, the fourth-grade writer describes a series of events and, at the
beginning, develops a problem in some detail (a librarian who puts books away
too quickly). However, the resolution to the problem, although humorous, is
not well developed.
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Extended Story (score of 4)

Extended Stories go beyond Basic Stories
in that many of the events in these stories are elaborated to some degree. This
degree of development gives a sense of a sequence of distinct story episodes.
Details are given about the setting, the characters' goals, problems to be
solved, and the key events. Yet, these stories may be somewhat incomplete in
that the characters' goals may be left unresolved or the problem posed in the
story's opening never solved. The ending may not match the beginning or the
story's ending may be inconsistent with the internal logic established
throughout the rest of the story. Or, as in the example below (written by an
eighth grader), they may be very satisfying, yet not elaborately developed.

It is important to note that, while Extended Stories are not as elaborated or
complex as are Developed Stories and Elaborated Stories, they are successful
stories all of the key story elements and events are clearly presented. They
are the simplest type of complete story on this scale.
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Developed Story (score of 5)

Developed Stories describe a sequence
of episodes in which aimost all of the events and story elements are somewhat elaborated. Yet, one aspect of these stories is not well developed, such
as the ending or a crucial event. In the example below (written by an eighth
grader), each episode is somewhat developed, but could be further elaborated.
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Elaborated Story (score of 6)

No papers were considered to be Elaborated Stories. To be classified as elaborated, stories had to present a sequence
of episodes in which almost all of the events and story elements were well
developed. Goals or problems introduced in the beginning were well resolved
by the end, characters' motives were well developed, and the entire story was a
cohesive, unified whole.

In the example below, the eighth-grade writer of "The Black Rose" retells
the plot of a Halloween movie. In it, the writer effectively presents each
episode, leading to a spine-tingling ending. The only discordant note is the
occasional switching of narrative voice between first person and third person.
A revising of this story that included a consistent use of narrative voice would
make this an example of an Elaborated Story. (As is, this story received a score
of 5.)
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Pe iformance Assessment
An International Experiment
While the extensive use of paper and pencil tests in the main International Assessment
of Educational Progress (IAEP) assessments made it possible to achieve good coverage of the
knowledge and skills that could be assessed with such instruments, experience in the United
Kingdom had demonstrated that some types of performance assessment were feasible in
national surveys of student attainment. Given this experience and the desirability of extending
the curriculum coverage in IAEP, a limited, optional component of performance assessment
was included in the 1991 survey. The assessment was develrped for 13-year-olds only and
included mathematics and science tasks to enable IAEP participants to experiment with performance assessment in an international context. The U.S. did not participate.
The pages reproduced here show the science tasks used, along with the performance of
the participating countries.

Performance Assessment: An International Experiment was written by Brian McLean Semple,
The Scottish Office, Education Department, and published by the International Assessment of
Educational Progress, Educational Testing Ser-4ee, Report No. 22-CAEP-06, July 1992.

Copies of the report can be ordered from:
Center for the Assessment of Educational Progress
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, NJ 08541-0001

The Center for the Assessment of Educational Progress (CAEP) is a division of Educational
Testing Service devoted to innovative approaches to the measurement and evaluation of educational progress. The present core activity of CAEP is the administration of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), under contract from the U.S. Department of Education. CAEP also carries out related activities, including the International Assessment of Educational Progress (IAEP), state assessments, and special studies.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT:
AN INTERNATIONAL
EXPERIMENT

Brian McLean Semple
The Scottish Office
Education Department
Prepared for the National Center for Education Statistics
U.S. Department of Education and the National Science Foundation

July 1992

Report No. 22-CAEP-06

The International Assessment
of Educational Progress
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a pnvate. nonprofit corporation devoted to measurement and research .
Educational Testing Service I ETS
iirimarily an the field of education. It was founded in 191.7 b. the 1menean t:ouncil on Education. the tarneme
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. and the I:ollege Entrance Examination Board.
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: %EN is a division of ETS devoted to Irmo% wise approach,.
The I enter for the .1,essment of Educational Progress
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Science Tasks

1Cc

L1GHT-UP
Task Descriptor
To cateeorize objects according to their electrical conductivity by completing an electrical
circuit; to explain why some objects enable a bulb to light; to predict whether an object in a
sealed container would enable the bulb to light and to explain why (or why not).

Equipment/Material
An electrical circuit with a bulb and a
gap with two contacts which could be
bridged. Five objects as follows:
wood strip, plastic strip, nail, foil
strip and cardboard strip. Also an
object (piece of copper wire) in a
sealed, clear plastic box.

Student instructions
Complete the circuit using the five objects in turn. List those objects that enable the bulb to
light and explain why. Say whether you think object X would enable the bulb to light and
explain why.

Scoring Scheme
Credit was eiven for identifyine the nail and foil strip as conductors and for giving an
explanation mentionine one of the followine or its equivalent: objects conduct electricity, allow
electricity,charee to pass, complete the circuit, are metal. Also credit was given for saying,
object X would enable the bulb to lieht and for eivine an explanation as above.

Problems
There was a problem in some Canadian provinces where the word "enable" in the instructions
was read as "unable." Students who listed the nonconductors and provided an appropriate
explanation were counted as eivine the correct answers.

Comments
Most students. 78 to 93 percent. cateeorized the objects correctly, but somewhat fewer
were able to give a valid explanation for what they had done.
In four of the countries and provinces, more students recoenized the conductivity of object
X than had cateeorized the orieinal objects correctly and in two of these countries and
provinces (and three in total), more students eave a valid explanation for their decision.
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Percentage of Correct Responses (with Standard Errors)
78 (4 3)

Alberta

076 (2 9)

85 (2 4)

British Columbia

078 (2.5)

92 (2.0)

Nova Scotia

083 (3.5)

85 (2.4)

Ontario-English

0 77 (3.5)

88 (2.2)

Ontario-French

075 (2.7)

85 (1.9)

Saskatchewan-English

080 (2.0)

93 (0.0)

Saskatchewan-French

085 (0.0)

---488 (2.7)

England

075 (8.0)

86 (2.6)

Scotland

080 (3.7)
85 (2.91

Soviet Union

080 (2.6)

89(24)

Taiwan

083 (2.7,
1

0

30

10

410

0

51

60

70

93

80

100

111 Identified nail and foil strip 0 Provided valid explanation
91 (2 51

Albe,!a

072 (1 6)

89 (2 5)

British Columbia

0 85 .2 9)

86

Nova Scotia

8)

077.3.5:

84

Ontano-Eng fish

4

2:75,201

82 (2

Ontario-French

3 70 (2.5)
83 12 4

Saskatchewan-English

3 70 ,3 0)

80 (0 0,

Saskatchewan-French

0 77 (0 01

86 (5

England

0 82 15 C)

89 (2 6)
085 2

Scotland

188 (1

Soviet Union

76 11 91

87 '2 5,

Taiwan

69 (3 4,
0

10

20

30

40

Identified X as conductor

50

60

70

80

90

100

Provided valid explanation
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CIRCUIT
Task Descriptor
To construct an electrical circuit as represented in a drawing by selecting appropriate
components and connecting them correctly.

Equipment/Material
Drawing -of the circuit and a set of components as listed below. (Number of components
required to construct the circuit are shown in parentheses.)

3 batteries (2)
2 battery holders (2)
3 bulbs (2)
2 bulb holders (2)
1 switch (1)
6 wires with clips (5)

Student Instructions
Use the objects on tne card
make up the circuit shown in the drawing. You may not have to
use all of the equipment. When sour circuit matches the diagram. close the switch and see
what happens. Raise your ::and and r.sk the administrator to check
work.

Scoring Scheme
Credit was given for tne c,.:.7rect nosmoning of batteries and bulbs. anc for using five wires to
form a closed loop. thus enabling the Puibs to light.

Problems
A loose connection in a :luib noider in One of the kits used in Ontario prevented the two bulbs
from lighting, out students w ere credited for constructing the circuit correctly.

Comments
Almost all students across participating countries and provinces completed this task
uccessfully.
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Percentage of Correct Responses (with Standard Errors)
0 91 (2.5)

Alberta

British Columbia

93 (2.0)

097 (1.8)

Nova Scotia

091 (1.8)

Ontario-English

095 (1.5)

Ontario-French
Saskatchewan English

099 (0.6)

Saskatchewan-French

95 (0.0)

England

0 97 (1.3)

Scotland

98 (0.7)

Soviet Union

91 (3.0)

Taiwan

93 (1.4)
0

10

20

30

40

50

50

70

80

90

100

0 Batteries, bulbs, and wires in correct position

1_ 7 2
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FILTER
Task Descriptor
To set up apparatus for filterin2, as shown in a drawinz, and to filter some muddy water.

Equipment/Material
A ring stand, a funnel. a beaker. and a folded filter paper. Also. a bottle of muddy water.
1

Student Instructions
Set up the apparatus as shown 'n :he drawing above. put :he folded filter paper into the funnel.
and pour a small amount of muddy water into the funnel. Raise your hand when you have
gotten some clear water and ask the administrator to check your work.

Scoring Scheme
Credit was given fo: the apparatus being assembled correcti%. the filter paper being :riser:ea
correctly in ;he funnel, and for any clean water obtained.

Problems
In the pilot-tesung. ft:ter papers were supplied unfolded and this caused widespread problems.
but in the final assessment they were p,e-foided.

Comments
There was a high success rate. 56 to 100 percent correct. in assembling :he apparatus: but
more difficulty was experienced with correctly inser:Ing the filter paper. where success
ranged from 63 :0 s.9 nercen: correct.
Despite problems w ith the filter nape:. many students w erc
..vater.
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1.7 3

able to obtain some clean

Percentage of Correct Responses (v. ith Standard Errors)
Alberta

95 (2.2)

063 (7.2)
078 (4.6)

British Colombia

0 83 (4.0)

95 (1.4)

084(41)

-Nova Scotia

97 (1.5)

070 (3.8)
080 (3.1)

Ontario-English

074 (4.0)

-4694 (1.5)

0 81 (3.3)
Ontario-French

97 (1.5)

070 (3.4)

-086 (2.1)
99 (0.5)

Saskatchewan-English,

055 (3.1)

090 (2.7)
Saskatchewan French

99 (0.0)

081 am

018(0.0)

96 (3.2)

England

083 (5.1)

0 83 (5.2)

100 (0.3)

Scotland

089 (3.1)

094 (2.4)
86 (1.9)

Soviet Union

75 (2.6)
AS 80 (2.3)
95 (1 5)

Taiwan

C 67 (3.7)

S 68 (3.7)

1
0

10

20

30

-41/ Apparatus correct

40

50

60

70

8.0

90

100

-0 Filter paper correct -0 Clean water obtained
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MAGNET
Task Descriptor
To use a magnet to identify magnetic and non-maenetic items and then to explain the
difference between them.

Equipment/Material
A magnet and the following seven objects: plastic button, iron or steel washer, steel paper clip,
iron nail, glass marble. plastic rod and copper coin.

Student instructions
Test the objects with the magnet and divide them into two groups. List the objects in the two
groups and explain what makes the objects in the two groups different.

Scoring Scheme
Credit was given for grouping the objects correctly. Four Ca* .gories of explanations were
recorded: namely, that one group was made of iron or steel. :hat one group was attracted by the
magnet. that one group was made of iron and s:eel and was attracted by the maenet. and any
other explanation.

Comments
Generally students performed the categorization task well, scores raneing from 86 to 95
percent correct: but 10 percent of the students across all countries and provinces leave
irrelevant explanations.

Omission rates were eenerally low, but there was a 6 percent omission rate in England.
The most frequent explanation for students' cateeorization was that one group of objects
was attracted by the magnet: 79 percent of the students across participating countries and
provinces gave this response. Fewer. between 4 and 30 percent. mentioned iron or steel.
and this varied considerably amone countries and provinces.
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Percentage of Correct Responses (with Standard Errors)
090 (2.3)

British Columbia
Nova Scotia
Alberta

93 (1 2)
95 (1.6)
93 (1.5)

Ontario-English

se (2.2)

Ontario-Fmnch

94 (1.8)

Saskatchewan-English

-

Saskatchewan-Frenck

86 (0.0)

England

93 (2.7)

Scotland

94 (1.9)

-

Sovist Union

90 (2.1)

-

87 (2.3)

Taiwan

I

0

10

28

30

40

50

60

60

710

90

100

- Nail, washer, and paper clip categorized in one group

Percentage of Students Giving Particular Explanations (with Standard Errors)
14 (3.4)

Albarta

071 (4.8)

-04 (1.5)

2 (0.9)
British Columbia

084 (3.9)

_04 (1.3)
(1.8)

Nova Scotia

085 (2.7)

01 (0.6)

-02 (0.9)
Ontario-English

081 (2.5)

-02 (1.1)

8 (1 8)
Ontario-French

062 (3 5)
07 (1 8)
17 (3.9)

Saskatchewan-English

069 (4 51

--(:) 5 (1 4)
13 (0.0)

Saskatchewan-French

064 (0.0)
0 10 (0.0)

-go 9 (4.1)
England

074 (8.0)

-02 (1 7)
-410 3 (1.0)

Scotland

083 (2 1)

0 1 (0.7)
9 (2.6)

Soviet Unit.n

074 (4 2)

09(29)
gp 11 (1.5)

Taiwan

.761 (2 2!
0 19 (3 1)
10

20

30

40

--eb Iron or steel -0 Attracted by magnet

50

60

70

110

90

100

-0 Iron or steel and attracted by magnet
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INDICATORS
Task Descriptor
To determine whether three solutions contain glucose, starch, or glucose and starch using
indicators for glucose (test strip) and starch (iodine solution).

Equipment/Material
Three dishes labelled A. B and C containing :he standardized. unknown solutions. Glucose test
strips and iodine solution in a dropper bottle.

Student Instructions
The glucose test strip will turn from yellow to green on contact with a solution containing
glucose and the iodine solution will turn blue-black when starch is present. The dishes A. B
and C contain three different solutions which you are to test for glucose and starch using. :he
indicators. Take the dish filled with solution and oip the glucose test strip into it. Le: :he
:est strip dry. Add a drop of iodine solution to dish A. Observe all :he results. report what
solution A contains and repeat for solutions B and C.

Scoring Scheme
Credit was given for identifying glucose Orli\ :n solution A. starch oniy in solution B. anc
glucose and starch in solution C.

Comments
The differences in performance among countries and provinces were substantial in al: three
:asks. For each task. :he difference in :he scores of the highest and lowest performing
populations was at least 20 points.
Success rates in identifying the solution containing only glucose were highest. averaging 63
percent correct across participating countries and provinces. Those for :he starchonly
solution and the mixture of both averaged 53 ..ind 2-- percents correct. respectively.
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Percentage of Correct Responses (with Standard Errors)
58 (3.9)

051 (2.6)
049 (4.0)

Alberta

^

61 (4 5)

053 (6 2)

British Columbia
0 37 (4.9)

67 (3.0)

048 (4.1)

Nova Scotia

0 41 (4.0)

60 (3 1)
053 (4.1)

Ontario-English

0 42 (4.1)

^

58 (4.3)

041 (2.8)
036 (4.1)

Ontario-French

73 (2.7)

061 (2.9)

Saskatchewan-English

040(2.0)
71 (0 0)

054 (0 0)

Saskatchewan French

47 (0.0)

78 (6 7)
056 (5.1)

England

0 54 (7.4)
79 (3 0)

068 (2.7)

Scotland

053 (3 2)
76 (1.5(

71(3.2)

Soviet Union

"61 (3 11

72,30)
Taiwan

7. 71 (2 1)

'Th59 (3 0)
10

20

30

41 Solution A

46

50

60

0 Solution B

1S

70

80

90

100

e Solution C
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FLOAT
Task Descriptor
To select correct observations about flotation from two sets of objects.

Equipment/Material
Two small glass jars labelled X and Y containing clear liquids and identical plastic toys, one
floating (in jar X) and one submerged (in jar Y).

Student Instructions
Look carefully at the two jars -- you may pick them up. Five other students looked
at these
jars and made the following statements. Which statements are observations, that
is, they
describe what the student actually saw?
A. I see a toy floating in jar X.
B. I see a toy floating in jar Y.
C.
D.
E.

I see a toy in jar X that is made of a different plastic than the toy in jar Y.
I see jars containing colourless liquids and coloured toys.
I see a toy in jar y that is heavier than the toy in jar X.

Scoring Scheme
Credit was given for circling correct statements A and D and not circling
incorrect statements
13. C and E.

Comments
The percentages of students who circled both correct statements and none of the incorrect
ones were iow, ranging from 10 to 34 percent.
Most students recognized statements A and D as observations. Almost all
students
recognized that statement B. the opposite of statement A. is not an observation. Most
students recognized statement C. that the two toys were made of different plastic. is
an incorrect statement, probably because the toys looked so similar. However,
statement E.
that the mass of the toys were different, proved attractive to
many students and they circled
it, even though they had no way of knowing the mass of the two toys.
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Percentage of Correct Responses (with Standard
Errors)
Alberta

24 (5 0)

British Columbia

025 (3.0)

Nova Scotia

34 (3.7)

Oatario-English

015 (2.8)

Ontario-Rench

25 (3.7)

Saskatchewan-English

2t (2.3)

Sastatchewin-French

20 (0.0)

England

20 (4.1)

Scotland

22 (2.9)

Soviet Union

4)10 (2.3)

34 (3.0)

Taiwan
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

90

SO

100

Statements A and 0 circled. statements B, C. and E not circled.

Percentage of Students Recognizing Incorrect
Statements (with
Alberta

91

(2.1)

091 (2 5)

61 (6 7)

92 (1

British Columbia

7)

088 (2 7)

55 (4 0)

Nova Scotia

9 (1 .5)

0:2 (4

085 (2 4)

8)

88 (2. 1)

Ontario-English

385 (1 6)

.D45 (2 41

_a

Ontario-French

85 (3 2)

086 (2.5(

552 /4
Saskatchewan English

92 )1 41

079 (2 7)

38 (2 9(

Saskatchewan French

88 10 01

084 (0 0)

039(0 Cn
England

96 (3 2)

C,74 (32)

038 (5 8)

.94

Scotland

(t 3)

83 (2.6)

0 34 (3 0(
Soviet Union

82 I4

0 75 (3 7)

35 (4 2)

96 (1

Taiwan

078(291

.0 51 12

0

Standard Errors)

10

20

36

46

50

50

411 Statement B 0 Statement C

70

SO

90

21

100

--0 Statement E

1
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TABLET IN WATER
Task Descriptor
To observe and record all the changes which take place when a tablet dissolves in water.

Equipment/Material
Water supply, plastic cup. and fruit-flavoured, coloured fizzy tablets.

Student Instructions
Observe what happens when the tablet is in the water. Write as many different things as you
notice.

Scoring Scheme
Credit given for all appropriate visual. auditory, and olfactory changes recorded.

Comments
The changes that were recorded by most students were in the size of the tablet. :he colour
of the water. and Ihe bubbling of gas. These are all visual changes and i: may be that :he
use of the word "observe" in :he students' instructions biassed their responses towards such
changes. However. :here were substantial differences in the reporting of different visual
changes and among different countries and provinces.
A notable feature was a wide range in :he reporting of the fizzing sound as the :able:
dissolved, from 3 percent in Taiwan to 50 percent in Nova Scotia.
At least one-hail of :he students in participating countries and provinces mentioned four or
more observations, except in :he Soviet Union and Taiwan. where the percentages were 45
percent and 34 percent. respectivel
.
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Percentage of Students Mentioning Correct Observations (with Standard Errors)
37(7 1)

Alberta

061 (6.7)
24 (3.1)

British Columbia

0 74 (3.5)

019 (2.9)

Nova Scotia

081 (3.0)

35 (3.1)

Ontario-English

065 (3.1)

047(3.0)

Ontario-French

050 (3.0)

018 (3.4)

Saskatchewan-English

082 (3.5)

31 (0.0)

Saskatchewan-French

068 (0.0)
037 (6.0)

England

062 (6.8)
042 (4.5)

Scotland

057 (4.6)

52 (3.7)

Soviet Union

045 (4.1)

058 (3.5)

Taiwan

0 34 (3.5)
1

10

0

20

1

30

40

50

6'0

70

94

810

100

3 Four or more

---46 2 to 3

Percentage of Students Mentioning Specific Observations (with Standard Errors)

0

Alberta

086 (3.6)

13 (2.8)

036 (4

8)

0 36 (3

31

590

-014 (22)

British Columbia

Nova Scotia

(2 4)

89 (1

350 (3 0)

6)

028 (2.5)
Ontario-English

88

019 (2.3)
936 (3.0)

Ontano-French

079 (2

01:512 3)

71

7;

924 (2 4)
Saskatchewan-English

89 (1

037 (4 2)

9)

033(27)
Saskatchewan-French

England

75 (00)

046 (0 0)

023 (0.0)

92 (2 8)

01413.41
0 38 (5 5)

Scotland

89 (1 8)

018 (2.3)

035(40)
Soviet Union

83 (241

0 34 (2 2)

029131)
Taiwan

576(2 6)

03 (I I)
024 (281
0

10

20

10 Colour

30

40

50

0 Sound

60

100

1-614e
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SEEDS
Task Descriptor
To categorize two different types of seeds according to their size. shape and colour.

Eqi. 'pmentallaterial
Three groups of seeds labelled 1, 2, and 3 and two containers labelled X and Y with the
"unknown" seeds.

Student Instructions
Your task is to decide in which aroup seeds X and I belong and to state your reasons. Look
carefully at the three eroups of seeds 1. 2. and 3 -- you may pick up the containers.
Scoring Scheme
Credit was given for relatine seeds X to group 3 and mentionin:
relating seeds Y :0 eroup 2 and mentionine shape.

:

:ind size. .-kiso for

Problems
Seeds could not be included in the kits and \ometimes
impossible to obtair.
comparable seeds in all of the countries involved. Because the colour of the sesame seeds
varied (sometimes white, sometimes yellow). comparable scores could not be obtained fcr :he
first part of the task. categorizina seed X.

Comments
In general. hieh proportions of the students were able to assign ceeds Y to the correct
croup. raneine from 70 percent in the Soviet Union to 92 i;ercent in Engiish-speaking
Saskatchewan.

Many fewer students provided the correct rea,on :s'r ...ten categorization. The percentaus
doing so ran2ed from 18 to 50 percent.
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Percentage of Correct Responses for Container Y (with Standard Errors)
Alberta

78 (6.21

024 (2.8)

- (1.5)
91

British Columbia

0 50 (4.4)
Nova Scotia

83 (3.1)

034 (4.2)

Ofitark.-7Ahslt

90 (1.9)

0 31 (2.3)

Ontario-French

-069 (2.3)

022 (2.7)

Saskatchewan-English

92 (2.2)

0 50 (6.5)
Saskatchewan-French

0 86 (0.0)

0 31 (0.0)

England

82 (4.4)

0 39 (4.4)
ScotiaSoviet Union

73 (3.2)

0 31 (3.5)

70 (5.6)

018 (3.2)

Taiwan

82 (2.6)

0 47 (3.5)
20

-- Group 2

30

40

60

66

70

80

90

ioo

--0 Mentioned shape (fiat and oval)

14
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"Measuring What's Worth Learning"
and
"Mystery Graphs"
Measuring Up: Prototypes for Mathematics Assessment
At the National Summit on Mathematics Assessment held at the National Academy of
Sciences in 1991, Governor Roy Romer challenged the mathematics community to show
through realistic examples just what we mean by "standards-based" education. Measuring Up
contains 13 assessment prototypes that exemplify changes called for by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics. Two sections are reproduced here.

Copies of Measuring Up: Prototypes for Mathematics Assessment, Mathematical Sciences
Education Board, National Research Council, Washington, DC: National Academy Press,
1993, may be purchased from:

National Academy Press
2101 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20418

Adapted with permission from Measuring Up: Prototypes for Mathematics Assessment.
Copyright 1993 by the National Academy of Sciences. Courtesy of the National Academy Press,
Washington, DC.
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Measuring What's Worth
Learning

The spotlight of educational reform continues to
sweep across the stage of

,,

1Siy

mathematics. First curricu-

1 um, then teaching, and
now assessment have come

under intense professional
and public scrutiny. Amid deteriorating public confidence in
the quality of American education, the mathematical community is addressing multiple challenges to articulate and implement effective standards in the key arena of testing, assessment,
and accountability.
In the center of the assessment stage are three elements con-

testing for leadership. Conventional testing offers comfortable
short-response tests on traditional content that are taken by millions of students every year. Reformers, including authors of the
two K-12 Standards documents from the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), call for fundamental change
different in content, in format, and particularly in spirit. To
this well-rehearsed contest of traditionalist vs. reformist has now
been added a third movement arriving from outside the educa-

tional community: the political call for assessment of progress
towards our nation's new standards in mathematics education.

in the decade since publication of A Nation at Risk, the
United States has moved a long way toward a new consensus
for education. Talk of national standards, once taboo, is now
commonplace; so too is talk of alternative school structures
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and innovative licensure for teachers. It is now time to develop
a new national understanding of standards-based performance
as the true measure of educational progress.

Throughout this decade, mathematics has led the way in
educational reform. The 1989 MSEB publication Everybody
Counts was followed in just two months by publication of the

NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics, with its theme of developing mathematical
power in all students. Undergirding these reports are three fundamental principles of testing, assessment, and accountability:

Tests should measure what's worth learning, not just
what's easy to measure.

Progress depends on constant correction based on
feedback from assessment.
Schools are accountable, both to taxpayers and to students.

Even as the renewed public scrutiny compels educators to
demonstrate that children are learning, the NCTM's Standards
require new ways of measuring what is being learned. Because
the linkage between tests and teaching is so close, it is vally
important for the United States that assessment be based on instruments that are properly aligned with the goals of the Standards.

The Challenge
At the National Summit on Mathematics Assessment in
April 1991, Governor Roy Romer, in his capacity as Co-chair of
the National Education Goals Panel, challenged the mathematical community to show the nation what mathematics educa-

Why we are

tors mean by mathematical power and what new and more
demanding standards will mean for our young people. One
month later, the MSEB authorized creation of prototypes of
tasks that could be used to assess fourthdoing this
graders' mathematical skills and knowledge,
thereby providing examples of what children
educated according to the new standards should be able to do.

They wanted to be sure that the voice of mathematics was
heard early and clearly in the assessment reform movement.
The MSEB determined that it should be prepared to show, by
170
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example, the type of assessment exercises that would be appropriate to measure our nation's progress toward the goals of
mathematics education.
To create the prototypes, the P '.'EB subsequently -..onvened
a small writing group of mathematics educators, teachers, and
mathematidans. Taking up Governor Romer's challenge, the
writing group created a sampler of tasks to encompass many of
the goals for mathematics instruction that are expressed in the
NCTM Standards. These tasks, which illustrate what a standards-based education really means, have been pilot tested on
a limited basis in four states. Many have been revised, often
more than once, but all can benefit from continued improvement and adaptations.

Readers who skip ahead will see that these prototypes are

not only innovative and challenging but also just plain fun.
Teachers, children, and even parents should find these tasks
both engaging and surprising. We invite readers to try them,
either before or after reading the surrounding analysis.

The Criteria
Not surprisingly, the MSEB writing group debated extensively the criteria for prototypical assessment tasks. They faced
the pioneer's challenge
to use incomplete information as a basis for decisions
What we are
whose consequences are difficult to foresee. From these discussions emerged
several criteria that
helped shape the nature and selection of prototypes in this volume:

Mathematical content: The tasks should reflect the
"spirit" of the reform movement, but not necessarily be

limited by particular curricular content, present or

planned. Many of the tasks should incorporate a variety of mathematics, particularly in areas such as statis-

tics, geometry, and probability that are least often
emphasized in traditional K-4 programs.

Mathematical connections: Everyone involved in the
mathematics reform movement, from classroom teach-

trying to do

Measuring Up

ers to national policy makers, agrees on the importance
to science, to social sciof connecting mathematics
ence, to art, to everyday life, and to other parts of mathematics. Accordingly, the prototypes should develop

links with science, with the visual arts, and with the
language arts.

Thoughtful approaches: Insofar as possible, the tasks
should promote "higher-order" thinking. Just as the
verbs explore, justify, represent, solve, construct, discuss, use, investigate, describe, develop, and predict
are used in the Standards to convey "active physical
and mental involvement of children" in learning mathe-

matics, they are appropriate to seek in assessment
activities as well. Further, given a choice between cog-

nitive complexity and simplicity, the focus of these
tasks should be on the former.

Mathematical communication: The tasks should
emphasize the importance of communicating results
not simply isolated answers, but mathematical representations and chains of reasoning. Children should have
opportunities to work in groups to explain their thinking
to others, and to write explanations of their approaches.

Rich opportunities: The tasks should let children solve
problems via a variety of creative strategies; demonstrate talents (artistic, spatial, verbal) beyond those normally associated with numerical mathematics; invent
mathematics that (to them) is new; recognize opportunities to use and apply mathematics; and show what
they can do (as opposed to what they cannot do).
improved instruction: The tasks should have the poten-

tial for influencing instruction positively, both in content and in pedagogy. Teachers who use these tasks
should become better teachers as a result of the experi-

ence; children who participate should emerge with
increased self-confidence and heightened expectations
for future mathematics courses.

172
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The Caveats
These tasks are prototypes, not tasks ready for immediate
administration to fourth-grade students. They are intended to
illustrate possible directions for new assessment instruments,
not to be an example of a real assessment. Certainly they
should be viewed as work in progress, not as fully completed
blueprints.
Criteria related to cost, efficiency, and immediate feasibility

were deliberately not imposed on the work of the writing
group. These are important considerations for implementation,
but not for this volume. The MSEB goal for Measuring Up is to
promote long-term change, not to write assessment material for
current courses.
As assessment instruments, these prototypes are intended
for children who have had the full benefit of a Standards-caliber mathematical education in kindergarten through fourth
grade. Hence the tasks as presented here will be more appropriate, generally speaking, for students of some time in the
future. From the perspective that has
What we are not
historically dominated U.S. testing,
these prototypes illustrate directions
for tomorrow, rather than tasks for immediate practical use.
From a perspective rnore common in Europe
where tests,
appropriately publicized in advance, set targets for teaching
these prototypes do serve the immediate purand learning
pose of defining appropriate goals for fourth-grade instruction.

trying to do

moreover, the prototypes, as a set, are not intended to illus-

trate a single assessment that treats all of the mathematics
important at the fourth-grade level. Much that is important in
the curriculum is not covered adequately in the particular
examples chosen for this volume. Nevertheless, to expand our
view of appropriate mathematics goals for the primary grades,
these tasks provide more opportunities for children to demon-

strate their ideas in areas often missing from the curriculum
(e.g., data, geometry) than in areas already well entrenched
(arithmetic). The imbalance in these examples reflects our
desire to illustrate the new, not an effort to reshape the curriculum to fit this particular set of examples.

191
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These prototypes, which are tasks to be done in time spans
ranging from one to three class periods, represent only one of

many important forms of assessment. Other forms of assessment are essential for a balanced program, including projects
(extended pieces of mathematical investigation designed to
take a substantial block of time), portfolios (structured collections of student work gathered over a long time period), and
tests (time-limited responses to shorter tasks). Some of the ref-

erences at the end of this volume (e.g., Pandey [1991];
Stenmark El 989]) describe these alternative approaches.

The Audience
Many readers of Measuring Up will be persons who are professionally concerned with mathematics education, particularly
developers of tests and other assessment instruments. For such

people, both those who work within
commercial test development companies as well as those in educational settings at the state or local levels, Measuring Up should stimulate development of new approaches to assessment that reflect
the broad goals of the nation's standards for mathematics education.

Whom we are trying to reach

I

j

If mandated assessments evolve to resemble more closely

the ones suggested in this book, it is clear that different
approaches to instruction and testing will be needed. Hence
school administrators and educational policy makers will also
be affected by the changes implicit in these prototypes. The
tasks will convey to the audience of policy makers and education leaders what mathematics educators mean by assessment
reform.

A third audience for Measuring Up consists of classroom
teachers, and not just those at the fourth-grade level. It is only
natural that many practicing elementary school teachers may find
some of these tasks to be somewhat daunting, especially if their
students have not had the mathematical preparation that the tasks
assume. Teachers should look at the prototypes not as current
expectations, but rather as goals to aim for. The prototypes can
be viewed both as examples of what tomorrow's assessment in
174
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mathematics might be like, and as examples of what today's goals
for instruction should be like. In the meantime, teachers can use

them as ideas for instructional activities for today. (A list of
resources for teachers including the names and addresses of contacts in each state appears at the end of the volume.)

Another audience is the community of university-based edu-

cators who are responsible for the pre-service education of
prospective teachers. They will find Measuring Up to be a
source of ideas to use today for connecting the tenets of the
mathematics education reform movement to classroom practice.

Finally, of course, the ultimate audience for these new
assessment tasks and the ideas that underlie them is the elementary school children for whom the tasks were designed.

The tasks provide good examples of challenging mathematical
problems and situations that effective teachers can use even
now as part of their instructional strategies. Today's children
can begin to see the challenge in authentic mathematical problems even before tomorrow's tests give them an opportunity to
demonstrate their accomplishments.

The Prototypes
Measuring Up contains thirteen assessment prototypes that

exemplify changes called for in the Standards. In some cases
the particular settings or contexts for the tasks are original,
while in other cases some aspect of the task has appeared in
another form previously.
The tasks in Measuring Up are intended for a largely hypo-

thetical audience: fourth-grade children who have had a K-4

mathematics experience fully consonant with the NCTM

Standards.

Unfortunately, very few U.S. fourth graders have

had the benefit of such an education. This is, of course, the whole
What we have accomplished
point of the reform effort. One
would not expect many of today's fourth graders to do very
well on these tasks. Nonetheless the aim was to keep the tasks
accessible to most of today's fourth graders; they
should at least
be able to understand what the tasks are about and become
engaged in working on them.
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Too often test questions and assessment tasks are presented

solely in written form, which may be a burden for poor readers
and for children whose first language is not English. Such children might not be able to respond to the tasks in a way that

shows their true level of mathematical knowledge or skills.
Many alternative presentations are possible: videotaped introduction; teacher-taught introduction; computer-based presentation; and presentation using manipulative materials. The prototypes illustrate each of these alternative modes of presentation,

and two of the tasks are written in Spanish as well as in
English.

Notwithstanding the possible variety in presentation, the
prototypes in Measuring Up adhere to a certain uniformity of
structure. Most are organized as a sequence of questions, often
of increasing difficulty. On the one hand, this provides a struc-

ture around which the child's problem solving must be organized. On the other hand, this sequence of questions may suggest that the problem-poser, rather than the problem-solver, is in
charge of the problem-solving process. Although other

forms of organization are
certainly possible, these
prototypes provide sufficient imposed structure to

help the mathematically
less sophisticated student
get started and show what

he or she can do, while
allowing plenty of openended space at the top to

I

challenge the more advanced

student. Even though the
questions within a task often

grow in difficulty, many of the tasks involve problem solving,
reasoning, and communication right from the beginning. These
are important aspects of mathematics for all children.
lust as the tasks are presented in several formats, so they are
also designed to give children a chance to respond in a variety
of modes
perhaps by constructing an object or by creating a
pattern on a computer screen. One important response mode
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that is not specifically included in these prototypes is that of the
child talking individually to a teacher, explaining his or her
solutions orally rather than in written form. Pilot testing of the
tasks has shown that children who have not had considerable
experience in organizing their thoughts on paper find it much
easier to tell someone else what they are doing than it is to
record it in writing. Teachers who use tasks like the ones in this

collection for their own informal assessment of how children
are progressing mathematically will want to supplement written
responses with spoken ones. In fact, asking a child to explain a
solution in two forms
spoken and written
can help the
child to sharpen and deepen both responses.

These prototypes can be used either for informal classroom-based assessment by an individual teacher, or for more
formal external assessment, although certain modifications may
be necessary to make the tasks suitable for a given purpose.

All of the prototypes call for responses that go well beyond
simple numerical answers, and most require the student to

explain underlying patterns, relationships, or reasoning. As a
result, the same activities can be useful to an individual teacher
as she or he tries to discern more deeply how students are progressing mathematically, and to a district to discern the effectiveness of its instruction.

As the NCTM Standards urge, assessment should be embedded in instruction, so that most children would not
recognize
the assessment activity as a "test." Even when certain tasks
are
used as part of a formal, external assessment, there should be
some kind of instructional follow-up. As a routine part of class-

room discourse, interesting problems should be revisited,

extended, and generalized, whatever their original sources.

Increasingly, educators are recognizing the value of having
children work together in groups. Certainly group work exemplifies the NCTM's goal of stressing mathematics as a means of
communication. Some of the tasks in Measuring Up are
designed to be carried out in small groups, while in other cases,

small groups are certainly a reasonable option. Continuing
experimentation will be required to determine how the children
can best be grouped for assessment tasks like these, and how
to

weigh individual vs. group work in performance evaluation.

1(45
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In several cases the problems suggested here for fourth
grade could also be asked in the eighth or even the twelfth
grade, although naturally the expected sophistication and completeness of the responses would be very different. If a mathematical task is genuinely interesting and worthwhile for fourth
graders, there is no reason why it should not be worthwhile for
older children, or even for adults.

The Tryouts

What we

Each prototype was tested on several score fourth-grade
students in a number of different locales. These "tryouts" were
not designed to be either representative or comprehensive, but
to aid in improving the tasks. This they did, but they did much
more as well. By observing how
learned from children
students react to the prototypes,
we learned much about the gulf
that separates current students from the goals of the Standards.
We also learned that we are novices on how these new forms
of assessment will work in the classroom.

Three examples can illustrate the types of surprises that all
teachers will encounter as they begin to explore and extend
these prototypes:

In a few cases the tasks as originally presented seemed

not to be sufficiently challenging. One example is the
"Lightning" task in which a fairly large proportion of

the students could easily handle the map-reading
requirements. So a question dealing with locating a

lightning bolt that is a given distance from two
observers was added.

Sometimes a proposed task yielded no information of any
interest at all. In "Bridges," there was originally a more

open-ended question in which students were to create
their own bridges. Nobody created anything that went

even a little bit beyond the two-support, single-span
examples. This may have been due to the wording of the
question, to the backgrounds of the particular students, or
to some other factor. This lack of inventiveness and perseverance is something worth pursuing since creativity is
178
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an essential part of doing mathematics, for fourth graders
as well as for everyone else. However, since the question
produced virtually no information, it was dropped.

One whole prototype was dropped entirely. It was a
task on what is known as "Pick's Theorem"
which
relates the area of a polygonal region on a geoboard to
the number of nails on the boundary and in the interior
of the region. The task was extremely open-ended and
required extensive interaction between the teacher and
individual students or small groups of students. Even if
one assumed (as we do) that the teachers involved in

the assessment are uniformly well versed in the subtleties of the underlying mathematics, there seemed to
be no way of separating the effects of the teacher from
the progress that individual students might make on the
task. Perhaps such a task could be viewed as an assessment of the teacher-class unit, but in any case it seemed
to be too problematic to include in this collection.

The Format
Each of the thirteen tasks is presented using the same outline.
After the title, there is a suggested time allotment, which can vary
from one to three class periods. This is followed by a suggested
student social organization, although in many cases the task does
not depend substantively on a particular form of grouping.

Next comes the task itself. First there is a description of
assumed background. In most cases this refers to specific
aspects of the children's mathematical background, assuming

hypothetically, of course
that the children have had a K-4

How we present the prototypes

education that fully meets the
NCTM Standards. Second, there is a section on presenting the
task, which details exactly what the teacher (or other assessor)
should do. Finally, there is the student assessment activity.
Very often this involves one or more sheets of paper on which
students record their responses. (To reproduce these pages,

which were scaled to the 7" x 10" page of this volume, the
copying machine should be set to magnify them appropriately.)

1(.47
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The next major section is a rationale
for the mathematics
education community, which in
many respects is the heart of
Measuring Up. This is where comments
on the content, style,
or intent of the task appear (e.g., why the task
was included), as
well as more general messages
about mathematics education
that the task is intended
to convey.

F011owing the main presentation of the
rationale for the
task, there are two subsections that
provide further

information.
The first, task design considerations,
discusses some of the
details behind the task
why certain questions were phrased
as they were, or why particular nury,bers
were chosen. The
second, variants and extensions, hints
at other directions in
which the task could be taken, for
tion or further assessment. These purposes either of instrucsubsections are far from
exhaustive, for often the tasks could
be starting points for
weeks of instruction. One important
message conveyed by this
section is that these particular prototypes
are in no way unique.

The next section describes a rough
scoring system
what
is called a protorubric
for the task. It is now widely
recognized that an as.sessment task by
itself means little without an
indication of how children's
responses would be scored. In
other words, an important component
of an assessment task is
a scoring rubric that describes and orders
a variety of answers
that a child might typically give.
For reasons discussed in the
next section, the rubrics given here
are necessaril, tentative
and incomplete
whence "protorubrics."
Finally, in some of the tasks there
is a section containing
references to relevant
sources.

The Protorubrics
Although each task

in this volume contains commentary
about scoring based on student work, for
a number of reasons

How might fourth graders do?

we have not developed fully
detailed scoring rubrics:

The intended audience for these
tasks are students who
have had a

mathematical education that is different
from what is commonly available
in U.S. schools today.
180
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Suggested time allotment
Less than one class period

Student social organization
Students working alone
Task

Assumed background:
This task assumes that the
children have had extensive
experience in dealing with sets of data, and, in particular, are
familiar with interpreting data that are represented in line plots.
Presenting the task:

teacher should distribute
the student materials and
read enough of it to be sure

that the children understand the task. It is also
important to stress that the

"classroom of fourth
graders" is some other
classroom

not theirs.

In

the pilot, it was necessary
to clarify that "cavities" in
question 1 a refers to both
filled and unfilled cavities.
Student assessment activity:

See the following pages.
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Date

Look at the five graphs on the next pages. Each graph shows
something about a classroom of fourth graders.

Which of the five graphs do you think shows:
a. The number of cavities that the fourth graders have?
b. The ages of the fourth graders' mothers?
c. The heights of the fourth graders, in inches?

d. The number of people in the fourth graders' families?

2. Explain why you Jiink the graph you picked for c is the one that
shows the heights of fourth graders.

3. Why do you think the other graphs don't show the fourth graders'
heights?
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Rationale for the mathematics education community

This task puts a premium on looking at data sets, as
opposed to individual pieces of information. This :s a fundamental notion that should take an increasing role in the eleMentary mathematics curriculum. The task also gives children
the opportunity to relate the graphical representations to their
own experiences as fourth graders.

Ordinarily, of course, one would want children to have
plenty of chances to collect, display, and analyze their own
data, as the NCTM Standards suggest. If the task is going to
fit within a single class period, however, there is not enough
time to create five graphs for comparison. As a result, this
task uses data that have already been collected from some
hypothetical fourth grade. Clearly other assessment tasks
(like the Hog Game and Buttons tasks in this collection) must
include the collection, display, and analysis of data.
Task design considerations: Children seem naturally inter-

ested in data about people, particularly people of their own
ages; this is one reason for choosing a hypothetical fourthgrade class as the basis of these data. The children will naturally bring their own experiences with heights, ages, family
size, and dental health with them to the task. When using such
.situations for assessment purposes, one must be careful to use
values of the data to which all the students can relate equally
well. There may be cultural variations in family sizes or in the
ages of fourth-graders' mothers, for example. To take this into

account, the ranges of Graphs 1 and 5 are large enough to
encompass every student's own family size and mother's age.

Questions similar to the one about heights could be asked
about mothers' ages, family sizes, or cavities. The only reason
such questions are not included is to save assessment time; the
intent was to give an example of a task that could be done in
less than one class period.

To some extent, this is a task that measures children's prior
knowledge about the real world
about how many inches tall
they are, how old their mothers are, and so on. If one is con-

cerned with children's abilities to connect mathematics with
.

their world of experience, this is a reasonable expectation.
185
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The style of drawing line plots should be the same as the
style to which the student is accustomed.

Ideally, the five graphs should be displayed so that the student can see them all at once.

Variants and extensions: A natural instructional follow-up
to this task is to ask the students to compile data on heights,
cavities, etc., from their own class, to compare with the data
given.

Using just the data presented here, one could pose problems like: "Suppose Graph 2 really did show heights in inches.
Whose heights could they be?" "Suppose Graph 3 showed the

ages of the mothers of students in some grade level in our
school. Which grade could that be?" "What other kinds of
data could Graph 1 be showing?"

Protorubric
Characteristics of the high response:
High
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Question 3

The high response shows a full understanding of the relationship between the graphs and the data they represent.
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The responses for question 1 are all correct (a. 4; b. 5; c. 3;
d. 1). Questions 2 and 3, taken together, should explain that
Graph 3 shows a reasonable range of fourth graders' heights,
and that ranges of data in the other graphs are not as reason-

able. The only real alternative candidate for the heights is
Graph 2, but that would imply that there are fourth graders
who are six feet tall.
Characteristics of the medium response:

Graph 1 and Graph 4 are inter-

Medium

changed (number of cavities and

-11;&

number of family members); or
Graph 2 is used in place of Graph
3 or Graph 5; or Graphs 3 and 5
are interchanged. Nonetheless,
graphs showing the correct general
orders of magnitude are selected.
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Some portions of the student's justifications are reasonable.

Question 3

Characteristics of the low response:

At most one graph is chosen
that shows totally unrealistic data
(e.g., Graph 5, with a range from
24 to 53, is selected for the num-

Low
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ber of people in the families).
Responses to questions 2 and 3 are
missing or indicate that the student
cannot interpret the graphs, or they
do not show any reasonable sense
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Reference

An earlier version of this task was developed by TERC
(Cambridge, MA) for Education Development Center (Newton,
MA).
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"Piloting Pacesetter:
Helping At-Risk Students Meet High Standards"
by Thomas W. Payzant and Dennie Palmer Wolf
Educational Leadership, February 1993

PACESETTER', a new program of the College Board, is designed to raise expectations
and improve performance of all American students. The program will provide secondary
school course frameworks and related assessments in five subject areas, supported by professional development opportunities for teachers. All elements are being developed in cooperation
with members of the leading national subject matter associations. The mathematics offering
will be piloted in 1993-94, followed by offerings in English, world history, science, and Spanish.
The following article discusses PACESETTER' as it is being pilot tested in the San
Diego City Schools.

Payzant, Thomas W. and Dennie Palmer Wolf (February 1993). "Piloting Pacesetter: Helping
At-Risk Students Meet High Standards," Educational Leadership, 50, 5:41-45. Reprinted
with the permission of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Copyright © 1985 by ASCD. All Rights Reserved. Reprinted with the permission of Thomas
W. Payzant.
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Piloting Pacesetter: Helping At-Risk
Students Meet High Standards
Thomas W. Payzant and Dennie Palmer Wolf

The San Diego City Schools,

Martin is 14. He reads on a 4th

in partnership with the
College Board, are piloting
a program that seeks to
prepare all students for
the educational demands
beyond high school.

grade level. His writing is
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simplenot because he
doesn't have complex

thoughtsbut because he
often struggles to find the English
word he wants, and 40 minutes simply
isn't enough time to think, draft, and
revise. He wants to graduate from
high school and enter a demanding
job-training program at a local light
and power company. As his father
points out, "It's the difference between
$6 and S20 an hour all the rest of your
life."
But the entry test is no joke. To
pass. you need the modeling skills to
notice patterns and predict possible
difficulties down the line in the
machinery. That entails working with
Boyle's and Charles laws and algebraic equations. and diagnosing
sources of possible error. And it
doesn't end there. The company is
looking for employees who are able to
interview suppliers and examine
product information and forms written
in Spanish. Japanese. or German.
Access to High Outcomes
Gone are the days when graduation
was a matter of going to school just
enough to earn your Carnegie credits,
or when any high school diploma
could act as a passport. Public high
schools. like those in San Diego. have
as their major imperative helping all
students prepare for postsecondary

educationin colleges, in public
service, or on the job. where the ticket
is high-level competence. not attendance. The challenge is daunting. San
Diego is an urban district of 125.000
students with diverse raci,-.1!. ethnic.

linguistic, and socioeconomic backgrounds. Sixty different.first
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languages are spoken: 30 percent of
the students are Hispanic, 19 percent
are Asian (with large Indo-Chinese
and Filipino groups), 16 percent are
African American, 34 percent white,
and 1 percent "other."
In this context, we have had to
rethink traditional approaches to
equity. We can no longer be content
solely with the simple arithmetic of

inputsracially mixed schools,
racially diverse teachers, classes of
equal size, and bilingual opportunities
for learning. We now face the challenge of providing equity of outcomes.
This is a tall order in American public
schools, where there is a long-held
bel:ef that ability is distributed in a
normal curve pattern and, consequently, tracking is not only convenient. but appropriate. To uproot such
deep beliefs demands a program of
serious and sustained change in attitudes, daily practices. curriculum, and
asseisment.
In San Diego. we began five years
ago by instituting a common core
curriculum. Today. to be graduated
from high school, a student must take
four years of English* three years of
math. two of science, three of social
studies, and must meet a fine arts
requirement. At the same time. we
eliminated lower-level elective
courses in English, math. and science.
In mathematics, we established a prealgebra/algebra sequence for all
students. dropping all general,
consumer, and business math courses.
As promising as these innovations
are. by itself, this educational architecture won't promise Martin the life he
and his family hope for. As a district,
we have to guarantee more than
coursework. We have to ensure that
Martin encounters mathematics that is
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more than blind calculation and
formula juggling. However, no urban
district of our size and diversity has
the dollars to guarantee diese
outcomes single-handediy. To provide
excellence for all demands partnerships. We have to build on the standards the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics has developed. and we have to join hands with
the social and natural sciences. as well
as technology, to figure out the "big
ideas" we ought to be concentrating
on. But most critically, partners can
help us think about the minute-byminute invention of actual courses that
can enable Martinnot merely
remediate him.
A Push-Pull Strategy

If you say "College Board." most
people think of an elite gate-keeping
organization that decides who should
go where with how much scholarship
money. Not so. For the last decade. the
College Board has been an active.
vocal participant in school reform. Ten
years ago. the board published
Academic Preparcalon.for College to

inform students. teachers, and families
about the necessary pathways to
postsecondary education. In the ensuing
years. the Educaticnal EQuality
Project (E for equality,Q for quality)
developed workshops and publications
to get the word out that more students
deserved to attend. and could flourish
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in. college. In a second decade, the
College Board has launched even
bolder steps that add up to what has
been called a "push-pull" strategy for
major school reform. For example, the
board, working with major educational
foundations and a national consortium
of researchers and teachers, has developed EQUITY 2000a demanding
program of pre-algebra. algebra. and
geometry designed to ensure that
minority students thrive in vigorous
high school mathematics programs.
If EQUITY 2000 accounts for the
"push- of this strategy, then the
College Board's Pacesetter initiative
accounts for the "pull." Through this
program. the College Board is
devoting major resources to determine
how to make the high-standards
curriculum, strong teaching, and
performance assessment, long associated with its Advanced Placement
Program. a part of every high school
student's experience.
In San Diego. we have long used
the AP Program as an equity tool.
Unlike t ;fled and talented programs.
these courses do not require cutoff
scores or special certification: any
willing student can enroll, and any
teacher can take up the challenge of
teaching a rigorous and inventive
course. Characteristically, such
courses focus on ideas and concepts
and on helping students display their
understanding in performance assess-
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ments (for example, applying physics
principles to a novel situation and
predicting possible outcomes). AP
teachers often form professional
groups, exchanging syllabi and
teaching strategies and acting as
readers when the open-ended portions
of exams are graded. Not surprisingly.
we have found these courses work
toward equity, not elitism. They turn
out to be laboratories for thinking
through how excellent work might be
demanded of a full range of our
students.
Consequently. when the College
Board proposed Pacesetter, we were
mote than interested. The project
called for developing yearlong courses
and associated assessments, along
with detailed plans for teacher
training, in mathematics. English.
world.history. science, and foreign
!anguage. Some courses would be
keystones designed to integrate and
deepen wtiat students had learned
throughout high school. For instance.
in 12th grade science, students might
conduct projects about complex issues
that involved the merging of concepts
and problems from earth science,
biology. chemistry. and physics (for
It:cam*. situations in which the
chemical composition and the direction of flow affect how toxic waste
takes its toll on the plant and animal
life in a particular ecological niche). In
12th grade English. students might
draw on their reading and insights
from American. British, and world
literature to trace the evolution of literature written in English from its
origins to the present.
Other cornerstoki,: courses, such as
those in intermediate Spanish and
world history. would suggest the kinds
of knowledge and skills students 191
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should have midway through their
high school careers. These worthwhile
outcomes that addressed the chronic
problem of differential access to
knowledge would be worked on with
national committees of skilled
teachers, researchers, and members of
national curriculum organizations. At
the same time, as part of Pacesetter,
we would be linked to six quite
diverse pilot sites: Broward County,
Florida; Prince George's County,
Maryland; Battle Creek, Michigan;
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, North
Carolina: Irving, Texas; and Rutland,
Vermont.
From !laterally! to Rea Ranee
San Diego already has a history of
innovation and a wealth of partners.
Why take on more?
We are in the midst of a vigorous
national effort to set standards. We
have national educational goals for the
year 2000. The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics has
published widely regarded content
standards. Social studies, foreign
language, arts, and language arts
teachers are headed in the same direc-

tion. Clearly, there is no shomge of
statements about what we ought to do.
What we lack is a clear, concrete
vision of how to reach those goals.
The issue fo? us as an urban district is
not more declaration; it is realization.
Pacesetter is centrally about realization. At this moment, national
committees of classroom teachers are
designing specific course frameworks.
English teachers are hotly debating
how to give students entry to the
major "cultural conversations" of our
evolving culture. They are deliberating
how to provide a background knowledge of writers like Shakespeare.
without ignoring the fact that contemporary performances of Othelloset
in Haiti or Los Angelescould give
new meaning to the play. Mathematicians are struggling to design a course
that can offer pre-calculus students
what they need and teach other
students how to be critical consumers
and become skillful at quantitative
reasoning. World history teachers are
19irappling with how to use the
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concepts of climate, migration, and
technology to make the study of
history increasingly more global.
Each Pacesetter course will include:
1. an outline of subject content and
anticipated learning outcomes developed by leading teachers and specialists from professional subject-matter
associations and universities (for
example. in the case of mathematics.
the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics and the Mathematics
Association of America);
2. teacher-training and support
activities keyed to the content outline
for each course, including in-school
assessment techniques, summer institutes, workshops, and publications
illustrating successful approaches to
teaching diverse students;
3. classroom assessments that help
teachers monitor and shape instruction
while providing ongoing feedback to
students:
4. end-of-course assessments (such
as projects or portfolios):
5. a valid system for scoring end-ofcourse assessments on a state,
regional, or local level.

Learning Outcomes ter Students

Although the dust has hardly settled
on the outcomes for Pacesetter English
12. early collaborations between the
College Board and the National
Council of Teachers of English are
sketching a lively picture of what's to
come. Students will read both classic
and modern works in order to understand how we have framed and
currently think about major human
issues. Literacy, in this context,
becomes not just the ability to decode
and record, but to interpret and create

a wide range of cultural texts
speeches, performances, written literature, documents, and even films.
At the outset of the course, students
might introduce themselves, then play
back what they have said about them-

selves and their livesanalyzing how

words, images, and performances
create specific impressions. Turning
from their own oral expression,
students will read short works from
literature written in English, examining similar issues of self-presentation and representation through
language. Moving on to larger works.
But realizationeven at this early
students might read and watch producstagehas to get beyond lists of
tions of The Tempest, thinking about
ingredients to new visions of learning,
how self. familiar, and other (Proscollaboration with teachers, and
pero. Miranda. Ariel, and Caliban) are
assessment.
created through their own speech and
what others say of them.
Working in independent
reading groups, students
Vag1=WILN
will investigate this
legacy by looking at
works as diverse as
Othello or Toni
Morrison's Beloved.
(--411-16111Atl'.;
Throughout the course.
students will explore
focal works that have
shaped the way English
speakers make sense of
the world. British works
as diverse as The Tempest
and Heart of Darkness.
American works that
could range from early
settlers' journals to The
Adventures of Huckle-

berry Finnas well as
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African, Caribbean, and
Indian literature.

Throughout. students will take on the
active roles of authors and critics, in
addition to the familiar role of reader.
New Opportunities tor Teachers

The 12th grade mathematics course
focuses on what happens when we
confront complex quantitative data
sets with the need to understand
patterns, continue research, or reach
conclusions. In this setting, teachers'
roles shift dramatically. They become
researchers constructing rich "case
studies" in which linear, exponential,
and logarithmic functions can be
applied to problems in fields like
industrial design, economics, and
demographics. For example. one
member of the mathematics
committee has proposed that students
use mathematics to model the impact
of major historical events. For
instance, one problem might be "How
different would contemporary Europe
be if the Black Death had not
occurred?"
Teachers are also designers. as they
try these novel, more demanding
approaches with students and assess
how the materials work with a full
range of students. What, for instance.
does it take to get a student with a
shaky mathematics background to
apply reasoning capacities and questioning abilities he or she may have
developed elsewhere?
Already by the summer of 1993.
mathematics teachers from all seven
sites will address the question of
teachers' learning. Joining with
teachers from the College Board's
EQUITY 2000 project. they will
examine what teachers need to know
in order to become strong coaches and
diagnosticians for students working in
challenging mathematical environments. Subsequently. participants will
assume the dual roles of instructor and
critic, as they field-test a proposed
sequence of applications that call for
simple linear through complex logarithmic functions.
What is emerging from these
efforts? A radically different view of
professional developmentno shrinkwrapped. teacher-proof materials to be
\wallowed whole the night before. If

teachers are to become inventive users
of the course frameworks and skilled
assessors of student work, they must
be actively involved in all stages of
implementation.
New Questions About Assessment

Two conflicting purposes often crisscross assessment programs: the
responsibility to use any assessment
to respond to student work and
encourage growth and the demand
that assessment provide reliable,
quantifiable information about student
learning. As a nation, we have a long
history of downplaying the first and
highlighting the second. So consuming
has our demand been for accountability data that we have often allowed
rote and short-answer testing formats
to obscure the potential richness
of assessment. But if students like
Martin are to realize their dreams, we
need a more complex view of student
assessment.
Pacesetter will allow urban districts
like San Diego to take part in a
broader national discussion about
combining these two aspects of assessment. While we clearly want to value
authentic work and acknowledge
student growth, as a school district, we
also have serious obligations to
conduct student and program assessment responsibly. As we move toward
more open-ended and authentic forms
of assessment. no one should be
allowed to fall through the cracks.
Moreover, as our approaches to
assessment move in this direction.
serious questions arise about equity
and costs. Fortunately. Pacesetter
allows our teachers to work with an
extensive team of researchers and
assessment experts from Educational
Testing Service. They are proposing
new ways of combining our need to
assess students' knowledge with our
interest in recording their progress
toward valued outcomes.
Unanswered Questions

Many questions about Pacesetter are
still unanswered. Present the program
to teachers and administrators, and
many hands fly up. People want to
know:
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1. When fewer than half of our
students sign up for fourth year math
or science, how can we get all
students to a level where they can take
Pacesetter courses in 10th or 12th
grades?
2. Particularly in hard financial
times, how will we give teachers the
time they need to teach and sustain the
extra demands of Pacesetter courses?
3. How can we use Pacesetter
courses---which are still taught within
iraditional subject-matter boundariesto move toward a more integrated high school experience?
4. Pacesetter courses are supposed
to be designed for all students. How
will we include students with weak
academic histories, special education
needs, or languages other than English
in such demanding courses?
5. The College Board produces
other forms of student testing, such as
the SATs and the Achievement Tests.
How will Pacesetter's more openended approach to student assessment
affect these other tests?
There are no simple answers. Pacesetter is a "work in progress," just as
the College Board is involved in
rethinking its mission as a major
educational institution. At the turn of
the century, it was a tremendous move
toward equity to insist that all students
be eligible for college on the basis of a
common exam. No longer could your
last name, and your father's occupation and education, be the gatekeepers
to education after high school. A
hundred years later. we have learned
that equity demands additional tools.
We cannot claim to have "done our
job" when we have not offered
instructional and assessment opportunities that prepare students for college
or the world of work. In that light, we
are going to have to reinvent our
means. Pacesetter provides one laboratory in which to do so.
Thomas W. Payzant is Superintendent

of San Diego City Schools, 4100
Normal St., San Diego, CA 92103.
Dennie Palmer Wolf is Director of the
Performance Assessment Collaboratives
for Education (PACE) Project, and Senior
Research Associate, Harvard University,
8 Story St., Cambridge, MA 02138193
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"Ensuring Reliable Scoring"
A Chapter in A Practical Guide to Pe 'for/nonce Assessment,
by Joan L. Herman, Pamela R. Aschbacher and Lynn Winters,
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop-ment, 1992
In A Practthal Guide to Performance Assessment, the authors offer guidance on the
creation and use of alternative measures of student achievement. They present a process model
that links assessment with curriculum and instruction based on contemporary theories of
learning and cognition.

The chapter reproduced here, "Ensuring Reliable Scoring," emphasizes the fact that a
fundamental feature of performance-based assessment is its reliance on human judgment. As
any trial lawyer will attest, two people viewing the same occurrence or reading the same document often come up with conflicting perceptions or interpretations. Likewise, persons viewing
the same behavior on different occasions may arrive at different judgments about that behavior. This chapter is intended to help developers minimize such differences by developing sound
scoring procedures.
This work was supported by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S.
Department of Education, Cooperative Agreement Number R117G10027 and CFDA catalog no.
84.117G. Copies of the book may be ordered from:
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
1250 N. Pitt Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 549-9110

Price: $10.95
ASCD Stock Number: 611-92140
ISBN: 0-87120-197-6

Copyright, 1992 by the Regents of the University of California.
Reprinted with permission of the Regents of the University of California.
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Ensuring Reliable Scoring

A fundamental feature of performance-based assessment is its reliance
on human judgmert. As any trial lawyer will attest. two people viewing
the same occurrence or reading the same document often come up with
conflicting perceptions or interpretations. Likewise, persons viewing the
same behavior on different occasions may arrive at different judgments
about that behavior. The user or developer of alternative assessments
must seek to minimize such differences: otherwise the measures cannot
be fair, consistent, or valid. Sound scoring procedures help the process.

Understanding the Importance of
Reliability and Consistency
The most obvious reason for consistent scoring is equity. To be meaningful. judgments of student performance cannot be capricious. You need
to have confidence that the grade or judgment was a result of the actual

performance, not some superficial aspect of the product or scoring

situation. Was Yuki's grade unduly influenced by her spelling? Did Mark
get a better (or worse) grade because his project was graded near the end
when you were tired? How was Jamal's grade affected by the fact that
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another teacher did part of the scoring? What about Corinne? Did she fail

the competency writing test this year because the raters were more
stringent than last year?
Inconsistency is especially troublesome when the results influence
important decisions about students or programs. What grade does Denisha deserve? Should Marta be allowed to take the Advanced Placement
English class despite low standardized test scores? Should the school's
new math program continue? Even when the results of a single assessment do not carry high stakes, inconsistency means inaccurate scorina.

More to the point: inconsistent scoring means the scores have littre
meaning. If an "A" doesn't consistently represent excellent performance,
then what does it mean? The best in the class? The best of a poor lot?
Improved effort? If a performance or project receiv6s different scores
from different judges, what does each really mean? Which one is accurate? If you apply criteria differently depending on how long you've been
scoring, what does the final set of scores mean? What does an individual's score mean?

Achieving Consistency
Equitable and meaningful scoring requires informed and consistent
judgment. How do vou avoid capricious subjectivity? As we discussed
in Chapter 5. having well-defined and defensible criteria for judging
student performance goes a long way toward achieving consistent scoring. but there are other conditions that must be met to ensure consistent

scoring. First, those making judgmentsyou, teacher colleagues, the
state department of educationmust thoroughly understand the criteria
in a similar fashion. A consensus among raters about the meaning of the
criteria and how they are to be applied builds the foundation for scoring
consistency. Second, you need a system for monitoring the consistency
of ratings over the period in which performance is being judged. This

consistency has several facets. Two or more judges rating the same
performance should have general agfeement. One judge should rate a
particular performance in much the same way regardless of when it is
observedwhether during the beginning of the day, somewhere in the
middle. ot near the end. Judges should rate the same performances
similarly on separate occasions. And. the same performances rated on
two separate occasions by two different group of judges should be rated
similarly. If your scores are used to make high-stakes decisions such as
promotion. graduation, or special class placement, you should formally
document evidence of scoring consistency.
198
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Professional Development Benefits
The process by which judges learn to apply scoring criteria in a consistent manner can provide a valuable opportunity for professional development. Rater training helps teachers come to a consensual definition
of key aspects of student performance. This can lead to a reprioritization
of classroom goals as well as insight about the strengths and weaknesses
of their students' performances. The scoring process can provide a model

for classroom assessment and encourage more collaboration among
teachers in the appraisal of student outcomes.
To reap the benefits of consistency and professional growth, you will
need good training procedures and a carefully structured rating process.
This chapter outlines major considerations in devising and implementing a valid scoring procedure. Although the process we describe has its
origin in formal, high-stakes assessments at the district and state level,
keep in mind that consistent scoring applies to all forms of assessment,

be they classroom grades or college admissions. Decisions about a
student can't be valid unless based on reliable information.

Rater Training:
A Prerequisite for Consistent Scoring
There are a number of ways to achieve consistency. Our approach
emphasizes training raters to a common standard because this approach
is efficient and yovides teachers with instructionally useful information. Other approaches devote less attention to rater training and con-

sensus-building and rely on multiple judgments of student work to
achieve a similar result. As you might expect, the approach you choose
depends on your assessment purpose and available resources.
During rater training, judges learn what the scoring criteria mean,
what aspects of performance each is intended to capture, and what each
of the scale points represents. It is during the training session that you
make sure raters apply the criteria consistently to a range of student work
samples. This is also the time when raters learn how to record their scores.

Training Manuals

Formal scoring manuals can be very helpful both during and after
training. For large-scale assessments, such as yearly district or state
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testing programs, a scoringinanual provides an "institutional memory"
of assessment procedures and serves as a useful reference for interpreting
scores. For high-stakes classroom assessments, such as Advanced Placement "screening" examinations, or an algebra readiness test, scoring
manuals can be useful in discussions with parents or students who want
to know how scores are achieved or improved. Typical scoring guides
include:
Fully explicated scoring criteria;
Examples or models illustrating each scor-t point;
An abbreviated, one-page, version of the criteria or reference
during actual rating; and
A sample form for recording scores.
You might want to review training manuals from several sources before

designing your own rater training. If you are interested in a detailed
description of the rater training process, a complete scoring manual
developed by the Riverside Publishing Company appears in Educational
Performance Assessment, edited by Fred Finch (1991). State departments of education are also sources of published scoring manuals.

Training Procedures
Actual rater training is designed to create a consensual understanding
of the scoring criteria, provide extensive practice in actual scoring, and,
in the case of high-takes assessment, document acceptable levels of
scoring consistency (reliability). During rater training, practice scoring
sessions provide raters immediate, substantive feedback about their
judgments and ample opportunities to ask questions. Raters also come
to understand that their job is to make a judgment based on the scoring
rubric, not to revise or criticize the rubric and then follow their own
inclinations. Without such an understanding, an entire assessment enterprise can be sabotaged.
A typical training session includes:
Orientation to the assessment task. Raters receive an overview of
the assessment context, what the results will be used for, who will
use them, what directions and prompts the students received, and
how the scoring guide operationalizes desired outcomes or processes. It is common to ask raters to actually take the test as a means
of orienting them to the scoring task.
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Clarification of the scoring criteria. In this phase of training,
raters engage in extensive discussion. Both the criteria dimensions and scale values are defined and a range of models provided

to exemplify each. Discussion often moves from simpler judgments, such as which samples illustrate high, medium, or low
performances, to more difficult distinctions required for assigning numerical scores.
Practice scoring. This is the heart of the rater training process. At
first, sample assessments are scored one at a time with discussion
following each paper. As raters become more fluent xiith the
scoring guide, they get opportunities to exercise more difficult
judgments with problematic (atypical) or borderline assessments.
Protocol revision. During the discussion and practice scoring,
raters naturally devise certain rules for dealing with the unanticipated aspects of judgment posed by a particular set of papers and
not covered by the scoring guide. For example, when almost every

student has misinterpreted the test prompt in the same fashion,
rather than to score all answers as "off topic" or "unacceptable,"
raters may decide to assign scores based on the student-defined
task. Or, if many traits are to be scored, raters may decide that
different raters should specialize in scoring a few of the traits
rather than having all raters score every sample on every dimension.

Score recording. For all assessments, student scores must be

recorded in some fashion. on the roll sheet or on summary sheets
for a classroom, grade level, or school. Rater training covers the
format for recording scores and any special procedures for calculating student scores such as averaging and totalling across dimensions.

Documenting rater reliability. Rater training ends when there is
agreement that scorers have reached an acceptable level of consistency, usually rating sample pieces within one point of each
other. In order to determine when raters Ll re ready for the real
tiling, reliability checks are conducted during training. Figure 6.1
provides an example of how to check rater consistency using the
percent agseement method.
Schech..ing Considerations. How much time will it take to train
raters to an acceptable level of agreement before letting them
judge student work? It depends on:
How experienced your raters are.
Whether they are familiar with your scoring criteria.
201
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How quickly raters come to consensus about the meaning of
the criteria.
The complexity of the scoring criteria, and the quality of the

work to be judgedwith borderline work being the most
difficult to assess quickly.

We have found that it takes about three to four hours to train raters to
use a holistic or simple (two- to four-trait) analytic scale. More complex
scales can require up to a full day of training.
Rater fatigue is an important factor in scoring; we considQr a six-hour
session a full day's work. You should also schedule tim 3 for retraining

or refreshing raters at the beginning of each new scoring day, and
certainly foz any changes in topics or tasks that use the same scoring
IIIRIMAIIMMINIIIII
Figure 6.1

Calculating Rater Agreement
(Three raters for two papers)

EMINEne

Is Rater 'n Perfect Agreement
with the Criterion Score?

Is Rater in Agreement
with the Criterion Score,
Plus or Minus 1 Point?

Rater's
Average

Rater's
Average
Agreement

Rater

Paper #1

Paper #2

Agreement

Paper #1

Linda

ves

no

50%

ves

no

50%

Robert

no

no

0%

yes

ves

100%

Ella

yes

yes

100%

yes

yes

100%

Total

67% = yes

33% = yes

0%

100% =

67% = yes

83%

Paper #2

ves

Figure 6.1 illustrates the case in which three raters are asked to rate two criterion papers
after some training. According to the results in the figure, Linda agrees with the criterion
score for paper 1 but not for paper 2; in fact, for paper 2 she is not even within one point
of the criterion score. Robert is not in perfect agreement with the criterion scores on either
paper 1 or paper 2 but is in agreement plus-or-minus one score point on both papers. Ella
is in agreement all the time and is ready to rate student work. Robert and Linda probably
need a little more training. Paper 2 causes more problems for raters than paper 1,
so
further training should focus on distinguishing the criterion score from neighboring scale
points. In reporting these results you could say, "On average, raters obtained perfect
agreement with criterion scores 50 percent of the time, and reached -1-1 agreement 83
percent of the time.
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criteria. In high-stakes assessment, retraining often takes place
after any
lengthy breaks such as lunch.

Training Paper Issues
Because rater training provides a dry run for actual scoring, it behooves
you to anticipate as many possible sources of rater disagreement
as
possible before rater training and to build opportunities
into the training
papers for eliciting disagreement and discussing it. For example. the
syntactical constructions used by non-native English speakers raise
issues related to balancing content with communication
You
should also deal with handwriting and legibility issuesconcerns.
or aesthetic
quality concerns in visual and performing arts. Finally, you want to be
sure that the sample papers you select for training represent
not only
each point on the score distribution but also the entire
range of student
performance likely to be encountered in scoring. The natural human
tendency is to grade normatively. The better work samples
relatively poor papers may receive higher scores than they from a set of
would were
they part of a stack of relatively good papers. The
reverse can also be the

case. This tendency should be discussed during rater training with

examples provided so that the scoring criteria maintain
the same meaning across different sets of papers and different scoring occasions.

Obtaining Sample and Check Papers
Because a wide array of sample

work is needed to guide raters, you
should collect samples from a diverse group of students. Pick work
from
a field-test, a previous assessment, or from the actual
assessment. To
identify appropriate training and check papers, a group of " experts"
teachers from the grades and subjects involved who
are familiar with
your scoring criteriacan be quite helpful. They can select examples
that illustrate the range of responses, from clear
to borderline, for each
score point so that raters will be trained to handle all situations. If several
prompts or
s are used in the assessment, examples need to be drawn
for each. If you are using age-related scales
across grade levels, you need
examples to illustrate each age level. It is also useful to
prepare comment
sheets explaining how the specific aspects of each piece of work represent criteria for a particular score. The expert group
can then identify
samples that will be used for (1) training discussions.(2)
practice, and
(3) checking consistency.
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Score Recording Concerns
You need to provide raters a method for recording student scores. In your
own classroom, you might simply record scores at the top of the student's
paper and then in your roll book. Some teachers use the scoring criteria

as a feedback sheet for students. They circle deficient areas or note
strengths using the descriptors on the guide. The same process can be
used to create a classroom profile on one master scoring guide.
In more formal assessment settings, score sheets become a matter of
public record and are used to provide feedback to teachers and others.
Data analysts also use them to calculate test statistics. In these instances,
raters are often given machine readable documents for "bubbling" in
student scores as well as other important information such as the school,
district, student. and rater identification numbers and the code numbers
for topic or task and date. Whenever you have two or more raters scoring
student work, you'll need to remind them not to indicate scores, comments, or corrections on the sample itself. You don't want a subsequent
rating influenced by their comments.

Reliability Issues
The purpose of rater training is to create consistent, reliable scoring
procedures. Thus. a method of determining if raters are consistent
should be built into the training period. Many strategies for checking
rater reliability exist. One commonly employed approach is to prepare
in advance ar 4 score a set of ten or so "reliability check" papers
representing the range of student performance. Ask the raters to score
this same set and compare their judgments with you or others who are

trusted assessors. Reasonable agreement with both the expert judgments
and with each other suggests that raters are ready to score actual student
work.
What constitutes reasonable agreement? You can ask that all raters be
in exact agreement before you consider them reliable, or you can use the
less stringent "plus or minus one" rule, which is fairly common and says
that raters are "in agreement" if they agree within one scale point, "plus
or minus." For example, if the score on a particular reliability-check

sample is a "3," anyone who gave it a rating of "2", "3," or "4" is

considered to be on target.
Regardless of the target level of agreement you choose, when you train
raters, the goal is to have them apply the scoring criteria exactly as
intended, not to within one scale point of the target score. When a rater
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has difficulty applying the criteria exactly as intended, you should spend
time during training discussing the practice papers, criteria, and deci-

sion rules for applying the criteria in order to bring the rater up to an
acceptable level of consistency. However, some raters may not be able to
adjust their internal criteria to match the scoring guides. These aberrant

scorers should be dismissed or assigned to other tasks during actual
scoring.

In addition to deciding how close ratings should be to establish
consistency, you need to think about how often they need to be in such
agreement. If you are asking for exact agreement, which can be difficult
to obtain, your criterion for reliability may be less stringent than if you
are using the "plus or minus one" rule. At CRESST, we often ask that
raters agree with the experts at least 90 percent of the time on each
scoring dimension when using the "one point off" guideline. The guideline for exact ageement could drop to 75 to 80 percent under the more
stringent condition. The actual percentage of agreement varies depending on the assessment purpose and stakes involved.

Regardless of how you define "rater agreement," the purpose of
reliability checks is to ensure that student scores aren't the result of
capricious judgment, one of the most commonly cited arguments against
performance assessment. Consider the classic study conducted by Paul
Deidrich (1963) at the Educational Testing Service in which the same
essay was assigned an entire range of scores by a group of raters. What
most don't remember about this study is that acceptable levels of rater
agreement were obtained when the judges (1) were drawn from the same

discipline, (2) used explicit scoring criteria, and (3) participated in a

training session.

Ensuring Equitable Judgments During
an Actual Scoring Session
Maintaining Consistency
Documenting rater consistency during training is simply the first step
toward creating a fair, equitable scoring process. Because the purpose of
rater training is to develop rater consistency, you need to monitor rater
scoring patterns during the actual scoring process as well. Research
shows that raters have a tendency to drift away from formal criteria to
their own, more idiosyncratic views (Quellmalz and Burry 1983). Hu-
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man judgments and expectations are shaped not only by formal standards, such as scoring criteria, but also by their prior experience and the
actual range of performance currently being assessed. If the entire set of
performances appear to be relatively "poor" according to the objective
criteria, raters develop a tendency to shift the criteria downward so they
can award higher scores to the "best of the worst" papers. As a teacher,
you too have perhaps been aware that your standards and expectations
for students change during the grading process. You modify your ideas
somewhat after looking at several pieces of student work. For this reason,
training sessions need to include a large sample of papers and the entire
range that might be encountered during actual scoring.
For classroom assessment purposes, you can check your consistency
by stopping midway and rescoring some of the first student work you
scored. When you are scoring several different dimensions or topics, you
can score all work on one dimension or related to one topic at the same
time, then go back and score for other factors. Scoring all papers several
times, once for each different dimension or topic, is often quicker than
going through individual papers for everything at once and applying
multiple criteria or reading different kinds of responses. Your scoring
pace also increases as you become familiar with the criteria.
For school-level, larger-scale. or high-stakes assessment, youll want
to build in more formal rater consistency checks. For essay scoring this
is sometimes done by burying pre-scored common check papers at
designated intervals in each rater's stack of papers. The scoring director
then checks raters on the common paper and works with those
who have
drifted away from a consistent application of the scoring guide.
Another
method is to conduct mini-training sessions first thing in the morning
or right after lunch. Raters score a common set of check papers, much
as
they did in training. Those who have drifted from the preset standard
(exact agreement: plus or minus one point) participate in a review
session and are rechecked before being allowed to continue scoring.
An additional consistency consideration in large-scale assessment
relates to lack of bias in rater judgments. You need to be sure that raters
working together don't form subgroups who agree with each other but
not all the other participating raters. To avoid this, break up rater groups
at periodic intervals and have second ratings of papers/work done by
raters assigned to other tables or physical locations.
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Managing Logistics
Although achieving consistent judgment is the overriding concern of
scoring, conducting a scoring session involves a number of logistical and
technical issues. Scheduling is one of the most fundamental concerns in
planning a scoring session. As people tend to tire in the afternoon and

rate more slowly, you might consider scheduling your rating sessions
early and avoiding the late afternoon. Access to a copy machine enables
you to address any unanticipated shortages of rating materials or to
reproduce papers that require discussion during the rating session.
Further, rating is an intense activity; provide frequent breaks and snacks
(lots of fruit and carbohydrates, little sugar). The scoring area itself
should be quiet and comfortable with ample room for raters to accommodate the work to be reviewed. A rater's nightmare is to work in the
gym on folding chairs and tables at 3:30 on a hot May afternoon during
band practice.
Another concern is managing the flow of papers or other student
products. In large-scale assessments, each table of scorers should have

their own leader whose sole duty is to manage the paper fiow and
monitor rater consistency. Our experience suggests that bundles of
student work that take about one hour to rate are easier for raters to
handle than individual pieces. The number of pieces in each bundle will
vary with the nature of the task and the complexity of the scoring scheme.

In writing assessments, for example, sets often consist of fifteen to
twenty-five papers, whereas a bundle of portfolios might include only
four to six. Regardless of how work is bundled, individual pieces must
be randomly assigned to bundles and bundles randomly assigned to

raters so that no systematic scoring effects occur. For formal assessments,

both raters and students should be assigned identification numbers to
guard against bias and protect privacy.
You'll need to decide whether to mix different grade levels or differ-

ent topics together in the same scoring session. Generally, this is not done
unless the purpose of an assessment is to compare students at different

grade levels on the same scoring scale. In large-scale assessments,
different topics are either assigned to different rater groups or scored
separately from each other with a session of refresher training preceding
the topic change.

Another concern that can cause problems later if not monitored
carefully is ensuring that scorers are recording required information
properly. Were all identification numbers bubbled in along with the
scores? Were scores recorded for all papers rated? Do all students have
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scores? The list is extensive. Try to anticipate what can go wrong and
devise strategies for either preventing it from happening or for fixing it.

Ensuring Technical Quality
Advice on all the technical decisions you have make to ensure scoring

accuracy and equity is beyond the scope of this book and in fact
constitutes a psychometrician's career. If you are assessing for a highstakes decision, especially if that decision can get you sued, disparaged
on page one of your local newspaper, or called before the board of
education, you may want to bring in a technical consultant to structure
your scoring process and help you document the reliability of student
scores. Following are some of the questions you need to address:
How many raters are needed? This, of course, depends on how much
work is rated, how many ratings each piece will receive, how long it
takes to rate each piece, and how many days are available for scoring.
Holistic scoring of one-to-two page essays generally goes quickly, sometimes as quickly as a minute a paper. A complex analytic rating on longer
pieces can take four to five minutes per paper. Portfolios can take longer
still. As for the number of days, our experience suggests raters can get
quite burned out after four or five days.
How many scores per paper? Effective training and vigilant monitoring of the scoring process can eliminate much of the need to do multiple

scoring of the same dimension of student work. Multiple raters are
needed for each paper when raters are inexperienced or there is little
evidence that raters are using the same criteria and standards in making
their judgments. The need for multiple scores depends on your assessment purpose. The more serious the consequences, the more important
it is that you document consistency. Our experience suggests that no
more than two raters are needed for any piece; the ratings can be summed
or averaged to provide a final score. A third opinion can be called in for
difficult cases, such as the occasional nightmare paper that draws both
the lowest and highest score.
In some situations, one score is sufficient for a majority of the pieces.

Consider a situation in which selection, placement, or other critical
decisions about individual students will be made based on some prespecified standard or cut score. If your training and scoring check papers
show that raters are consistent, the only papers requiring two or more
ratings will be those borderline papers falling around the passing score.
Because rating is an expensive process, you will need to balance reliability concerns against those for cost and efficiency.
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How are papers scored for evaluation purposes? If student scores
will be used for program evaluation rather than individual assessment,
a reliable estimate of an individual student score is less critical than the
average score for the task. Most pieces of work can be read only once,

and your reliability evidence can be obtained on a sample of work
(perhaps 20 percent), which is rated by two or more raters. If you are
using student samples to evaluate a program and don't have to provide
individual scores to teachers, it is more efficient to score a randomly
selected sample of student work. Your technical consultant can advise
you about sample size and the appropriate manner of selection.

Providing Evidence of Reliability
For high-stakes assessments, you need to formally document the consistency and reliability of your scoring process. Plan to invest in the services
of a technical expert in advance of the scoring to ensure that you have
an adequate scoring design, that you are collecting suitable evidence,
and that your data are appropriately formatted to ease data analysis.
The following are some relevant sources of evidence:
Results of the qualifying check after training. Plan to report on

what agreement level was required. What proportion of your
raters passed on the first try? What was the average level of
agreement among those passing?
Results of the consistency check during scoring. Plan to report
on what agreement level was required. How many and when were
the checks made? What proportion of your raters passed without

remediation? What was the average level of agreement on the
checks?

Inter-rater reliability results for student work scored by more
than one rater. Percentage agreement among raters and generalizability coefficients are two frequently used techniques. Each of
these is calculated separately for each scale you use. As a guide,

you need to double score at least 20 percent of your student
samples to get sufficient evidence, and if more than two raters are

involved, you need to consult a statistician for help with a
balanced design specifying which raters are to score which pieces
of student work.

What level of agreement or reliability is high enough? Of
course the answer is: it depends on the decisions you are making.

The more critical or restrictive the consequences are, the more
209
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reliable your scores need to be. In general,
reliability coefficients
of .70 and above are considered respectable.
Coefficients of .90
and above are not uncommon with standardized
tests, and large-scale direct writing assessments. multiple-choice
Rater consistency across years. When
you want to be sure that
your rating scale is consistent from year to yearfor
example,
when results are being used in state
assessments to track trends
over timeyou need to include with this year's scoring a sufficient sample of student work from last year's
in scores assigned can then be checked, and ifscoring. Agreement
cal adjustments can be made for differences. necessary, statistia Rater consistency
across different locations or different groups
of raters. Similar to checking consistency
across years, if student
work is to be scored at a number of different
locations or by
different groupr of raters, you need to check
on
the
consistency
of these differE nt groups. For example,
a state might convene four
regional worI shops to score its hands-on
science assessments, or
a district assessment might require each school
to score its own
students' work. One way to check for consistency
would be to
seed the work scored by each group with
a common set of work.
At scoring site one, for instance,
scorers would assess student
work assigned specifically to site one plus the
two scores would assess student work assigned common set; site
two plus the common set and so forth. Scores specifically to site
on the common set
can then be checked for consistency.
Inter-rater consistency. This is the degree
remains consistent over time. Check for this byto which one rater
the same piece more than once at different having raters score
points in the scoring
process.

Checking the Reliability of
Your Rating Process
AE a summary of many of the issues covered
in this chapter, use the
following checklist to see if your scoring
procedures
are sound and
reliable. Do you have:
[ 1 documented, field-tested scoring
guide
[ ] clear, concrete criteria
[ I annotated examples of all score points
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ample practice and feedback for raters
[1 multiple raters with demonstrated agreement prior to scoring
El periodic reliability checks throughout
[ ] retraining when necessary
[1 arrangements for collection of suitable reliability data
[
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Introduction
This handbook presents a performance-based approach to assessing students' understanding of subject matter content. It is based
on years of research conducted by the National Center for Research on
Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing (CRESST), funded by the
U.S. Department of Education's Office of Educational Research and
Improvement (OERI). The purposes of this handbook are to:
provide one model of alternative assessment for those who
need to develop similar assessments of their own;
introduce successful examples of CRESST assessment materials; and

facilitate research on other alternative assessments.
The materials which follow are the result ofour fivc. year research
effort designed to explore the development of alternative assessments in
history. To summarize, the project has attempted to find ways to score
the content quality of essays in history. Using the writing of expert
historians as the basis of scoring criteria, we have developed techniques
for measuring the deep understanding of history and for scoring student
work reliably. Our work has been conducted using students from grades

8 through 12 and has been expanded to other content areas as well
(economics and science).

These assessment tasks are consistent with cognitive learning
theory. They include recalling prior knowledge in a content area,
reading primary source documents containing new information, and
writing an explanation of important issues that integrates new and
prior information.
Our assessment judges student understanding on the basis of six
scales, including the use of concepts and facts, the avoidance of major
misconceptions, and the quality of the argument presented. The scales
were developed from studies of expert and novice performance. We have
used this assessment approach to research a number of technical issues

in performance assessment and have demonstrated the reliability,
validity, and generalizability of this technique.
217

We believe that this assessment could be useful for both largescale accountability and diagnostic improvement ofinstruction. Typi-

cally, measurement experts have argued that accountability and
diagnosis should be conducted with separate kinds of assessments.
But for practical, economic, and conceptual reasons, we argue that
they can be merged into a single measure, with different methods of
reporting the data for different purposes.
Inside you will find background information on our CRESST
performance-based assessment, examples of assessments for secondary level history and chemistry, and specifications for duplicating our
technique with other topics and subject matter areas. We also describe
our rater training process, scoring techniques, and methods for reporting results.

Interested users may contact CRESST at (310) 206-1532 for
copies of additional materials, assistance using them in an assessment program, help in developing assessments for new topics, or for
technical information about the rating scales.
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Chapter 1
Overview of CRESST Research

Cognitively Sensitive Assessment
Tests should measure significant learning in a way that supports desired performance. This simple concept should lead us, as
educators, to a reversal of our present use of standardized tests which
fail to measure deep understanding of student learning. Instead of
having tests constrain instruction, assessment procedures should
build directly on learning.

Despite the widespread interest in alternative assessments,
there has been relatively little research on the design and technical
quality of such measures. CRESST began conducting research on
history performance measures in 1988. Focusing on both explanation
and knowledge representation skills, we have attempted to develop a
better method for validly assessing secondary students' deep understanding of content areas such as history.

Many current performance assessments are developed with
minimal design constraints because clearly acknowledged technology
does not exist for performance task design. Developers seem to focus

on a few limits when they create new assessments. One set of
constraints concerns logistical issues, such as assessment time and
availability of materials. Another emphasis has been on the surface
characteristic of the task, that it exhibits motivational or "authentic"
attributes of the assessment.
Teachers and other developers want assessments that capture
the imagination of students, intrinsically motivate, and if possible,
demonstrate relevancy to real-world demands and expectations. Far
less attention has been paid to design constraints focused on increasing
the technical quality and the economic feasibility of the resulting
assessments.
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CRESST's research assumes that a desired goal of perfonnance

assessment is the generation of "comparable" tasks for estimating
student achievement. Our approach has sought to produce comparability by designing it at the outset rather than adjusting findings post
hoc through scaling and statistical equating. Specifications to control
cognitive demands of the task, the structure of the assessments, and
the gmeration and application of scoring rubrics have been thought to
produce performance that showed less variability from topic to topic
than tasks created with fewer design constraints. In our attempt, we
have tried to control both rater and score reliability.
Our history performance tasks, which have evolved over time,

require students to engage in a sequence of assessed stepstaking a
minimum of one-and-a-half hours per topic. First, students are
assessed on their relevant background knowledge of the particular
historical period. This measure consists of a 20-item, short-answer
test with questions to measure student knowledge of historical principles and specific events pertinent.
Next students are provided with opposing viewpoints in primary source text materials, typically letters or speeches of historical
figures. Finally, students are asked, in a highly contextualized set of
directions, to write an essay that explains the positions of the authors
of the texts, and to draw upon their own background knowledge for
explanation. In some studies we have given students optional resources to read, or have asked students to prepare HyperCard or
concept map representations of the key ignowledge, principles and
relationships in the text materials (Baker, Niemi, Novak, & Herl, in
press).
CRESST conducted a series of studies th determine how scoring
rubrics should be developed, and the best strategy relied on looldng at
differences between expert and novice performance (Baker, Freeman,
& Clayton, 1991). The essay scoring rubric consists of six dimensions,
a General Impression of Content Quality scale (focused on the overall
quality of the content understanding), and five analytic scales:
220

Prior Knowledge (the facts, information, and events outside the
provided texts used to elaborate positions);

Number of Principles or Concepts (the number and depth of
description of principles);
Argumentation (the quality of the argument, its logic and integration of elements);

Text (the use of information from the text for elaboration);
Misconceptions (the number and scope of misunderstandings in
interpretation of the text and historical period).
Each of the above dimensions is scored on a 0-5 point scale.

History experts and high school teachers have been involved
throughout the study as co-designers, reviewers, and raters of the
assessment. So far, six complete sets of history assessments have been
developed: two on the RevoluLionary period; one on the Civil War; two
on 20th centuryimmigration; and one on the Depression Period. These

tasks connect to the California History-Social Science Framework
(1988). Replications in the areas of science (Baker, Niemi, Novak, &
Herl, in press) and economics (Baker, 1991) have been conducted to
assess the utility of the scoring rubric for explanation tasks in other
content areas.

What CRESST Has Learned
Over the past several years of research on this project, CRESST

has:
1. developed a valid scoring scheme for assessing deep understanding of history, generalizable across topics;

2. developed rater training proc,Aures that produce reliable and
valid scoring of student tasks in a limited period. The scoring
rubric makes strong cognitive demands of the raters;
221
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3. built a task structure that reduces score variability so that fewer
topics can be used to derive reliable scores for individual students. This technique is more efficient than found in most
comparable studies. These relationships are all the more startling because of the lack of preparation and motivation among
our students;

4. distinguished between assessment purposes and the utility of
overall score and subscores;
5. found gender differences in this small sample, favoring females;

6. found supportive data for the validity of our measures in grade
point average (GPA) and a scale measuring student effort;
7. systematically addressed validity criteria (Linn, Baker, & Dunbar,

1991) in our research studies: the criteria addressed include
fairness, generalizability, cognitive complexity, content quality,
reliability, cost and efficiency. We are in the process of conduct-

ing studies of transfer and designing research to assess the
meaningfulness of tasks to students.

For additional details on the background, development and
methodology of this research, please contact the CRESST office.
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How Much Do You Know About Chemistry?
Directions: T'his is a list of terms related to high school chemistry. In the space after each
term, write down what comes to mind drawing upon your knowledge of chemistry. A brief
definition would be acceptable, or a brief explanation of why that law, principle, concept, or
procedure is important in explaining chemical phenomena. If a term is general, give both a
general definition as it relates to chemistry and a specific example to show your understanding, if you can.

Good Example: PERIODIC TABLE An arrangement of chemical elements based on the
order of their atomic numbers. Shows variation in most of their properties. Shows a natural
division of elements into metals and nonmetals, inert gases, atomic weights.

Do not define the term by simply restating the same words.
Bad Example: ELECTRON LEVEL

The level of the electron.

Even if you are not sure about your answer, but think you know something, feel free to guess.

There are probably more items here than you will be able to answer in the time given. Start
with the ones you know best, and work quickly so that you can answer as many as possible.
Then go back and answer the ones of which you are less sure. Do not spend too much time on
one specific item.

1. density
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2. solubility test

3. conductivity

4. chemical reaction

5. base

6. nucleus

7. deductive reasoning

8. conservation of energy

9. precipitation

10. fructose

11. hypothesize

12. empirical formula
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13. acid

14. experimental control

15. gas laws

16. compound

17. ion

18. indicator

19. quantitative analysis

20. hydration
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As an introduction to chemical analysis, a high school chemistry teacher performed an
experiment for her class. This is a description of what she did.
"I have two samples of soda," she told the class. "One is regular soda containing sugar
and the other is diet soda which contains an artificial sweetener. rm going to identify each
sample as diet or _ egular by doing some chemical tests. As in any chemical testing, I won't
allow myself to taste the samples but will base my decision solely on the chemical and physical
properties of the two samples as determined by the tests."
She began by labeling the samples A and B to help her keer track of the sample she was
testing. She then proceeded by saying, "Since we've been studying the properties of many
different ldnds of substances, we know that we often can identify an unlmown substance by
performing physical and chemical tests on the substance and observing reactions. For

example, acids turn certain solutions pink, while alkalis turn them green, and neutral
ingredients fail to change the color of the solution. Keeping in mind the chemical properties
of sugar, I'm going to conduct the following tests: the yeast test, the benedict solution test, a
test using sulfuric acid, a solubility test, a test using salt, and a residue test."
Her first test was the yeast test. She poured equal amounts of each soda into separate
test tubes and labeled them A and B respectively. One soda reacted with the yeast to give off
a distinctive odor as well as gas bubbles, and the other did not react in the same way.
Next she used a benedict solution test. She began by pouring the indicator (benedict
solution) into three test tubes. She then added a portion of soda A to one test tube and an equal
portion of soda B to another test tube, making sure to note on each test tube which soda was
added. The third test tube was a control: nothing was added to the indicator in this test tube.

She waited, knowing that some substances take a while to react with the indicator.
Comparing the two test tubes containing soda with the control, she pointed out that a reddish
precipitate had formed in one of the test tubes.
For her next test, she mixed sulfuric acid with each of the sodas, handling the acid with
extreme caution. She began by heating the sodas so that most of the liquid evaporated. Then
as she added the sulfuric acid to each sample, she noticed that the acid reacted with one of the
sodas to form a gooey brown substance.
To conduct the solubility test, she poured 100 ml of soda A and 100 nil of soda B into
separate beakers and gradually added equal amounts of sugar to each soda. She stirred the
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sodas and waited 15 seconds to see if the sugar dissolved. She found that more sugar dissolved

in one soda than the other.
Next she prepared new samples containing equal amounts of each soda and added equal
amounts of salt to each sample. She noticed that as salt was added, one soda fizzed more than
the other.
Finally, for the residue test, she pinced 30 nal of each soda in separate test tubes, placed
both tubes over a Bunsen burner and heated them until 15 ml evaporated from each. She
noticed that more residue was left in one of the test tubes.
Upon cor -;leting the various tests, she made a chart of the results which looked like this:

A

Yeast

distinct odor
gas bubbles

no odor
no bubbles

reddish precipitate

no precipitate

produced a gooey brown
substance

no gooey brown

not much sugar
dissolved

a lot of sugar
dissolved

3.Alt test

not much fizzing

a lot of fizzing

Residue teat

a lot of residue

not much residue

test
Benedict solution

test
Sulfuris acid

test

Solubility tea

substance

The teacher ended her demonstration by saying, "With your knowledge of the properties of sugar and the results of the tests, you now can determine which of these sodas is the
regular and which is the diet."
*This task was adapted with permissWn from one developed and tested by the Connecticut State

Department of

Education.
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11 things to all people" could

be a reasonable subtitle for

performance assessment
This new type of achievement measurement is promoted as revi.talizing teaching, reforming curnculum,

and motivating students Performance
i assessment is claimed to be useful for

special

PORTFOLIO
Issue

/

) evaluating programs, improving instruct
\ non, companng districts, and ex aluat-

( ing university and job applicants
) Tomorrow 's new s will probably report
\ it low ers cholesterol as well.

Eva Baker

Robert Linn

/

Inside CRESST LINE

1'.
The hyperbolic expectations associ1, ated with performance assessment have
created a situation paradoxically analo' gous to previous testing practices now
\ in the throes ofmass repudiation. Comrnercial test producers, you may recall.
N consistently reminded users that the pur\ poses of their traditional ( i.e., multiple( choice 1 measures were limited. It was

at least the synta.: if not the details of the
same mistake. Its vehicle may be portfo-

lio assessment, considered one of the
most appealing manifestations of perfor-

mance-based assessment. Portfolios of
student accomplishment allow the col-

lection of a cumulative record of

a

the presumably school users who ex-

student's growth. Following the meta-

panded the applications ofthese achieve-

( ment tests from reports of indiyidual
page 2 ) achievement to measures of account-

phor from the visual arts, a porttolio can
include a selection ofthe student's prized
efforts, a display of virtuosity, and even

roathlios as Worthwhile Burdens

page 3 ( ciated with performance, so the story

New Assessment Book

page 5 , goes, then instruction inappropriately

progression through developmental
stages, her own Blue Period, for ex-

From the Directors
CRESST Products

Records of Achievement

CSEr'CRESST Reports
CRESST Waves

page 1

Sability. When high stakes became asso-

focused on the test. Validity of interprepage 6 c tation suffered, some believe standards
pages 9-11 ? were lowered, and in any event, these
page 12

S tests became regarded by many as an
educational scourge.

ample.

Portfolios conceived as intensely personal portraits ofaccomplishment would

seem to have a number of desirable
consequences. Students would have to
become active in the process and choose

S
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Now it appears that the educational
community is on the verge of repyitiAg_

4 ij

(continued on page 8)
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TS

NEW PORTFOLIO

VIDEOTAPE!
"Just collecting children's work does not accomplish the tasks
of setting standards and measuring learning."
Excerpt from the nem CRESST videotape
"Portfolio Assessment and High Technology"

Writing Portfolios at the
Elementary Level:

ortfolios, as effective assessment,

should include clearly defined
student standards designed in a

A Study of Methods for
Writing Assessment

collaboration process that includes classroom teachers.

Maryi Gearhart, Joan Herman,
Eva Baker, & Andrea Whittaker

This statement is one of the key
messages in "Portfolios and High Tech-

nology," a recently released videotape
produced by UCLA's National Center
for Research on Evaluation, Standards,
and Student Testing (CRESST), with
support from Apple Classrooms ofTomorrow (ACOT)sm. Join the CRESST
research staff, including Eva Baker, in
this 10-minute videotape as they examine the important issues and uses of
portfolio assessment including:

Theoretical needs for improved assessment;

Student use of portfolios in
the classroom;

For those interested in portfolios, the following technical report will be of special
value.

CSE Technical Report 337, 1992
($4.00)

Demonstrating effective use of
classrom technology, the tape shows stu-

dents engaged in a variety of activitites
including:
Selecting best pieces of classroom work; and

Development of computerbased portfolios.

his study examines the feasibil-

ity of using student portfolios
to evaluate writing competence.
The authors found that analytic portfolio ratings showed promising levels of
measurement quality, but differences in
assessed level of performance emerged
when portfolio scores were compared to
other assessments. Qualitative analyses
of the scoring process revealed significant design challenges, particularly in

Useful tbr school districts, principals,

devising portfolios that reflect classroom

and teachers interested in starting or

instruction yet are sufficiently uniform

Improved teacher motivation
through the portfolio pro-

improving their own portfolio programs,

this rape will also interest researchers

to permit meaningful comparisons within
and between classrooms and schools.

cess;

Teacher workshops that help
to define and select standards;

who l%-ant more information about the
latest CRESST research into portfolio
assessment. Although this videotape emphasizes technology, the content is applicable to nearly all portfolio programs.

Please use the order form on page 11 or
call Kim Hurst at CRESST ( 310) 206-

Involvement of parents in
the portfolio process; and

Cost of the tape is S10.00 and it may
be ordered on page 11.

1532, for a complete list of CRESST
technical reports.

Use of technology to promote good writing.
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11' OR K I .V PROGRES.S

PORTFOLIOS As WORTHWHILE BURDENS?
by Ron Dietel

he "bad" news: Portfolios are

sues for portfolios is their overall cost

indeed a major time and re-

factorexpenses such as duplication

source burden on schools, especially on teachers.

costs, storage space, time for training

The "good" news: The instructional
and motivational results from portfolios
may lead to important changes in classroom practices.
Interim results from two research stud-

ies provide evidence to support such
conclusions, at least for large-scale portfolio systems. In a new report, The Vermont Portfolio Assessment Program: In-

terim Report on Implementatit.n and
bnpact, 1991-92 School Year, teachers
and principals reported that implementing the portfolio program quired considerable time and effort. Even so, many
of them felt that positive classroom effects were the result.

Authors of the CRESST/RAND report, Dan Koretz, Brian Stecher, and
Edward Deibert, have been evaluating
the Vermont portfolio program for almost two years. Vermont was the first
state to make portfolios the backbone of
a statewide assessment system.

The researchers say that support for
the Vermont portfolio program, despite
tremendous demands on teacher time, is
widespread. "Perhaps the most telling
sign of support for the Vermont portfolio program," wrote the authors, "is that

[even in the pilot year] the portfolio
program had already been extended beyond the grades targeted by the state."
In a second statewide portfolio assessment project, the Michigan Employability Skills Portfolio, teachers and school

officials have also reported increased
demands on their time. As noted by
Michigan educators, one of the key is232

teachers, and time for scoring portfolios.
Despite the cost issue, teachers in Michigan expressed enthusiasm about portfolios.

for example, Vermont wants students
to increase their problem-solving skills,

understanding of patterns and relationships found in mathematics, and
communication ofmathematical concepts. Early results from the Vermont
research indicate that teachers, in re-

sponse to the Vermont assessment

"When students ask me why
do I need to learn this, I have

a real answer now..."

program, are indeed spending significantly more instructional time on these
specific areas.

Background-Michigan
"When students ask me, as they had in

the past, why do I need to learn this, I
have a real answer now," said Rita Kirby,

a teacher from Ithaca, Michigan. "I tell
them that the kinds of skills that they are

developing through the portfolio [pro-

gram] are skills that are going to be
serving them for the rest of their lives."

Backwound-Vermont
Unlike most other states, Vermont

In the 1980s, Michigan's economy
was suffering from a serious loss of
manufacturing jobs. To improve the
employability skills of its workforce,
the [Michigan] Governor's Commission on Jobs and Economic Develop-

ment convened the Employability
Skills Task Force in 1987. The task
force's mission was to identify "skills"

essential to new employees entering
the workforce.

had no statewide educational testing pro-

gram until a portfolio system was selected in 1988. Since then, Vermont has

After a comprehensive survey of
over 2000 businesses, the task force

been developing a "cutting edge" as- published the Employability Skills Prosessment program, the centerpiece of file, expanding on three previously
which are portfolios of students' work identified areas of needed student
and "best pieces" drawn from them. The
Vermont assessment program currently
includes mathematics and writing portfolios in grades 4 and 8 and will eventually encompass a broader range of subject areas.

Vermont's use of the portfolio results
will be limited compared to some state
and national proposals for accountability. Although schools and principals may
use the results for assessing individual
student skills, the state will use the results only as a barometer of school and
district movement towards state goals of
instructional reform. In mathematics,
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achievement: academic, personal man-

agement, and teamwork skills. Portfolios, at that time already growing in
popularity in some Michigan schools,
were seen as a method of assessing
and encouraging students to enhance
their workforce skills.
Subsequently, a 1991-92 Michigan
school aid act mandated that all school
districts develop and maintain a portfolio for every student in grades 8-12

during the 1992-93 school year. For
the 1993-94 school year, the portfolio must be implemented for all 9th
(continued on page 4)
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Portfolios As Worthwhile Burdens? (from page 3)
graders and will be extended to 8th
graders in 1994-95.
Piloted in 1990-91 by the Michigan Department of Education, the
Employability Skills Portfolio is now
in the first year of full implementation. More than 300 school districts
have agreed to use the portfolio pro-

cess to help students focus on employability skills.

Bottom-Up
Similar to the United Kingdom's
"Records of Achievement," (see related article on page 6), the Vermont
and Michigan portfolio programs are
bottom-up approaches to assessment
reform. Teachers' support is elicited
through their inclusion in the development and implementation process.
The states provide technical advice

and over 60% of eighth-grade teachers

Effects on Instruction

often had difficulty covering the required

curriculum. And 60% of both groups

Ifthe portfolio resource, time burden,

reported that they often lacked the time
to prepare portfolio lessons.

and rating process on teachers and schools

is so great, what makes portfolios any
good? Instructional effects for one thing.

Teachers in Vermont also wanted more

guidance. Seventy-five percent of the
CRESST/RAND researchers found
fourth-grade teachers and two-thirds of that the majority of Vermont educators
the eighth-grade teachers felt they lacked believed the assessment program had
adequate training at least occasionally. already had substantial positive effects
Even teachers who had taken part in the on instruction. Sixty percent of the surprevious pilot program reported similar veyed principals felt that the portfolio
needs.

program had a positive effect on instruc-

"Rating diverse porO'olio
entries is problematic..."

tion although 25% felt that it was too
early to tell. Despite this latter finding,
principals seemed to agree thar: "Portfolios are a worthwhile burden." Accord-

ing to the report:

In Michigan, CRESST is exploring
efficient ways to describe portfolios with-

out making an absolute judgement on
portfolio contents. A portfolio descrip-

One relatively frequent comment (16%
ofprincipals) was that teachers increased
their emphasis on problem solving and

"flexible" thinking. Other principals

and some funding to assist school

tive system is under development and is

mentioned specific changes in instruc-

districts with portfolio development,
but pressure as to what those portfolios must include is avoided.

based on the Michigan employability

tional methods or styles, including a

skills survey.

Based on results in Vermont and
Michigan and similar efforts in the

problematic," said Eva Baker and

United Kingdom, the bottom-up

searchers assisting the Michigan Depart-

lessened reliance on textbooks, less emphasis on drill and practice, an increased
reliance on hands-on learning, increased
use of interdisciplinary projects, and increased emphasis on communication of
mathematics.

approach has been effective in generating ground support from teachers,
principals, and school districts.

ment of Education. Referring to the

"Rating diverse portfolio entries is
Jonathan Troper, the two CRESST redifficulty of rating portfolios, Baker used
a metaphor of student classroom performance and athletic achievement.

Teachers also supported positive instructional effects of the Vermont port-

"Is good team performance," asked
Baker, "exemplified by being the most

frequently more enthusiastic about teach-

Despite Michigan and Vermont ef-

forts to provide training to schools

valuable player on a team, being a player

thusiastic at least occasionally. Over 40%

and districts, many time and resource
constraints have been reported.

on lots of different sport teams, or by ( ofteachers ) reported the following posigetting an effusive letter from the coach?" tive effects: the goals of mathematics
instruction are improved; math is more
Baker and Troper are helping Michi- closely linked to other subjects; stugan to analyze whether descriptive infor- dents' attitudes towards math improve;
mation inside a portfolio can lead to a and studcnts are learning more math.
better understanding of student perfor-

Resource Constraints

Vermont teachers felt that the greatest problem created by the portfolios
"is not about what to do, but when to

do it." The researchers found that
over 80% of fourth-grade teachers

mance.

folio program: More than one-half of
the surveyed teachers said they were
ing math, and over 90% were more en-

(continued omse 5)
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Portfolios... (from page 4)
Another interesting instructional phenomenon was that over 80% of the sur-

IVORK

PROGRE.SS

veyed teachers in the Vermont study
indicated that they had changed thcir

NEW ASSESSMENT BOOK!

opinion of students' mathematical abilities based upon their students' portfolio
work. In many cases, teachers noted that
students did not perform as well on the
portfolio tasks.as on previous classroom
work. This finding, supported by other
performance assessment research, suggests that portfolios may give teachers
another assessment tool that appears to
broaden their understanding of student
achievement.

A Practical Guide to

Michigan teachers also reported positive effects on their students:

Alternative Assessment
here is no one right way to
assess students," say authors

Joan Herman, Pamela As-

chbacher, and Lynn Winters in their
recently published book, A Practical
Guide to Alternative Assessment. But the

assessments offer very appealing ways to

assess complex thinking and problemsolving skills. And because these new
-We found that portfolios have a lot of types of "tests" are grounded in realistic
educational benefits for students that problems, they are potentially more
aren't related to the assessment," said motivating and reinforcing for students
Catherine Smith from the Michigan than traditional assessments.
Department of Education. "We're finding that one thing students begin to
Published by the Association for Surecognize is that their accomplishments pervision and Curriculum Development
outside of school are really important, a ( ASCD), A Practical Guide to Alterna-

hobby or a club they belong to, an

tive Assessment is written for preservice

activity with church, or taking care of and practicing teachers, sc ool adminissiblings. These activities have meaning trators, and district and state level pracfor preparing them for life."
titioners who are interested in cr.ating

In Conclusion
Indeed, the bad news is that portfolios
are definitely burdens in terms ofteacher
time and resources. That fact is unlikely

to change. But if portfolios are adequately funded and lead to significant
improvements in teacher motivation, instructional processes, self-evaluation,
deeper understanding of content, and
improved skills leading to employment,
then the price may be worth it.

( See pages 10-11 for information on
ordering CSE Technical Report 350,

their own alternative assessments, or in
understanding the issues and improved
methods for assessing student knowledge.

Within the book's 121 pages, the authors present a topical guide to alternative assessments including chapters on:
Rethinking assessment;
Linking assessment with instruction;

Determining purpose:

The Vermont Portfolio Assessment Pro-

Selecting assessment tasks;

gram: Interim Report on Implementation and Impact, 1991-92 School Year,

Setting criteria;

Koretz, Stccber, and Deibert. The cost is
S4.00. )

Ensuring reliable scoring;
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authors suggest that many alternative

Using alternative assessment
for decision making.
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The authors discass the development ofalternative assessments within
the context ofa unique process model

that links curriculum, learning, and
instruction.
"The authors have reaffirmed the
fundamental role of assessments,"
concludes ASCD President Stephanie

Pace Marshall, -which is to provide
authentic and meaningful feedback
for improving student learning, instructional practice, and educational
options."
Available through ASCD by calling

(703) 549-9110, A Practical Guide
to Alternative Assessmentcosts S I 095.
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RECORDS OF ACHIEVEMENT

Lessons from the United Kingdom
Profiling [Records of Achievement] thus arguably represents a new disciplinary technique which...has the
potential to exercise more effective control thau any assessment procedure yet devised.

Patricia Broadfoot
University of Bristol, U.K. (1990)

nternational assessment researcher Patricia Broadfoot's
preceding statement is indicative of the high hopes held in many
countries for portfolios, or as called in

the United Kingdom, records of
achievement (ROAs). In 1984, the
United Kingdom, considered by many

as the world leader in the development of performance assessments,
mandated that records ofachievement
would be used in all secondary class-

rooms by 1990. But today, almost
nine years later, despite extensive research and development, many U.K.
schools are still struggling with ROA
implementation issues and the U.K.
crovernment has backed away from its
original 1984 requirement.
Are states and major school districts

in the United States, many trying to
create large-scale portfolio systems

similar to the United Kingdom's
ROAs, headed down a similar path?

A brief comparison between the
U.K. and state and local portfolio
systems indicates that, at a minimum,

the U.S. already faces many of the
same portfolio implementation problems as have confronted our friends
from across the pond.

Commonalities
ROAs and large-scale portfolio sys-

tems in the United States are not

Records ofAchievement National Steer-

Both U.K. and Michigan goals eming Committee (1989) that listed the phasize improved student academic skills,
purposes of the ROAs :

motivation and attitude, and teamwork.

to contribute to the raising ofall

pupils' achievement through
and beyond the national curriculum;

to improve [students1 motiva-

ti n;
to prepare [students] for the
transition to further education,
training and employment; and
to help schools to consider how
well their curriculum, teaching
and organization enable pupils
to develop their all around potential.
A comparison of these purposes to the
large-scale Michigan portfolio effort ( see
page 3 article ) indicates similar purposes.
For example, the Michigan employability goals call for students to develop:

a new and higher order of academic skills;

ment across and beyond the whole
curriculum. Nevertheless, ROAs and
large-scale U.S. portfolios do share

many commonalities. Consider a

achievement and many large-scale U.S.
portfolio projects include the following
concepts. Portfolios and ROAs:
are valued documents meant to

provide more and broader information to parents than traditional report cards;

are owned by the pupil;
often have as their end goal im-

proved employment opportunites;
feature a bottom-up design; and

are usually implemented with
minimal funding increases from
mandating organizations.

If there is a major difference between
ROAs and current large-scale portfolio
systems here, it might be that the U.K.
uses the ROAs as extended resumes for

entrance into the workforce. But the

Personal Management Skills that

allow them [students] to devel-

op and demonstrate the attitudes, abilities, behaviors and
decision-making processes associated with responsibility and
dependability;

identical. ROAs tend to have a more
standardized format and cover achieve-

Other similarities between records of

z teamwork skills that enable them
[ students ] to function effectively

as members of multiple work
teams and contribute to groups
in accomplishing work tasks.
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Michigan Employability Portfolios could
make even that difference less significant

in the future, as could the demand by
employers across the country to improve
evidence of student workforce skills and
for changing the way children are educated.
The problematic R&D issues that confront portfolio proponents in both countries are similarly overlapped. Issues of
equity, issues of knowing if portfolios or

(continued maw 7)
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1VORK.IN PROGR1:.S.
RECORDS OF ACHIEVEMENT

Lessons from the United Kingdom (from page 6)
ROAs really make a difference in student

learning, and issues of what makes a
good portfolio have challenged both
countries. Perhaps the greatest problem
yet to be resolved by either the U.K. or
any U.S. state is that of inadequate resources, especially teacher time. For exampie, the 1989 Records of Achieve-

ment National Steering Committee
(1989 ) stated the time problem succinctly:

It is nevertheless clear that the
overall volume of teacher time
is the main call [demand] that
records of achievement systems
make on schools' resources. In
particular, tutorial time needs

to be found for pupil/teacher
discussions and for the preparation of summary documents. It
will be essential for time to be
found for in-service training for
records ofachievement which is
carefully integrated with train-

ing needs arising from other
related activities.
Both Vermont and Michigan have rec-

ognized the same major resource problems in their state-wide porttblio programs.

sessments, the government decided to
continue its policy of voluntary records
of achievement. Nevertheless, approximately 80% of the secondary schools
have implemented the ROAs into their
classrooms, and many primary and middle

schools have followed suit.

Nuttall also reports another interesting development. The primary pressure
for the ROAs has come most recently
from the U.K. Department of Employment and not their Department of Education, which had previously promoted
the ROAs. The Department of Employment is encouraging students to use the
ROAs during job interviews. But Nuttall
adds that the original plan, for all students to use the ROAs for employment,
has not happened.
Scoring of the ROAs, or lack thereof,

has not become a major issue in the
U.K., as it is becoming for some largescale assessments in the United States.
Nuttall attributes this fact to their current national assessment system which
does not consider ROAs to be a major
test instrument.

Lessons

What Is A
Record of Achievement?
Minz:.,... enhance emploict recog-

non of the ReOrdi. of

7r

evement and:: to:- Stan-

dardize the ROA basic design and
contents, the United rmgdom de-

veloped a "National Record of
Achievement" notebook, Each
student's notebook has a nationally
recognizable, standardized cover, an
initial sheet describing personal details, and four Main pages ofrecords
including:

a summary of school
achievements in the curriculum;
a summary of qualifications
and credits;
a summary ofother achievements and experiences; and

a personal statement.

If there is a lesson for the United States

What's Happening Now

in the U.K. experience, it might be that
the implementation of portfolios is not
The 1984 United Kingdom govern- an overnight process. Having mandated
ment policy statement and the 1989 records ofachievement almost nine years
Records ofAchievement National Steer- ago, the British are still struggling with
ing Committee established a deadline of the same types of questions faced today
1990 to introduce the records ofachieve- by stare and local agencies in the United
ment into all U.K. secondary schools. States: questions of policy, costs, trainBut according to Desmond Nuttall, one ing, scoring, and use by employers,
of the members of the 1989 Steering teachers, and schools.
Committee and a leader of the British
assessment reform movement, the govAnd there are many potential pitfalls
ernment has backed away from its 1984 that have bn discussed but not fully
mandate. Overwhelmed by its recently
established national curriculum and as(continued on page 8)
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The Record also contains a sheet for
students to record their employment
history.

Compact in design and incapable of
holding massive amounts of student
work, the ROA focuses on evidence
of student achievement including:
examination results, qualifications,
achievements through work experience, non-academic interests, future
plans, and needs of the student. The
U.K. places emphasis on students to
eliminate old material.

page 8

Records of Achievement...
(from page 7)

From the Directors... (from page 1)
tasks rather than simply react to the tasks
assigned by others. Teachers could help

students accomplish significant tasks,
worthy of time, reflection, and refine-

dents individual scores, to judge systems' progress toward achieving standards, and to evaluate programs. In
order to accomplish these worthy ends,

ment. Portfolios and their evolving con-

portfolios need to be assessed according

tents could be a source of pride for to common standards to ensure fairness.
students and for their parents. As one of
our relatives says, "What could be bad?"

Multiple Purposes
Although starting from the intimacy
of the individual teaching/learning situation, portfolio use is rapidly transmutresearched. For example, if portfolios
are ever to be used for such high stakes

ing to a multitude of purposes. Effi-

decisions (Brandt, 1992) as college
entrance, they will undoubtedly have
to meet the same types of stringent

port multiple goals met with single interventions.

validity and reliability measures as cur-

rent standardized assessments. Even
the most ardent proponent of portfo-

But clearly not all uses will occur
without side effects. For instance, should
portfolios be used, as proposed in Michi-

lios would have to agree that portfolios

gan, as displays to assist employers to

are a long way off from that level of
rigor. Ultimately, the portfolio road
may be a good one, but there remain

make a hiring decision? Why not, if they

ciency principles suggest we should sup-

are promoted as a form of elaborated

many important issues to be resolved.

resume? Again, the process mirrors the
teacher-student relationship, with relatively idiosyncratic standards applied for

Our very special thanks to Professor
Desmond Nuttall, Institute of Educa-

particular job options. The portfolio,

tion, University of London, for providiv CRESSTlvith valuable "Records of

employer to make a choice. The caveat is
that children in different schools need to

Achievement' information.

along with other indicators, allows the

ofAchievernent: Report ofthe Records of

Achievement National Steering Commitree. Central Office of Information.

Brandt, R., ( 1992). On performance
assessment: A conversation with Grant
Wiggins. Educational Leadership, 8,

35-37.

How will portfolios be judged? If they
are rated by explicit guidelines provided
for their judgment, obvious conse-

quences may occur. One is that the
surface features of the scoring system
will drive the portfolio development toward more superficial, and incidentally,
homogeneous performance. Individual
reflection and choice could be given a
back seat to making sure that particular

features are included, that is, buttons
pushed, to get a "high" score. Students
with savvy parents and teachers will surely

do well.

Issues of Scoring
One alternative procedure is to use
global scores, a 4 for excellent, a 3 for
competent, and so on, instead of explicit
scoring rubrics. Such summary scores, of

course, operate against the formative,

have the same level of assistance in the
development of their portfolio.

interactive strategy that portfolio assess-

Could portfolios provide an exhibit
for the public and policy makers of the
type of curricular emphases occurring in
local schools and classrooms? Certainly
a sample for review at critical grades
could be made available as exhibits in
displays for parents or for school board
members.

models or explicit criteria, what is likely

References
Department of Education and Science
and the Welsh Office. ( 1989 ). Records

It is the scoring of portfolios, and the
concomitant stakes assigned to them,
that triggers our concern.

But some portfolio enthusiasts have
bigger aspirations. They seek to have
portfolios used for student and school
comparisons for accountability purposes.
Portfolios would be graded to give stu-

ment is supposed to promote. When
global ratings are given with a lack of
ro be detected are gross differences in
individual talent and experience. Such
scores would not help teachers to improve teaching and learning. Th ey would

function like a qualitative stanine.

Despite the frequent Olympic games
allusions to judgment of qualitative per-

formance, portfolios are in a different
arena. In ice skating, for instance, even in
the most creative events, there are known

expectations, for example, how many
(continued onzne 9)
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jumps of one or another type and difficulty must be made. In portfolios, the
performance land of video collage, poetry, spreadsheets, and civic projects, we

have no agreed upon components and
few standards for any required pieces.
Do portfolios have a place in accountability? Maybe they do. On a sampling
basis, portfolios can perhaps give good,

qualitative information about what is

he following reports have recently been released and are available through
the CSE/CRESST office. To order any report, fill out the order form on
page 11, or for a complete listing of all CSE/CRESST technical reports,
monographs and resource papers, please contact Kim Hurst at (310) 206-1532.

happening in the best and in more typical classrooms. Do portfolios need to be CRESST Performance Assessment Models:
scored, with all the attendant issues of Assessing Content Area Explanations
reliability, valid rubrics, cost and time? Eva Baker, Pamela Aschbacher, David
Niemi, and Edynn Sato, 1992, (S10.00)
Maybe; but maybe not. In a project in
the state of Michigan, CRESST staff, the
Over 500 copies of this handbook have been distributed since its publication
Michigan Department of Education, in April, 1992; consequently,
we are once again promoting its use by anyone
teachers, and administrators are trying interested in developing performance
to see if portfolios can be reviewed de- based approach to assessing students' assessments. Presenting a performanceunderstanding of subject matter content,
scriptively rather than scored. Our pre- the handbook includes:
liminary work suggests, for accountability purposes, this approach might proa concise model of alternative assessment for those who need to devide sufficient information and at a revelop similar assessments of their own;
duced cost.

Appropriate Uses
Let's remember portfolios fundamentally are intended to provide qualitative
information on a rich, diverse, unpre-

examples of successful CRESST assessment materials;

an effective scoring rubric for performance assessments applicable to a
variety of topics;
useful benchmark papers.

dictable, and most importantly, individual set of performances. Let's not lose
these key goals by converting portfolios

mindlessly to inappropriate sources of
quantitative informationat least not
without monitoring the effects of those
actions on teaching and learning. Some
things are good for only one (or a few)
purposes.

The assessment model, based on a highly contextualized history performance
task, requires students to engage in a sequence of assessed steps, beginning with
an initial assessment of their relevant background knowledge of the particular

historical period. Next students are provided with opposing viewpoints in
primary source materials, typically letters or speeches of historical figures. Finally,

students are asked to write an extended essay that explains the positions of the
authors of the texts and to draw upon their own background knowledge for
explanation.

The essay scoring rubric consists of six dimensions: a General Impression ot
Content Quality scale, and five analytic subscales. History experts and high
school teachers have been involved throughout the study as co-designers,
reviewers, and raters of the assessment and have provided valuable input into the
assessment.

(continued on page 10)
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More CSE/CRESST Technical Reports
(continued from page 9)

Also included in the handbook are:

background information on the
CRESST performance-based assess-

ment, examples of assessments for
secondary-level history and chemistry, and specifications for duplicating

our technique with other topics and
subject matter areas. Our rater training process, scoring techniques, and
methods for reporting results are described in detail.

Learning Assessment Project, the California Assessment Program, and the University ofCalifornia, Santa Barbara/California Institute of Technology research

sessment approach to research a number of technical issues in performance
assessment, CRESST has evidence of
the reliability, validity, and generalizability of its technique.

solving skills and attirudes towards math-

ematics. The objectives of this study

Accountability and Alternative As-

were: (a) to determine whether working
with more realistic and lengthier problems during instruction will make students better able to solve similar problems on an achievement test, and (b) to
determine whether the different kinds of
problems (shortvs. extended word problems) will provide different information
about students' performance and mathematical problem-solving ability. The
comparisons suggest that there are im-

sessment
Joan Herman

portant aspects of students' ability to
solve structured problems that can be

CSE Technical Report 348, 1992

measured with extended, complex, realistic problems.

project "Alternative Technologies for
Assessing Science Understanding." The
analysis framework articulates general
aspects ofproblem-solving performance,
including structured, integrated knowledge; effective problem representation;
proceduralized knowledge; automaticity; and self-regulatory skills.

CRESST believes that this assess-

ment will be useful for both largescale applications and instructional
improvement. Having used this as-

ment can improve students' problem-

($4.00)
Despite growing dissatisfaction with
traditional multiple-choice tests, national
and state educational policies reflect con-

The Vermont Portfolio Assessment
Program: Interim Report on Imple-

Measurement of Workforce Readiness: Review of Theoretical Frameworks

tinuing belief in the power of good

Harold F. O'Neil, Jr., Keith Allred, &-

mentation and Impact, 1991-92

assessment to encourage school improve-

Eva L. Baker

ment. The underlying logic is strong.

CSE Technical Report 343, 1992

Good assessment sets meaningful standards, and these standards provide direction for instructional efforts and models of good practice. But are these reasonable assumptions? How close are we
to having the good assessments that are
required?

(S4.00)
The cry of American management for
workers with greater skills has spawned

School Year
Daniel Koretz, Brian Stecher, & Edward Deibert

CSE Technical Report 350, 1992
(S6.00)
See page 3 for a complete article on
this report.

Design Characteristics of Science
Performance Assessments
Robert Glaser, Kalyani Raghavan,
& Gail Baxter

This report summarizes the research
evidence supporting current beliefs in
testing, identifies critical qualities that
good assessment should exemplify, and
reviews the current state of the research

CSE Technical Report 349, 1992
($3.00)

knowledge on how to produce such

Part of a long range goal to investi-

The Influence of Problem Context

gate the validity of reasoning and
problem-solving assessment tasks in
science, this report describes progress
in analyzing several science performance assessment projects. The au-

thors discuss developments from

measures.

on Mathematics Performance
Noreen Webb & Esther Yasui

CSE Technical Report 346, 1992
( S4.00)

Mathematics educators and researchers argue that using realistic, complex

Connecticut's Common Core of problem7solving instruction and assess-

many commissions, task forces and stud-

ies, including five studies reviewed in
this report:
What Work Requires of
Schools (Secretary': Commission on Achieving Necessary
Skills);

Workplace Basics: The Essential Skills Employers Want
(American Society for Training and Development );
Michigan Employability Skills
Employer Survey;
Basic and Expanded Basic
Skills ( New York State Education Department ); and
High Schools and the Changing Workplace: The Employers' View ( National Academy
of Sciences ).
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Special CRESST Report from Robert L. Linn
Educational Assessment: Expanded Expectations and Challenges
(1992 Thornciike Award Address )
Robert Linn
CSE Technical Report 351, 1992 ( S3.50)

ducational policvmakers are keenly interested in educational assessment," says Robert L. Linn
in his 1992 Thomdike
Award address to the American Psychological Association. Linn points to the various
attractions that assessments
have for policymakers who frequently think of assessment as a "kind of impartial
barometer of educational quality."
But assessments are frequently used for two questionable purposes, iml.lies Linn, first,
to point out the declining quality
of American education and, secondly, as an instrument of educational reform. "Such greatly
unrealistic, poli:ymaker expectations," he says, "together with the current press for radical expanded, and sometimes
changes in the nature of
assessments, represent major challenges for educational measurement." Linn c \ncludes his remarks
by saving that the
measurement research community must make sure that the consequences for any new high-stakes
performance assessment
system are better investigated than they were for previous assessment reforms.

ri
Order Form
Attach additional sheet if more room is needed.

CSE Reports/Monographs/Resource Papers
Report Number
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Number of copies
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POSTAGE & HANDLING
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Linda Winfield Joins CRESST Staff
RESST is delighted to have
Professor Linda F. Winfield

join its research staff. Dr.
Winfield, formerly a principal research
scientist at the Center for Research on
Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged
Students at Johns Hopkins University,
is currently a visiting professor at UCLA's

Graduate School of Education. While at
Johns Hopkins, she was also co-director

for "Special Strategies for Educating
Disadvantaged Students," a congressionally-mandated, national study of

Dr. Winfield is currently teaching the
Introduction to Educational Evaluation
course at UCL-1's Graduate School of
Education. She is collaborating with the

CSE evaluation of a New American
Schools Development Corporation
project, "The Los Angeles Learning
Centers," and will be involved in several
CRESST projects involving equity and
validity issues of ,.)erformance assessments.

Linda Winfield

"exemplary" urban schools.

Dr. Winfield's published work includes numerous articles focused on research and policies in urban education,
including Chapter 1 evaluation, imple-

mentation and change in schoolwide
projects, assessment of students from

Rebuild L.A.
'"

diverse populations, and equity. She has

received support from the Rockefeller
Foundation and the National Science

Foundation for her work on literacy
proficiency among black young adults.

CRESST/UCLA contributed over S1700 to the Rebuild L.A.
Center for Research on Evaluation.
Standards, and Student Testing
Eva L. Baker, Co-director
Robert L. Linn, Co-director
Joan L. Herman, Associate Director
Ronald Dietel, CRESST Line Editor
The work reported herein was supported under
the Educauonal Research and Dex elopment Cen-

ter Program cooperative agreement number
R I 1 7G10027 and (;FDA catalog number
4.117C as administered by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education. The findings and opinions expressed in this publication do not reflect
the position or policies of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement or the U S.
Department of Education.

effort. L-R, CRESST Project Director Josie Bain, Rev. Cecil Murray
and Rey. Carmen Speights from the First African Methodist Episcopal Church, and CRESST Director of Communications Ron Dietel

UCLA
CRESST
Graduate School of Education
405 Hilgard Ave.
Los Angeles, California 90024-1522
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U.S. POSTAGE
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To be placed on the CRESST Line
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Construction Versus Choice in Cognitive Measurement:
Issues in Constructed Response, Peiformance Testing,
and Portfolio Assessment

Table of Contents and Preface
This book is based on the major presentations of a conference held at Educational
Testing SerVice in November 1990. The first chapter explores the meanings of "constructed
response" within a framework provided by validity theory. The next three chapters discuss
the construct validity of constructed-response measures from psychometric, psychological,
and integrated perspectives. The chapters in the following group address measurement techniques that will contribute to the incorporation of constructed-response measures into standardized assessments. Within the next group of chapters, attentions turns to discussions of
more
extended assessment exercises, such as portfolios. The next chapter uses the assessment of
teachers to illustrate issues in the reform of educational measurement. It provides a transition
to the final chapter, which focuses on policy questions the federal government's role, and
the conflicting perspectives that influence decision making.
The book was edited by Randy Elliot Bennett and William C. Ward of Educational
Testing Service.

Copies of the book are available from:

Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc., Publishers
365 Broadway
Hillsdale, New Jersey 07642
ISBN 0-3058-0964-3

Reproduced with permission of Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
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CONSTRUCTION VERSUS CHOICE
IN COGNITIVE MEASUREMENT:
Issues in Constructed Response,
Performance Testing,
and Portfolio Assessment

Edited by

Randy Elliot Bennett
William C. Ward
Educational Testing Service

M
1993

LAWRENCE ERLBAUM ASSOCIATES, PUBLISHERS
Hillsdale, New Jersey
Hove and London
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PREFACE

The multiple-choice question is the mainstay of standardized testing programs

in the United States. The format has achieved this position because it permits inexpensive and apparently objective scoring; because such questions
can be answered quickly, allowing broad content coverage within a testing
session; and because a sophisticated statistical technology has evolved to support the analysis and interpretation of test results.
The reliance on multiple-choice questions, however, is increasingly criti-

cized. Many have argued that tests and, in particular, test formats significantly
influence education. Multiple-choice assessments are said to encourage the
teaching and learning of isolated facts and rote procedures at the expense
of conceptual understanding and the development of problem-solving skills.
It is believed that, for education reform to occur, the methods
used to measure attainment must themselves be transformed.
To address the limitations of the multiple-choice format,
many educators
and psychologists have advocated increased
use of constructed-response tasks.
These tasks may be as simple as producing
a numerical answer to an arithmetic question or as extensive as producing the
numerous drafts that culminate in a finely honed essay or planning and conducting
a series of scientific
experiments. Proponents argue that constructed-response
assessments, especially those that require extended problem
solving
and
yield complex
productions, measure different skills and
promote
deeper
learning
than do
multiple-choice measures.
The use of such tasks, however,
raises several critical concerns. If the anEx
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swer to a question is an extended problem solution, fewer questions can be
asked in a fixed testing period, reducing the breadth of content coverage
possible. The less constrained the task and the solution, the greater is the
possibility that lack of standardization in test administration, and lack of objective criteria for evaluation, may adversely affect the comparability of results
across persons and situations. These conditions can threaten the representativeness of the test results as a sample of the individual's capabilities, and
thus the validity and fairness of the test.
Growing attention to these and related issues has suggested that it would
be timely to bring together persons who could contribute to an understanding of problems and possibilities associated with the various assessment formats. First a conference, and then this volume, resulted.
The conference, sponsored by Educational Testing Service, was held in
Princeton, New Jersey, in November, 1990. Speakers and attendees represented a variety of viewpoints in educational research and policymaking. The
presentations and discussions were informative, provocative, and notably lacking in polemics.
This book, comprising nine chapters based on the major conference presentations plus five newly invited contributions, maintains the same tone. Rhetoric
calling for the abolition of traditional testing methods as useless or pernicious, or on the other hand for dismissal of new approaches as impractical, is lacking. Rather, the authors seek to provide perspectives and build
frameworks that will contribute to future research agendas and policy debates. Such statements are not as dramatic as the more extreme positions
that can be found in the press and even in journals, but they are, we believe,
more useful.
The first chapter in the volume, that by Bennett, explores the meanings
of "constructed response" within a framework provided by validity theory.
The next three chapters discuss the construct validity of constructed-response
measures. Traub provides a psychometric perspective; Snow, a psychological one; and Messick, an integration of the two.
The chapters in the following group address measurement techniques that
will contribute to the incorporation of constructed-response measures into
standardized assessments. Mislevy outlines the use of "inference networks"
in evaluating the contributions of different types of test questions.
Tatsuoka
discusses a model for item design to elucidate the skills and knowledge underlying observable performance. Dorans and Schmitt describe techniques
for the analysis of group differences in item performance. Finally, Braswell
and Kupin examine alternative formats for assessment in mathematics.
With the next group of chapters, attention turns to discussions of more
extended assessment exercises. Camp explores the role of portfolios in the
assessment of writing. Wolf draws from both the classroom and the reflections of practicing artists to view assessments as occasions of learning. Gitomer
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provides a framework for the design of performance assessments in educational measurement.
Dwyer's chapter uses the assessment of teachers to illustrate issues in the
reform of educational measurement. It provides a transition to the final chapters in the volume, which focus on questions of policyHartle and Battaglia
from the perspective of the federal government's role, and Robinson exploring the conflicting perspectives that influence decision making.
Important contrasts between the more narrowly psychometric and the social policy perspectives are evident in these chapters. The two viewpoints
are in agreement in seeking means of improving educational measurement;
but they differ, at least implicitly, in what is meant by "better." From the
policy perspective, better measurement involves tasks that have verisimilitude, that send the right messages to those concerned with education, and
that help directly and indirectly to cause increased success for learners. From
the psychometric, "better" means more reliable or more representative of
cognitive skills underlying an achievement, or perhaps less susceptible to contamination by construt-irrelevant group differences. From the first of these
perspectives, it may make good sense to trade some accuracy of measurement for a superior assessment; from the second, that proposition is almost
a contradiction in terms.
Another aspect of the contrast in perspectives is that there are significant
differences in how the line is drawn to distinguish variations in measurement
methodology that make a difference. From the psychometric viewpoint, the
step from a multiple-choice mathematics question to one in which the examinee is asked id grid an answer in is a very big change; one has to be
concerned about the consequences of this change for test reliability, difficulty,
speededness, and so on. Any variation in format and scoring rubric must be
studied exhaustively. From the policy perspective, however, such changes
are minor. The constructed-response measures that are seen as likely to make
a difference are far more complex and real-worldly, barely on the same continuum with the array of measures likely to be considered by those for whom
such factors are the critical concerns.
Just as evident as the differences should be the indication of ways in which
these contrasts might be bridged. Several of the chapters offer organizing
schemes and discussions that can begin the synthesis needed to promote the
objective shared by all of the contributors: achieving more socially useful,
socially responsible measurement. We hope this volume contributes, if only
in a small way, to that important goal.
Randy Elliot Bennett
William C. Ward
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